
Letters to the Editor

With special thanks to all of the MUFON Group.-: : February 26, 1986

Just a note to thank all of you for your very hard and time consuming

work that you have done for Vickie, Colby (Landrum) and myself. Without

each of you, I really don't know what we would have done.

Please accept my apologies for such people that you have to listen

to such as Steuart Campbell. People like that are to be pitied. He said

he even doubted our credibility — well I doubt his mentality. All I can

say is that it is such a shame it was us. It should have been him and

then we would see if he would have said it was a star. Just one day of

what we have suffered would have been to much for him — not even speaking

of the years.

May God bless each and everyone of you for your great work.

(signed) Betty Cash
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TECHNICAL REVIEW OF RADIATION EVIDENCE
IN CASH-LANDRUM CASE

By Paul Stowe
(MUFON Research Specialist in

Nuclear Technology)

The physical injuries sustained in
the UFO encounter known as the
Cash-Landrum Event (No. 158, April
1981) appears highly symptomatic of
acute radiation sickness. Dependent
upon the level of the exposure, any or
all of the following symptoms would
occur:

1. Blood changes (reduced white
blood count and anima); Nausea and
vomiting; 3. Diarrhea; 4. General
fatigue; 5. Loss of body hair; 6. Bloody
diarrhea and/or vomiting; 7.
Convulsions and death.

Secondary effects are 1. Chills; 2.
Local hemorrhaging; 3. Secondary
infections; 4. Increased risk of all forms
of cancer.

The level at which each of the
above, symptoms will occur in any given
individual will vary based on personal
resistance and health at the time of
exposure. The general range list in
Table 1 is based on observed data
gathered by the Department of Defense
(DOD).
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Table 1. Range of radiation exposure vs. symptoms (DOD data).

0-50 rem: No observable effect

50-100 rem: Blood changes and at the upper limit, possible radiation sickness (i.e.,
nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting), mild

100-200 rem: Onset of radiation sickness with increasing severity, upper ranges,
possible loss of body hair

200-300 rem: Radiation sickness with accompanying first instances of death occurring
within 30 days

300-450 rem: Range considered as LD-50/30 indicating expected 50% of the exposed
population will die of physiological damage and complication within 30 days

600-900 rem: Range considered as LD-100/30, 100% of the exposed population will die
within 30 days

5000 rem: Neurological damage causing immediate incapacitation, convulsions, and
death

In the Cash-Landrum case, the
observers exhibited radiation sickness
of varying severity as well as a local skin
bum. The skin bum gives a further clue
to the energy of the emitted radiation.
For a surface burn to be observed on a
person at the distance of 175 feet, the
radiation might have been in the
spectra of ultraviolet to the soft x-ray
region. In this region, the principal
radiat ion interact ion is the
photoelectric effect which produced
the observed bum as well as the
sensation of heat.

From the physiological injuries and
observed skin burn, it is apparent that a
delivered exposure of between 200-300
rem occurred in the observation period
of not greater than ten minutes. From
this data, the power of the emission can
be calculated. For the calculation, it
was assumed that the distance from the
object was 175 feet and the exposure
rate was 1200 rem/hr for a ten-minute
period. To further simplify the
calculation, it is further assumed that a
monoenergetic gamma/X-ray of 50 kev
was emitted from an isotropic point
source. Working backward to the

source of the total gamma/X-ray
emission, total power could be
obtained. The total gamma/X-ray
power appears to be around 50 kw.

The amount of power emitted in
this fashion can give insight to the
possible source of power employed.
Several man-made devices will emit
radiation in this range and power.
These are 1. an unshielded atomic pile;
2. particle accelerators; 3. X-ray
devices.

It is possible that the device
observed was a military test platform. If
this was the case, several types of
devices could cause the observed
effects such as a nuclear reactor or a
large scale magnetohydrodynamic
propulsion device. In either case, these
devices would require massive
shielding (i.e., weight) to make it a
manned "platform and would therefore
most likely dictate that such a test
vehicle be remotely piloted for early
development. This would require that
the pilot be in visual contact with the
device, yet maintain sufficient distance
to avoid excessive radiation exposure.

(continued on next page)



Vehicle E-M, Continued

parapsychological effects and suggest
that perhaps the witnesses create the
effects themselves. Quite a different
approach to the early days of metallic
discs beaming vehicles to a halt.

In an entry in the 1980
Encyclopedia of L/FOs,14 Stanton T.
Fr iedman, under the head ing
"Electromagnetic Effects of UFOs," in
summing up why all UFOs do not
manifest EM effects suggests several
possible factors:

*Effects may depend on distance.
*Occupants of UFOs might be
testing devices capable of affecting
vehicles.

*One might need a certain type of
object in a certain proximity to a
certain type of UFO.

He also stated a need for greater
data collection and attempts at
duplication of effects in laboratories.

1981 saw the publication of a joint
catalogue and analysis by Mark
Rodeghier which to date has been the
best overall contribution to the subject
under study. In his introductory
remarks he stated, as have so many
before him:

However, I soon discovered that the data
that has (sic) been collected about the
vehicles involved has (sic) been, to put it
charitably, somewhat skimpy for all but a
few well documented cases.15

Rodeghier presented a catalogue
of 441 events which involved land
vehicles, together with sources, before
proceeding to look at the data.
Thorough analyses of a variety of
parameters; date, time, duration, size,
witnesses, etc., are given. Finally he
looked at patterns analysis. Thirty five
spearate statistically significant
correlations were found, with clusters
of interesting factors (e.g. the presence
of a light beam, control of a vehicle, a
physiological effect, or the chasing of a
vehicle).

In summarizing his thoughts about
the clusters, he commented:

(1) It is unlikely that a natural phenomena
(sic) would suddenly begin occurring with
some frequency after 1953, when many
vehicles had been on the road for dozens of

years before that date.
(2) A natural phenomena would probably
not occur preferentially in unpopulated
areas.
(3) There is no ready explanation for the
avoidance of the daylight hours by EM
events...
(4) No relationship was demonstrated
between severity of EM effects and distance
to the UFO, unexpected for a natural
phenomena.
(5) The presence of humanoids in several
events is an obvious difficulty.
(6) While a spinning plasma might appear
metallic to an individual under certain
lighting conditions, it is unlikely that so
many witnesses have been unable to
determine the true appearance of the
phenomenon....These considerations, in
conjunction with the existence of two
s t r o n g l y c o r r e l a t e d g r o u p s o f
characteristics, argue powerfully against
the hypothesis that all EM events are due to
unknown natural phenomena.15

1981 seemed the year for the
commencement of more rigorous
examination of the available data.
Donald A. Johnson presented a paper
to the second CUFOS conference held
in Chicago in September of that year.
He chose 78 cases which provided
details of size, distance, and duration
information and analyzed them. Seven
clusters of information were found.
"The incomplete ignition interference
cases were found predominantly in two
clusters, both representing encounters
with small objects of brief duration. One
cluster in which all encounters resulted
in stalled vehicles identified cases of
high strangeness (occupant and
contact reports)."16

The most recent study to come to
my attention is a currently unpublished
one (1982) conducted by Patricia
McMahon17 of the USA who looked for
patterns in VIE events. She reiterates a
call for better data gathering.

From our review we can see that
there have been a multitude of
explanations put forward to explain VIE
events. A partial listing might read as
follows:

• Hoax
• Witness panics
• Psychological
• Intenal stimuli not yet understood

(parapsychological)
• External stimuli — natural
• External stimuli — the UFO

phenomena

However, and most importantly in
my opinion, as pointed out by the
Vallee's (1966), BUFORA (1979),
Friedman (1980), Rodeghier (1981), and
McMahon (1982), the vital thing we still
lack is hard data, available to us all.
Only a relatively few cases detail
exactly what the witnesses did to the
vehicle (e.g., did they brake, declutch
etc.), what the exact effects were (e.g.,
did the oil and ignition lights come on
when it stalled), and exactly how did the
event end (e.g., how did the engine
restart).

It appears to me that although
pioneering efforts have been made to
gather some data, we have insufficient
good hard data to hand to really
evaluate much more than has been
achieved until now.

The remedy is threefold. Firstly, a
call to all investigators to comb their
files for past VIE cases and ensure they
are published. Secondly, for all future
events to be carefully investigated,
documented and published in full.
Thirdly, there is a crying need for
someone, or a group of people, to start
looking indepth at these cases. They
represent a subgroup of reports from
which we should be able to retrieve a
vast amount of material. If there are any
takers for initiating such a study group,
either within an organization or just as a
loose network of researchers, this
author would be interested in joining in.

Note: The author may be
contacted at 3 Park Lake Drive, Wynn
Vale, South Australia 5127.
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Radiation, Continued

* Although a true unknown cannot
. -" be. discounted, it is my opinion that this

i case is due to a military device not
responding to flight control signals and
the principals in this case observed the
device during the subsequent recovery
operation.

Comments on Stowe Analysis
(Mr. Stowe's analysis was reviewed by
Dr. Peter Rank, Madison, Wise.,
MUFON consultant in Radiology.
Excerpts from his review follow.—Ed.)

Mr. Stowe is to be congratulated
for the depth of his knowledge and the
thoroughness of his analysis. Many of
the general principles he has
enumerated were used by me in
evaluating the Cash/Landrum case,
only with less precision.

I would agree totally with Mr.
Stowe's analysis on pages 1 and 2. (The
portion published here; the balance
consisted of physics and mathematical
calculations.—Ed.) Mr. Stowe has
made certain assumptions which may

or may not be warranted. The first
assumption is that the principals in this
case suffered total body radiation. This
is by no means clear.

I do not believe that a general
dosage level can be assigned to the
Cash/Landrum case. My reasoning is
based upon the observation, to the best
of my knowledge, that although both
women had symptoms of radiation
sickness, there were no well
documented changes in the blood and
the diarrhea reported was not bloody in
nature.

My analysis assumed that ionizing
r a d i a t i o n , e x a c t w a v e l e n g t h
undetermined, was responsible for
most of the symptoms. We also know
that the women had exposure to light as
well as to infrared waves. As Mr. Stowe
points out, some of the erythema of the
skin can be attributed to ultraviolet, and
some certainly can be attributed to
shorter wavelengths with higher energy
and of an ionizing nature. The extent to
which microwave radiation was
involved is not clear, and 1 was unable to
come to a position with regard to it.

The data Mr. Stowe quotes from
the Department of Defense are based
primarily on the results of "total body
radiation at Hiroshima, as well as the
pioneering research of Dr. Warren
Shields, pathologist, who was one of the
first investigators into the effects of
radiation following World War II. It
must be emphasized that our
experience with human total body
radiation is limited to these wartime
episodes, plus a very few radiation
accidents at nuclear installations since
then.

I have no opinion as to the source
of the radiation in the Cash/Landrum
case, either military or unidentified, but
must certainly agree that any of the
three possibilities outlined by Mr.
Stowe could be likely. Nevertheless, i t .
must be emphasized that the source of
this radiation probably was an
instrument that emitted a wide variety
of electromagnetic waves. It is
therefore misleading to assume that
monoenergetic rays of any kind are the
principal determinant of the patient's
symptoms.
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Open Letter, Continued

This apology is for the distortion of
the sequence of events at the beginning
of the sightings (i.e., just after the plane
passed Cape Campbell, or about 12:10
a.m., Dec. 31,1978). As a result of your
version of the sequence of events,
millions of NOVA viewers now have the
impression that (the) pilot called the air
traffic controller and asked if there were
any blips on his screen because there
was a news crew on board the plane.
Your distorted version of the sequence
"just happens" to lend some support to
the conclusion you drew, namely that
both the pilot and the controller knew
at the time that the blips were only a
result of weather conditions, yet they
did not inform the news crew, but
instead allowed the news crew to
believe the radar was picking up
unknown targets...."UFOs." In other
words, your faulty recitation of the
event sequence was used by you to
imply that the pilot and controller joined
in a de facto hoax by not telling the

10

news crew of the "true" nature of the
radar targets

Apparently in the recitation of
pseudo-history of the flight you are
trying to set a "tone" for your
comments to follow (about how the
pilot didn't think the targets were "real"
craft since he didn't try to vector the
plane away from them)....What is not
acceptable is your statement that the
controller reported no blips (radar
targets-Ed.) until the pilot (a) said there
was a TV crew on board and fhen, (b)
asked if there were any "interesting
blips."

The uninformed listener would
assume that you were reciting the
actual series of events in a very even-
voiced, accurate manner. And yet the
Wellington Air Traffic Control tape
proues that this was not the actual
sequence of events. (Moreover, I know
that you have a copy of the Wellington
transcript and have read it, very likely
more than once.)....(At this point, Dr.
Maccabee recounts the actual
sequence of events and the air-ground

communications from the Wellington
tape and analyzes them extensively in ^
comparison to Klass's version.—Ed.) '

To summarize, Phil, I think you \
should apologize for giving the
impression that the captain waited until
he told the controller about the TV
crew before asking about the presence
of radar blips, when in fact the captain
did not mention the TV crew until 7
minutes after the initial contact with
Wellington. Furthermore, you should
apologize for giving the impression that
the Wellington controller only reported
blips because he had been told there
was a TV crew aboard and only
because the captain asked. Instead, it
can be shown that the controller, after
the initial contact, reported several
radar targets without being prompted
by the captain, and before he
(controller) was told about the TV
crew....

Cordially,
Bruce Maccabee
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Houston Chronicle Thursday, July 30,1981

Oklahoma man 1st
TL'LSA. Okla. ' A P i — An unemployed

Lndus'.riai radiographer has become the
first American to c;e of radiation poison-
ing since the early cays of A-bomb experi-
mentation, federal officials say.

Douglas Crofut. 33. of Henryetta. died
at a Tulsa hospital Monday, six months
after he first sought medical care for
radiation burns en his chest and left arm.

Officials said the radiation destroyed
his bone marrow, burned off his left nip-

ple and ate deep into his body like a
cancer.

"I've never seen anything like it in .-ny
life." said Crofut's lawyer. Richard Gib-
bon. "It would make you sick at your
.stomach."

The source of the exposure remains
under investigation.

• The Nuclear Regulatory Cornrnisijon
. had investigated the theft abou^pec. 30 of
an industrial radicgraphic devitrfrmf a

locked pipeline inspection company truck
parked one-half mile i'rein Crofut ' s home.

After Crofut first was hospitalized on
Jan. 22. the capsule of Indium 152 turned
up on the porch of another radiographer's
home in Henrye t t a . The I n d i u m , de-
scribed by officials as "lethal." was in its
protective lead container.

The capsule was described ss slightly-
larger in diameter then a pencil and li
inch to 1 inch long. Such devices are used

«<r*
rh/ La*^ d/c*^/

poisoning Bin
by radiographers employed by oil compa-
nies to detect problems in pipeline welds.

Crofut denied knowledge of the theft,
and the NRC closed its investigation of
the t h e f t and Crofut 's i n j u r y - w i t h o u t •
craving conc!'.:5!.:r:S. said Clyde Wisr.er.
the agency's p-jb::c. af fa i rs officer in Ar-
l ingtun. Texo.v

The NRC report cr. the thofl indicated
Crofut's injuries were consistent wi th
those that would be caused by exposure to

radiation between Dec. 15 and Jan. 10.

He had last worked'wiih sources of
radiation in October 1980 when he was
employed by a Houston pipeline inspec-'
ticn firm near Lovington. N.M., Gibbon
sr.rd Wednesday.

Kar l Seyfrit. director of the NRC re-
gional office, said exposure of the magni-
tude sufi'ered by Crcfut is "extremely
rare."

"I'm not aware of any death that is
directly attributable to a radiography
source." Seyfrit said.

He said there were a "couple of in-
stances" of death f rom radiation expo-
sure "back in the early days of develop-
ment of the A-bomb."

NRC tests indicated C.-cf'Jt was exposed
either to 355 rads of Indium 132 or 405
radsof Cobalt 60 gamma radiation. —-1

An autopsy was scheduled.
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Vehicle Internal Systems Investigative Team

Report of Action taken

3/23/81
Trip to Humble/Dayton/Liberty

Letters alerting the authorities to the potential dangers

caused by the encounter of 12/29/80 were distributed to

the Harris County Constable's office - Chief Tiller, Dr..

Phalin - Humble Hospital, Libe/rty County Sherriff - Bob Echos,

Liberty police chief, Humble police detective, Liberty hospital,

Dayton Police Chief, Dayton Hospital. All Law enforcement officers

were interviewed in person except the Dayton Chief who was off

that day. No doctors were interviewed.

Maps of the area were -obtained which contain the affected areas.

P.O. Box 877 • Friendswood. Texas • 77546
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... . Vehicle Internal Systems Investigative Team

Minutes of Meeting
3/15/81
Cash/Landrum/Landrum .

Attendees;
Vickie Landrum .
Colby Landrura .'
Don Tucker - -—_
Dave Kissinger - " -

Location;
506 W. Clayton
Dayton, Tx 77535
713-258-2100

.Summary
Purpose for this trip was to obtain a schetch of the UFO. Additional
case information v/as obtained. Two police stations were visited
with no success. One detective was contacted who has an interest
in UFCs with whom VISIT can communicate with further.

The tape recorder that was taken failed therefore the traditional
record of this case was not obtained.

Vickie Lanurum gave the discription of the craft to Don Tucker,
VIST's artist. The scetch v/as agreed to by 7 year old Colby as
.being the diamond that he saw. • • .- •

The following information was collected during the coarse of the
conversation v/ith Vickie.
No glasses were worn on the night of the encounter.
Vision appears to be getting worse.
Craft was about 200 ft away (estimated by comparison)
Heater v/as on low before incident. Had to turn airconditioning

on after encounter.
Colby lost total control oveV urinary and bowl movememnts for

3-2 weeks, would wet pants playing.
English v/as given to Vickie by the V.'ashington contact.
Neither Vickie nor Colby had problems breathing or had chest pains
after the encounter, (Elliminated i\eimtzow's suggestion)

Colby had slight sonr throat.
It toke v;ard 3 cays to get Washington number to Vickie.
Stopped car at 21CO and counted the heliocopters. Colby has

been sleeping by himself for 2 weeks.
Deputy Sheriff saw one in 78 in the same area.(Reporter photographer
reported.
Car was checked(after washing) one week after by son at shop.
I asked Vickie to obtain the list of tests and equipment used.

Colby had asir.a, therefore respiration was checked carfully.
White light on the heliocopters.
Helccor.ters were close enounrrh to know that they were flying
overhead. p Q. Box 877 • Frienaswood. Texas -77546
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PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM (Print) AND RETURN TO INVESTIGATOR (For MUFON Use)

NAME OF INVESTIGATOR: _ - , ' TJohn r . b c n u e s s i e r
STREET ADDRESS: P .O. BOX 58485 P H O N E - A / C ? / 3 iVSSiQS^

Houston, TX / / U b a * '
TOWN/CITY: - P CODE: COUNTRY:

DRAW A SIMPLE SKETCH OF THE OBJECT. (Label any lights, colors, protrusions)

/^~~^>\ fr"" /^~J\~^\ ''fa*-
f f ~ \ \~ 4&t/r<f 1 / \-~~\-~:S2*ff*'/->-x > /' — s&~>~, (^( \ y i (fa(7*0 V ^3 (io \/ yfa

HI /'V'̂ ' y^F.^ J
\ v

O^ — ̂ "v^ \^ ^4° "̂
V / i C f c y ' j P<T£C Coc. /2i/ f Pt.^Tc

(On a separate sheet, please sketch a sixple map of the area showing your position and the ob jec t ' s posit ion.

Include an arrow denoting the direction of North. Indicate direction that the object was moving.)

PERSONAL ACCOUNT

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE INCIDENT AS IT HAPPENED. BE SURE THAT YOUR NARRATIVE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING: 1

I. WHERE WERE YOU AND WHAT WERE YOU DOING AT THE TIME?

2. WHAT MADE YOU FIRST NOTICE THE OBJECT?

3. WHAT DID YOU THINK THE OBJECT WAS WHEN YOU FIRST NOTICED IT?

4. DESCRIBE YOUR REACTIONS AND ACTIONS, DURING AND AFTER SIGHTING THE OBJECT.

5. DESCRIBE THE OBJECT AND ITS ACTIONS.

6. HOW DID YOU LOSE SIGHT OF THE OBJECT? <

~f~ S* __ r *. s j0 T^/i" s / /^ '
^^ (*'£' ^^if/^^r^- r?£ £J l,A/ (Cr* ' • {* I
~^ V» «— r /

(Continue narrat ive on reverse side)



UFO SIGHTING QUESTIONNAIRE • GENERAL CASES [FORM 1)
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ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION (Check/Fill In As Applicable)

VIEWED FROM: OUTDOORS {*sf INDOORS ( ) CAR (**) AIRCRAFT ( ) BOAT( ) OTHER

( GLASSES.C ) WINDOWiX) SCREEN( ) BINOCULARS( ) TELESCOPE( ) STILL CAMEXA( )
VIEWED THROUGH :(

( MOVIE CAMERA( ) THEODOLITE( ) RADAR( ) OTHER_/%,fO _A/ fl/tf'*'' /9^/*

AREA/LOCATION: CITY( ) SUBURBAN( ) RURAL( ̂  INDUSTRIAL( ) COMMERCIAL( ) RESIDESTIAL( )

AREA/TERRAIN: FIELDS( ) WOODSt'-r HILLS( ) MOUNTAINS( ) RIVER( • ) POND( ) LAKE( )

AREA/TECHNICAL: AIRPORT( ) POWERLINES( ) POWER STATION( ) RAILROAD TRACKS( ) OTHER
^" / i *Ayi*"/ Jt f ** ^/ \ i /y F

. ^ ^ £ J Q ^ ~ * * } W C r v i . "'%^r V.t^"'^

PRECIPITATION: NONEC*") RAIN( ) FOG(. ) SLEET( 1 SNOW( ) HEAVY( ) MEDIUM( ) LICHT( )

l » o f t Jnt'(0K«^ ^ , - <,•>UFO DIRECTION: FIRST SEEN IN '' T " ' LAST SEEN IN 7 *v IT MOVED FROM /VC TO > ***

( FIRST SEEN - l/4( ) l /2 ( ) 3/4( ) OF THE WAY UP HORIZON; OVERHEAD( ) OTHER
UFO ELEVATION: (

( LAST SEEN - 1/4 < ) 1/2 ( ) 3/4 ( ) OF THE WAY UP HORIZON; OVERHEAD ) OTHER

UFO DISTANCE: WHEN CLOSEST TO ME 1 ?C> -fT UFO ALTITUDE: WHEN CLOSEST TO THE GROUND^ /0-dTT

( IN-FRONT-OF WHICH WAS ' IN DISTANCE FROM THE WITNESS
UFO PASSED: (

( BEHIND WHICH WAS IN DISTANCE FROM THE WITNESS

ALSO IN AREA: AIRPLANE( ) HELICOPTERC **f BALLOON( ) SEARCHLIGHT( ) OTHER i.^ /Vfe"i/C*> ^73 £J

BEFORE WITNESS SIGHTED UFO( ) DURING UFO SICHTING( "T AFTER UFO SICHTING( )

OBJECT DESCRIPTION (Check/Fill In As Applicable)

( AN OBJECT ( ) NUMBER OF SHAPE OF COLOR(s)
OBSERVED: ( flfe /\ ^ J .

( A LIGHT ( k^" NUMBER OF f SHAPE OF \f COLOR (s #•••„£ f Lt^ft

DESCRIBE: SOUND &£^fi ~ D&-&J& SMELL ~— SPEED jj^ -. ̂ Tl^^
tfL&v Ajort/S <y£~ /fFifC&ff*^ UVTVI(,\ V

( XARGER f ) SMALLER ( ) SAME SIZE ( ) AS THE OBJECT LISTED BELOV
REAL SIZE: (

( BASKETBALL ( ) COMPACT CAR ( ) STANDARD CAR ( ) HOUSE ( ) OTHER

( HOW MANY TIMES LARGER ( ) OR SMALLER ( K IF PUT IN THE SKY BESIDE OBJECT 3ELCW?
APPARENT SIZE: ( Af /$t(f /tf'S C * ̂ 7 C*S/&Tfrf TWrt/KL

( f 1 ' '* V TIMES THE SIZE'OF A STAR TIMES. THE SIZE OF A FULL MOOS'

BRIGHT AS: A STAR ( ) THE MOON ( ) OR A LIGHT IF PLACED AT SAME DISTANCE: AWAY

DID THE OBJECT(s) OR LIGHT(s) : (Please elaborate on items checked below by using a separate sheet)

CHANGE DIRECTION? (^ HOVER? ( *f AFFECT RADIO/TV? ( ) FLUTTER? ( )

TURN ABRUPTLY? ( ) DESCEND? (-^ AFFECT ELECTRICITY? ( ) SPIN? ( )

FALL LIKE A LEAF? ( ) ASCEND? (—7^ AFFECT MAGNETISM? ( ) BLINK? ( )

ABSORB OBJECT(s)? ( ) OVER POWERLINES? ( ) AFFECT TIMEPIECE? ( ) PULSATE? ( )

EJECT OBJECT(s)? ( ) OVER A B U I L D I N G ? ( ) AFFECT ENGINE? (.vT APPEAR SOLID? ( )

CHANGE SHAPE? ( ) LAND ON GROUND? ( ) AFFECT VEHICLE? ( ) HAVE FUZZY EDGES? ( )

CAST SHADOW? ( ) LAND IN WATER? ( ) AFFECT ANIMAL? ( ) HAVE OUTLINE? ( )

CAST LIGHT? C**) CARRY OCCUPANTS? ( ) AFFECT HUMAN? ( \Sf^ WOBBLE? ( )

REFLECT LIGHT? ( ) COMMUNICATE? ( ) AFFECT WATER? ( ) VIBRATE? ( )

LEAVE A TRAIL? ( ) G I V E OFF HEAT? ("*) AFFECT GROUND? ( ) GLOW? ( )

DISINTEGRATE? ( ) LEAVE RESIDUE? ( ) AFFECT VEGETATION? ( * APPEAR TRANSPARENT? ( )

HOW MANY OTHER WITNESSES? DID ANY OTHER AGENCY CONTACT YOU?

PLEASE PROVIDE THE NAMES/ADDRESSES/THONE NUMBERS OF OTHER WITNESSES AND/OR
INVESTIGATORS OR AGENCIES ON SEPARATE SHEET IF APPLICABLE AND KNOWN.

>,>' K
SIGNATURE O/OBSERVER

YOU MAY (^"i MAY NOT ( ) USE MY ".OE

DATE THIS FORM SIGNED T ~~ ' ~~
DAY MONTH
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UFO SIGHTING QUESTIONNAIRE • COMPUTER INPUT [FORM 2)

FIELO INVESTIGATOR'S NAME:

FIELD INVESTIGATOR'S ADDRESS:

DATE OF FIELD INVESTIGATOR'S REI'ORT:

INVKS'I ICATOK DATA

£.

STKKKT AM) N'UMIiKK

STATIC/ I'KHVINr.E/'.ir CODK

YEAK DAY

TELEPHONE A?/3 MSB -I88f

TOWN OR CITY

COUNTY COUNTRY f
!

AFFII.lATIONUf not MUFON)

DATE OF UFO SIGHTING:

TIME OF UFO S I G H T I N G :

PLACE OF UFO SIGHTING:

OTHER INFORMATION:

COMMENTS:

S I CHT I NG DATA

/qao Dec. L IF MONTH/DAY NOT KNOWN, CHECK BELOW:
YEAR MONTH DAY

JAN - MAR ( ) AI'K-JUN ( ) JUI.-SEI- ( ) OCT-DEC ( ) (BEST GUESS)

1ST WEEK ( ) ?ND WEEK( ) 3RD WEEK( ) iTH WEEK( ) (BEST GUESS)

?4-HOUR CLOCK TIME 2 / QQ (IF UNKNOWN. CHECK BELOW) DURATION: _/Q /#/«» ZONE.: C$ I \
\

DAY ( ) NIGHT (X) MORNING ( ) AFTERNOON ( ) EVENING ( ) DAWN ( ) !

NOON ( ) ABOUT MIDNIGHT ( ) BETWEEN MIDNIGHT AND DAWN ( )

NT IJ l"fc.'STKEET ADDRESS OR OTIIKK 1 DENT [ iCAT ION

*?
*^

COUNTY

O
NUMBER OF W I T N E S S E S Aj

Gf I Cat I

COORDINATES
(If Known) HOURS MINUTES TENTHS HOURS MINUTES :-.YTHS \

LATITUDE LONGITUDE

PRIMARY WITNESS' NAME:

PRIMARY WITNESS' ADDRESS:

USE OF WITNESS1 NAME:

I'KIMAKY WITNESS DATA

L**Jr*

£
STREET ANU NUMBE

TELEPHONE: AC

_J^_
T/vN OR CITY

STATE/1'ROVINCE/ZII ' COUNTX^ '/ COL'NTW \

MAY (^ ) MAY NOT ( ) BE USKD IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT (Note exceptions helc.«>.

COUNT/ ~7~

\

M\JOR FEATURES

GENERAL CASE ( ) ELECTR [CAL/MACNET 1C ( ) ANIMAL EFFECTS ( ) PSYCHOLOGICAL/PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS (*°*7

LANDING ( ) PHYSICAL TRACES ( ) ARTIFACT ( ) ENTITY CASE ( ) PHOTOGRAPH 1C ( ) RADAR ( ) OTHER_

COMMENTS:



. UFO SIGHTING QUESTIONNAIRE • COMPUTER INPUT (FORM 2)

INVESTIGATOR DATA

FIELD INVESTIGATOR'S NAME:

FIELD INVESTIGATOR'S ADDRESS:

DATE OF FIELD INVESTIGATOR' S REI'ORT:

"I - -' -
John F. Schuessler
P.O. Box 58485
Houston, TX 77058

TEXAS
STATE/l'KOVrNCE/ZU' CODE

/?3/ fe

TELEPHONE : AC?l5

TOWN OR CITY

Tx:
COUNTY COUNTRY

YEAR
A F F I L I A T I O N ( I f not MUFON)_

DAY

DATE OF UFO SIGHTING:

TIME OF UFO SIGHTING:

PLACE OF UFO SIGHTING:

OTHER INFORMATION:

COMMENTS:

S I G H T I N G DATA

IF MONTH/DAY NOT KNOWN. CHECK BELOW:
YEAR MONTH DAY

JAN - MAR ( ) A P R - J U N ( ) JUL-SEP ( ) OCT-DEC ( ) (BEST CL'ESS)

1ST WEEK ( ) 2ND W E E K ( ) 3RD WEEK( ) 4TH WEEK( ) (BEST GUESS)

24-HOUR CLOCK TIME 2L|OQ (IF UNKNOWN, CHECK BELOW) DURATION: |O

DAY ( ) NIGHT (t^i MORNING ( ) AFTERNOON ( ) EVENING ( ) DAWN ( )

*
NE: Cf7~

NOON ( ) ABOUT MIDNIGHT ( ) BETWEEN MIDNIGHT AND DAWN ( )

STREET ADDR'ES'S OR'OTHER IDENTIFICATION
n USA
COUNTY COUNTRY

NUMBER OF WITNESSES COORDINATES 3o°*/ -
(If Known) HOURS MINUTES TENTHS HOURS MINUTES TENTHS

LATITUDE . LONGITUDE

PRIMARY WITNESS' NAME:

PRIMARY WITNESS1 ADDRESS:

USE OF WITNESS' NAME:

PRIMARY WITNESS DATA

i,
TELEPHONE: AC

* STREET AND NUMBER

r\ 7-76-3 s
TOWN OR CITY

STATE/PROVINCE/ZIP COUN/Y / COUNTRY

MAY (X MAY NOT ( ) BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT (Note exceptions below).

MAJOR FEATURES

GENERAL CASE ( ) ELECTRICAL/MAGNETIC ( ) ANIMAL EFFECTS ( ) PSYCHOLOGICAL/PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

LANDING ( ) PHYSICAL TRACES ( ) ARTIFACT ( ) ENTITY CASE ( ) PHOTOGRAPHIC ( ) RADAR ( ) OTHER

COMMENTS:
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\
21 February 1981, 1 pm

Betty Cash called collect from Dayton, TX

She talked briefly about trying to catch me at NASA earlier in

the week, but due to the First Shuttle engine firing I was busy

and out of contact.

Betty has been out of work now since the incident on 29 December

1980. She had been operating a truck stop restaurant and

grocery store. She worked the night shift and slept days.

Betty repeated much of the same information as given to me by

Kathy Gordon on 20 Feb. Differences/additions are given herein.

We talked about her hospital stay. She said it has cost her

about$10,000 and she has had to close her business. She is

not able to work and looks too bad to meet people.

She said the blisters swelled up soon after she arrived home

from the incident an 29 Dec. \980 •

In the hospital, the doctors did little for her. She received

pain pills for the headaches. A dermatologist put ointment

on the burn on her face.aneJ £lso treated her scalp.

When the group met the UFO they stopped the car - it did not

fail on its own. They had the radio on but couldn't tell if

the object interfered with the radio or was noisy above the

sound of the radio. She described the noise as a beep, beep,

beep type of noise.

P.O. Box 877 • Friendswood, Texas • 77546
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She was wearing a leather jacket because it was a chilly nijjht.

However, she was very hot while near the object. To get back

in the car she had to use the leather jacket as a hot pad to keep
from butning her hand on the door handle. The whole car was very

hot.

I requested her to have a friend help examine the auto for any

signs of heating - like melted non-metals or adhesives, or scorch

marks.

She went back just last week to the sighting location but could

not detect anything significant.* Several trees were dead, but

the reason was not obvious.

Her car now runs very rough - the engine misses. It was given

a tune up just ̂  months ago.

Vicky was in pretty good condition before the event. Now she

has lost sight in one eye and a little of her hair is falling

out, but nothing near the hair-loss on Betty.

The grandson has been having a rough time. He has nightmares

much of the time. He is deathly afraid of airplanes. For two

or three weeks after the event he was a bed wetter because he

was afraid to get up at night.

I requested an accounting of time for their trip. It seems

they stopped to eat at a truck stop at Nucaney on highway 59-

They left there around 8:15 to 8:30. The location of the truck

stop is at Rte 1̂ 85 and H-59. They encountered the object

around 9 pm. They arrived home around 9:50 pm.
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Betty was quite definite about the helicopters. Apparently

they were not around it when it was close to her. However when it
went up and -away the helicopters seemed to rush in from all
directions. She thought they would crash into each other.
She said they could see each helicopter and she counted 23.
Each had little lights and a big rotor on top and a small one
on the rear. She thought they were military but didn't actually
see military markings.

Betty's doctor is a cardiologist named Dr. Shenoy. She will call
him and give her approval for me to talk to her. He has been
treating her as a heart patient. She didn't tell him about
the object when she went in for the first time. He just thought
she had a burn of some kind, perhaps chemical. On a later visit
Vicky told him of the cause.

Dr. V. B. Shenoy Cardiology
150 W. Parker Rd.
Houston > TX
691-36̂ 9

Louis Berman Dermatology
508 Hermann Profassinnal Blvd,
Houston, TX
792-4-838

Betty has never had glasses or cataracts or other eye problem.
Now her eyes are bad - like a film over them.

Betty's mother is visiting from Alabama to care for her. She
may take Betty the: to the University hospital next week.

Betty's telephone is 4-53-60̂ 2
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Friday, 20 February 1981, 5 pm Page 1
J. Schuessler Report

Caller: Kathy Gordon, Conroe Daily Courier, Conroe Texas 77301

P.O. Box 609, (713) 756-6671, X-240

Referred to me by Allen Benz of APRO/

She is a reporter, but also a friend of a UFO victim - Betty Cash

Betty Cash, 52 years old, lives in Dayton, TX (just north of

Houston).

On December 29, 1980 she and a friend Vicky and Vicky's little

7 year old grandson had been driving around trying to find a
Vew £m«./

bingo game. They left Nucaney, TX on Highway 59 and casually

drove back towards Dayton.

On a lonely road they encountered a bright glowing object.

It Was about one block up. It came down to the road and

burped out some flames. It was at treetop level and they

were afraid they couldn't get under it without getting burned.

So, they stopped and .shut off the car motor. It was just a short

distance away, about 100 feet.

Betty, the driver got out. The night temperature was about 40°.

It was 9 pro or so. Vicky got out with the boy and he became so

frightened that she got back in with him and he hid on the floor.

The fire seemed to hit the treetops. Betty stayedputside for

10 or 15 minutes. To her it looked like an extremely intense

glob of light. The boy said it was diamond shaped. It rose and

went up and to the right.

The site is some 38 miles from Dayton, TX. As the object left

they followedvto FM 2100. It was higher and very bright. They

could see between 20 and 25 helicopters around. They had blinking

lights and were also lit by the object. The women could not see any

insignia, however. The object and the helicopters went between

Humble and Houston, TX. The women headed for home.
P.O. Box 877 • Friendswood, Texas • 77546
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Betty said that when she went to get back in the car it was very

hot to the touch as was the air around her.

Betty dropped Vicky and the boy at home and went to her home.

A friend was staying with her.

She sat down in a chair. Her neck hurt and her head felt as

if it would burst. She soon developed nodules on the head and

scalp that burst and flowed clear liquid.

The next day Betty was too ill to get out of bed. Four days

later she was admitted to a hospital in Houston as a burn victim,

The areas burned were the bare areas, mostly on the right side.

Even today water makes her skin burn. Her eyes are like she

has a film over them. Her eyelid and earlobes swelled and
burst like the.nodules on the scalp did. They too flowed clear

liquid.

She has no appetite.

Betty has been a cardiac patient - had a bypass operation some

time ago.

Ms. Gordon talked with Betty's hair dresser and he said she had

a great head of hair. Too much tc do anything with.

APROs Bill English had assigned the investigation to Dick

Donavon of the Weekly World News when first notified about it.

Kathy started to ask about and discuss where other incidents

involving helicopters took place. I mentioned that in Texas

about the only recent helicoptor activity was in conjunction

with cattle mutilations. After a brief discussion the telephone

connection became very bad and we were cut off.
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From: MUFONHQ@aol.com <MUFONHQ@aol.com>
To: alma2@mail.ru <alma2@mail.ru>
Cc: schuessler@mho.net <schuessler@mho.net>
Date: Tuesday, May 18, 1999 5:38 PM

Subject: Re: Sighting _ 7— /^ / f "?*S* *. <L J.

MarcWalston:

TK ^ • u*- - /*-&*. 2'tfThank you for your sighting report. s -
/£-,«u,/ ,K Ae.

As for whether it is of other than anecdotal interest to us at this date is
problematical. Your message is being copied to other MUFON offices for their
possible interest.

Thank you for your postal mail address. If a report is desired, the forms Q/C.
will be sent to you at that address. '

MUFON e-mail Staff

******************************************************************************
***********

In a message dated 99-05-17 05:04:50 EDT, you write:

« Subj: Sighting
Date: 99-05-17 05:04:50 EDT
From: alma2@mail.ru (Marc Walston)
To: mufonhq@aol.com

Dear Sirs or Madam,
I have fianlly run across your address on the internet. There is

something that has been bothering me for years and I've never told very many
people.

I am a witness to a UFO event that happened near Dayton, JX around
about 1979 or so. I remember at the time Dr J. Allen Hynek investigating the
event and had all intentions of contacting him somehow, but waited too late
of course.

Also, I was a little afraid at the time because the government, and the
US Air Force were involved, and due to my travelling abroad for most of my
life, especially to the USSR and later marrying a former Soviet citizen, I
wanted nothing to do with it.

But this has puzzled me and bothered me for years. I'm from Texas
originally and remember that it was actually in the Houston Chronicle at the
time, because the ladies who actually encountered the "thing" on the highway
got radiation poisoning, blamed the USAF, and tried to take them to court
(another reason I wanted nothing to do with it at the time).

I suppose my question is, is it still possible to make a report on

5/18/99
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this? Is anyone still interested (I thought that this would rank up there
with the classiscs)? I would like to finally tell somebody. I remember it
once being featured on the tv show "Unsoved Mysteries".
Thanks,
Marc Walston
my US address:
P.O. Box 914
Hendersonville, TN 37077

Headers »

5/18/99
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DAILY COUHISR, Conroe, TX - Feb. 23, 1W CR: P. Oufctill*

ors eye 'close encounter
Second of tico

Bv CATHY CORDON
Courier Stall

Belly Cash's thoughts were numb and
v,ii>ue a.s she accf lerated her car on her
u'av home toward Dayton. Trees were
swavins in ihr winter wind, cars were
pas?inc -yet everything seemed to be at a

sliindslill.
Of greatest concern to her was a

throijhuii! headache- and a sharp, burning
sensation tha t seemed U> suddenly
reneirate her entire body. Passenger
Vickie LanJrum's only thoughts were of
the iinb«irable pain in her eyes, and of her
hvstrr i ' -a l crandson. I 'n lby. who had
burn'd his faiv in her lap. refusing to look
out ;it U i r n i i j n t skies.

rash and 1-antlrum shared his fear, but
they scanned the sky nevertheless for
some sii;n nf the strange-looking object
thev h.iti previously encountered thai night
nloni; .1 Inndy stretcn of FM 1485 coming

from Ni'w Canpy
By aerial inveslmntor's terms, what the

Ihree had iusl experienced 20 mimites
before was a Close Encounter, a UFO
siEhlmB. wtvrc objects or very brilliant
lights i.'oinu rlose to the observer - m
general. less than 500 feet away.

By the description the three gave of the,
incident, the "blinding" object had
hovered jusi above the treetops. not half a
block away from them.

"It's an incredible yet unimpeachable
case of three oommnn people who find
themselves suddenly rough! up in events
stranger than the wildest of science, fic-
tion." said Bill English, an investigator
with the Aerial Phenomenon Research
Organization lAPHOi inTyscon.

APHU is said to be the oldest UFO
agency in the wnrld with a consulting staff
of 50 medical doctors and scientists

English and olhe" case workers from
APffO have been investigating the
•sightings" near New Caney in con-
junction with NASA to find out what this
object was thai was said to shoot torch-
like" f i r e along the trectops that Pec. 29

night .
In Ihe course of his investigation.

English '.ays. he has located three, people
from Liberty who are collaborating wit-
nesses '.? the fact ths! there was a

"genuine syjhjiaj" on FM U85 that night.
"I scouted all the newspapers in that

general area and it's seemed in have paid
of f . " English »a:d. "Three people from
liberty saw the same thing that night.
They've substantiated Betty and Vickie's
story."

The only difference between accounts
was that they saw the ubject 30 minutes
later and from a greater distance, he said.

"Because of this particular case. I've
reopened cases nearly 40 years old."
English said. "It's an exceptional case in
that Betty and Vickie became so ill so soon
after their encounter."

English said the burning sensation and
loss of hair that Betty now suffers from is a
typical symptom of radiation poisoning, a
common result after a "Close Encounter1'

with a UFO.
Speculating on the object's origin,

.English said it would be '•premature" to
label the object "extraterrestrial." "To
say something is extraterrestrial is a
touchy thing," he said "However, we do
have hints, that it could have been. I per-
=jnally favor that possibility."

English said through connections at the
Pentagon, he has checked with airbases .
near Houston and the surrounding area in
an attempt to find who. if anyone,
dispatched 23 helicopters up to that area
on Dec. 29.

In Cash's account of the incident, she
counted 23 helicopters encircling the ob-
ject when it began its ascent into the sky.

"I've found no one so far who had
helicopters up there that night." he said,
adding that Ft. Hood Army Base, near
Killeen. which has the UH-I "Huey" type
helicopters Cash described, was also

checked.
"I've checked with the air traffic icn-

trollers at Houston Intercontinental
Airport - nothing." he said. "They have
no reason to lie to me. I can go in there any
day of the week, and request their tran-
smission tapes which could show that
there were helicopters up there that night.
Under FAA regulations, they'd have to
give them to me."

English said he thinks the helicopters
were actually unmanned mariner probes
in some way "attached" to the mysterious
object, which were here to "scan" the
earthfor samples.

' I t ' s more likely that they too were
' extr terrestrial," he said. "We've had

.reports uf other objects that look like
choppers or some type of plane that stay

close to the main object.
• Rarely a '.he object noted to which UK

light is attached." English said. Neither
1 .andrum nor Cash could define a shape to
the object, they said, because o! the
"blinding" light projtvled from it "In the
majority of reports *e get. people describe
their encounter this same way — just a
bunding light, no shape to the thing.
Nocturnal lights form a sizeable group of
the UFO reports." he said.

F.nclish said Cash and Landrum's an-
swers to "secret questions" squared with
»flat others have reported about the same
type of UFO sightings. "There's
positively, absolutely no question in my
mind that they encountered a UFO," he
said. "Anyone in this line of work will tell
you the same thing."

Allen Menz, also an investigator for
APRO. said he feels the government
knows more about these flying object]
than they are letting on.

"Uncle Sam knows an awful lot more
than he lets us know about." Menz said.
"Whatever it was that those people saw —
it probably wasn't a government secret
weapon or anything like that — but the
military probably knows something about
what it was. It wouldn't make sense that it
would be a military weapon. Testing of
those type of things are done in highly
restrictive test range areas."

Menz said he is also "puzzled" over the
23 helicopters Cash described surrounding
the object. "I've heard of such a thing
happening, but not in a while," he said.
1 "That's why some of the older cases have
been reopened. They are very similar to
this one."

"This has all the makings of a very
significant case." he said.'' It sounds to me
like Betty has a classic case of some sort of
overexposure to radiation — what kind, we
don't know for sure."

John Schuessler. the manager of space
flight operations at NASA who is also in-
vestigating the UFO reports, said he
knows of several such "encounters"
similar to this one that have happened all
around the world. He believes there is a
good chance they are extraterrestrial.

"If it was something the military was
doing, why would they call attention to it
by surrounding the thing with 23
helicopters? That doesn't make sense," he
said.

Schuessler said after meeting with Cash,
he is certain she saw the helicopters.
"She's so insistent about it, so sincere —

she is telling the truth - totally."
He sett h?r dnrription of the helicopters

dtfimtelv sounds like the "Huey" type the
army usues.

He is. skeptical, however, of the air
controller's reports showing no helicopters
in that area the night of Dec 29.

"We've had trouble getting correct
information from the controllers bdore,"
he said. "They can be very tight-Hoped
when they want to be."

Schuessler recalled an incident that
occuved three years ago where a Houston
airplane pilot had to make a forced landing
because, of an encounter with a UFO. "A
Metro pilct flying nearby heard the whole
thing an the radin and got in touch with
me." he said. "I went to air traffic control
at Intercontinental and requested tran-
smission tapes so I could see if the UFO
had been up there ar.d find out what
happened. 1 never did get those tapes -
even under the Krtivdom 01 uifunnulion
Act'I didn't get the tapes."

Schuessler said he is "intrigued" by
Colby's insistence that the object was
"diamond-shaped." 'I've-been following a
lot of diamond-shaped objects that have
been reported," he said. "I've had reports
from all over the world about diamond-
shaped objects."

He said the Houston area is not
"productive" in UFO reports because of.
lack of places to report them. "I've per-
anally handled about tt.OQO to SO.OM
reports from all over the world, but very
few from the Houston area." he said.
"There Just aren't enough places to report
them and the city is so. spread out. I hear
about a'lot of reports in this area from
other people — sometimes long after it's

happened."

Schuessler said lie expects to continue
working on this case until some questions
are answered. "Right now. all I know
basically is what Betty and Vickie nan
said about the encounter." he said. "1
believe fully that they saw a UFO. To not
believe them would be foolish, especially
after seeing the physical pain they've
experienced from it."

1 "There are just too many I JFOs reported
from all over the world to disregard their
word," he said. "And besides that. Betty's
loss of hair is characteristic of such an
encounter. It's just a shame it had to •
happen to them."

THK NWS, San Antonio, TX - Feb. 23, 1961THK NWS, San Antonio, n - r-u. v, -~. ̂

Cosmic Watergate' claimed hiding UFOs
Hy KK.'IIAItl ) SMITH

NlWt SIAH WCITU

A prominent, scientist charges a
"rosmir Watergate" by tlic na-
t inuul K'lvemnienl is withholding
(;H-ts about unidentified flying ob-
jects

SUnlon Friedman, an industrial
pliyMi'Lsi-turned "IKnUiyisi." al*o
siiid lc:ir of ridicule-, along wilh
"fnssili/j"d physicists and
luysiiywK newsmen," have made

"One out ol four UKOs sighted,
many by law enforcement offi-
cials, end up being planets. One
nut of four sightings turn put being
things like advertising airplanes,
he said

Kluss and Friedman zeroed in
on two celebrated UKO incidents,
one in 1973 where an Air Force
helicopter narrowly averted a
miri-uir collision with a cigar-
.shaped object over Ohio, and an-
ol IICT case where ,, a • couple
I'laimrol Ihov were taken for an in-

Kriedman quoted the official
statement as saying.

"It's straightforward, but taUUy
false." he said.

He said the percentage nf
unexplained siphtings was seven
times greater than the 'Jl percent
in Ihe study, and that sittings by
cnvcrnmunl agencies, such as the
North American Air Defense
Command, arc not public informa-
tion.

Kriedman added that some ttu
government documents remain

no material evidence siipix>rted
Ihe Incident and it was dismissed."
he raid.

"On you think the CIA could
keep seeivl suincllung like t h a t
from the While House and every-
one else Inr all those years'.'"
Klass asked.

"But all the lower-level .'.nooks
from Ihe Army who i.ilked to
Kriedman aU said lho> knew
about it." Klass added.

In the 1973 Incident, four veteran
helicopter pilots claimed the elon-
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SOUTH AMERICAN MAGAZINE MIMICS UFO EVENT IN U.S.
* • .
. JOHN F. SCHUESSLER

. JANUARY 1, 1983

Journalist Bob Pratt of Lake Worth, Florida was scanning the
many reports of UFOs to be found in the November 1982 issue of a
UFO Newsclipping Service, when he found a story about people
being harmed by a UFO encounter in Venezuela. As he read he
noted the close parallel to the famous Cash-Landrum radiation
case of December 29, 19SO, near Huffman, Texas.

'The story in the-August 20, 1982 L̂ssue of TAL CUAL Magazine,
published in Buenos Aires, Argentina describes how Maria Elena
,Suarez, her grandson Gonzalo, and a friend called Susana
encountered a huge flaming UFO and were injured. This writer
believes the story is a complete fabrication, because the minute
details are too identical to the Texas case; while major
details such as date, location and where the victims live have
been omitted.

TAL CUAL quotes Maria as saying: "My God, save us! That
thing is on fire and it's coming over us! It's getting closer!
We're burning! God help us!" It goes on to describe how Maria
appeared to be. hypnotized as she relived the incident.

During a real hypnosis session conducted by Dr. Leo Sprinkle
of the University Of Wyoming Mrs. Vickie Landrum, the grandmother
in the Texas case, made similar statements. She implored God to
help them. She said "it's burning, the whole thing is burning.
There is fire coming out the bottom."

The description of the approaching UFO is also the same. A
large luminous object clearly visible in the sky, came in a
treetop level and emitted reddish tongues of flame down towards
the highway. The South American story tells how one of the women
got out of the car, running. In Texas, .Betty Cash did get out of.
the car and walked towards the object. Vickie Landrum shouted
for her to return, saying "Come back to the car. Don't walk
toward it."

The Venezuelan grandson, Gonzola, five years'old, wanted to
run away because of fear, but was held tightly to prevent his
escape. Vickie Landrum feared her grandson Colby, age 7, would
run away terror-stricken into the night, so she held him close to
her as they cowered in the front seat of the car.

The after effects of the event are also similar. Susana was
said to have horrible burns and had to be admitted to a special
clinic for treatment. Her symptoms included loss of skin,
diarrhea, nausea and headaches. In Texas, Betty Cash had all of
these symptoms and more. A final statement in TAL CUAL credited
a "cardiologist" with stating that all three people had symptoms
of radiation poisoning; when it is very doubtful that people
would see a cardiologist for treatment of burns. In Texas, Betty
Cash was hospitalized and treated by a cardiologist - a doctor



she knew be-fore, the
The Venezuelan

ex ami n i ng
necessi ty.
contai ni ng
intent of
di spelling
Venezues.

evervt.
story points up the need to be critical when

reports of UFO encounters. Reliable details are a
Bob Pratt and John Schuessler plan to market a book

all the details of the Cash-Landrum case with the
helping other people in a similar situation and
rumors caused by fake events such as the one in

The book will be called FIRE IN THE ROAD.

END.

JOHN F. SCHUESSLER
P.O. BOX 58485
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77258-8485
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Trio files lawsuit alleging
object was U.S. aircraft

By DIANE FREEMAN
Post Reporter

The lawsuit against the federal government
says Betty Cash was driving back home from
New Caney with her friends that night when they
saw the diamond-shaped object hovering over
the.treetops along the isolated two-lane road.

Says Cash: "It was shooting flames from the
bottom and making a terrible shrill beeping
sound."

Cash, 54, stepped on her car's brakes so sud-
denly that her friend Vicki Landrum was thrown
forward in the front seat. Landrum, 60, braced
herself by pushing her hands against the
dashboard.

Landrum's handprint remains indented on the
dashboard now three years later — a result of the
intense heat inside the car that December night,
Cash claimed.

The two women and Landrum,'s 10-year-old
grandson Colby were heading home to Dayton
about 9 p.m. that night on Farm Road 1485 about
seven miles outside New Caney when they saw
the aerial object.

"I was trying to keep Colby from going ber-
serk," said Landrum, who worked as a waitress
in a cafe Cash operated in Dayton.

The object "hung there for a while, and then it
started lifting," Landrum said.

When the object ascended and moved away,
about 23 double rotary "military type" helicop-
ters appeared and surrounded it. It looked as if
the helicopters were escorting the object, said
Cash, who now lives In Birmingham, Ala.

"The government knew what that object was
or where it was going," Cash said.

Cash and the Landrums have filed a S20 mil-
lion lawsuit in Houston's federal court against
the government, charging it was negligent by
letting the alleged experimental aerial device fly
over a public road.

The lawsuit said Cash and the Landrums have
suffered severe injuries since the Dec. 29. 19SO.
incident, including swollen eyes and earlobes.
loss of fingernails, headaches, stomach pains,
blisters, vomiting, scarring and hair loss.

"It seems evident it was radiation," said the
trio's attorney, Peter Gersten of Tarrytown, N.Y.

Washington spokesmen for the Air Force and
the Justice Department declined to comment on
the lawsuit Friday.

The Hous'on Post/Sot., Jan. 21. l934/ 15A j j

Those Normal Folk
Who Sight UFO's
If your best friend came to
you and confided seeing an
unidentified flying object,
you'd probably think it a
bit strange, despite the •
fact that in one Gallup Poll,
9 percent of the adults
questioned said they had
seen something that could
have been a UFO. People
who see UFO's aren't nec-

essarily psychos, occultists,
or science-fiction freaks
with vivid imaginations, ac-
cording to a-study by soci-
ologist Troy Zimmer of the
California State University
in Fullerton.

Zimmer gave 475 stu-
dents a questionnaire that
measured personal well-be-
ing, religious beliefs, inter-
est in the occult, and
alienation.

They were also asked
if they thought they had
ever seen a UFO and if
they thought the govern-
ment was withholding in-
formation on UFO's from
the public. The only strong
difference found between
people who had seen a
UFO and those who hadn't
is that UFO sighters are
much more likely to know
someone else who has seen
one.

Does this mean that
sighters are unusually sug-
gestible? Perhaps not.
Knowing that someone else
has seen a UFO might sim-
ply support the reality of
the experience, Zimmer
said. Or sighters might feel
they will be taken more
seriously if they confide
in someone who has
had a similar experience,
he said.

—Gaylen Moore

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY/SEPTEMBER 1983

(POTPOURRI NEWS)
BY JOHN F. S C H U E S S l E R

P. Q. BOX 5 8 4 8 5
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Conf.
Noting that the initial documenta-

tion on the 1975 crisis came to light
.via a "leak," Gersten implied that
more such leaks would be welcome,
especially If that is what it takes to

.OKpose any improper or non-perfor-
mance of duties on She port of Gov-
ernment UFO policymakers. In thie
connection, Gersten said he would
provide free legal assistance to any
.present or former military person
who, because of having come for-
ward with the necessary "hard evi-
dence" of UFO reality, incurs perse-
cution or prosecution at the hands of.
government authorities.

•'-• implicit in his remarks was a chal-
lenge to the nation's news media to
cease treating UFOs as merely a sub-
ject for entertainment. The subject
apparently took hold, for on Novem-
ber 3, 1981, the WASHINGTON POST
carried an article by Ward Sinclair,
entitled "Suit Seeks to Lift Secrecy
Veil from Agency's Documents." On
the strength of that article's being
reprinted in a number of other news-
papers across the nation, Gersten has
been flooded with requests for inter-
views and for appearances on radio
talk shows. He appeared August 5,
1981, with Dr. Hynek on the Tom
Snider TOMORROW SHOW.

In a statement prepared for later
release by CAUS Assistant Director
Larry Fawcett of Coventry, Connecti-
cut, he said, CAUS is embarking on a
nationwide fund drive to finance the
costs of this series of litigations with
various government agencies. (Ger-
sten is serving without fee.) In addi-
tion, "friend of the court" briefs filed
by interested parties in support of the
CAUS suit are being sought. Persons,
Including former NSA members,
other Federal employees and others
privy to inside information are being
asked to come forward with relevant

. sworn testimony to support those
briefs. Enlarging the effort to a na-
tionwide undertaking will greatly in-
crease the likelihood of success in
this major attempt at the release of
UFO documents for public study. Per-
sons interested in "joining the CAUS"
are asked to contact Fawcett at 471
Goose Lane, Coventry, CT 06238. D

Dear Dr. Hynek,
I would like to know if the Center

has ever had any reports on a UFO
sighting in the area between Canby
and Woodburn, Oregon during the
summer of 1967. ftfty sister, who was
25 at the time, saw two UFO's hover-
ing over an electrical substation out
in the country. She said that one of
them came down, hovered over the
substation for awhile, and then it
went up and the other came down
and did the same. Soon, a plane
came out from the direction of Port-
land and they took off. She was
amazed at how fast they could move.
She has never reported the sighting,
but Is interested in knowing if any-
one else did. Also, is there ever a
power drain during this type of occur-
rence and is the power company
aware of or have a record of it?

A. Lambert
Aurora, Oregon

Volunteer translators for Turkish
and Chinese articles being received
by CUFOS. Please write to our Lima
office, if you or someone you know
would be willing to assist in this
work.

Word has just been received by
CUFOS that a recent sighting of po-
tential value is under investigation.

New England investigator Lorry
Fawcett reports that a sighting in Col-
umbia. Connecticut on December 4,
1981 involving three objects for a
total sighting duration of about ten
minutes is being evaluated for final
reporting at a later date. This early
notice is an alert to ASSOCIATES in
that region to be sure to report any-
thing which may come to their atten-
tion relating to that place and time.

The objects were reported to be
very large, about the size of 747 air-
liners. They apparently moved in a
diamond or triangular formation with
multi-colored lights . . . yellows,
greens, blues, greys . . . alternating
so rapidly they all appeared to be on
at one time. The objects moved
directly over the witnesses at a very
low altitude, estimated to be about
500 feet. No sound was heard except
a slight humming noise.

Photographs were taken and have
been sent to Dr. Bruce Maccabee for
analysis. The results of the study wiH
appear in the INTERNATIONAL UFO
REPORTERS or the ASSOCIATE NEWS-
LETTER as soon as they are available.

"/ don'f core if he was going J50 mph., I'm gonna ief this one slide."



UFO encounter makes woman a believer
. By CATHY GORDON
Attaway Newspaper Group

(Part One of two parts)

DAYTON — Vickie Landrum once
scoffed at stories of close encounters
with so-called Unidentified Flying Ob-
jects (UFOs). Such stories were mere-
ly the ravings of the lunatics, to be
taken seriously only by devotees of the
supermarket press.

So she doesn't expect everybody to
buy her story that a UFO flanked by 23
military-type helicopters doused her
and two others with radiation on a
deserted Montgomery County road one
night in December 1980.

"I never believed in UFOs before,"
Landrum says. I've always been a
religious person and it goes against
what I always thought."

But to experts who investigate such
mysterious goings-on, Landrum's ex-
perience along the lonely stretch of FM
1485 is one of the most convincing and
disturbing encounters ever reported in
Texas.

Dayton Police Chief Tommy Warr-
ing, a friend of nearly 30 years, vouches
for her credibility. Records at Parkway
Hospital in Houston document the
fading eyesight, skin blisters, recuring
headaches and temporary loss of hair
reported by Landrum, her 7-year-old
grandson, Colby and friend, Betty Cash
since the Dec. 29,1980 encounter.

And to further substantiate the trio's
story, a Houston scientist has gathered
reports from several people in the area
who also say they saw something
strange in that night.

On that same night, Jerry McDonald,
an oilfield roughneck witnessed
something eerie from his Dayton home.
"It was kinda triangular or diamond-
shaped and had two big torches with
white and blue fire that were shooting
out the back of it," he recalls.

He said he first thought it was the
Goodyear Blimp by the rumbling sound
it was making. But as it passed 150 feet
above him, he discovered otherwise.

"I had to come forward and tell
somebody what I saw," said McDonald
who contacted investigators nearly two
months after the first newspaper arti-
cle about it appeared.

"I didn't want those poor women to go

around the rest of their lives thinking
they are looney-tunes."

"There's no doubt these women are
telling the truth about what they saw.
The only problem we have now is fin-
ding out who is responsible for it," says
John Schuessler, a scientist with
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics at
NASA's Johhson Space Center in
Houston.

Schuessler, project manager for
space shuttle operations support, has
been active in UFO research and
organizations since the mid-1960s. He is
one of about a dozen scientists and pro-
fessional technicians in the Clear Lake
City area, who comprise Project VISIT,
which is studying UFO technology.

Schuessler met Landrum, her grand-
son and Cash in February 1981 after
they contacted NASA and a UFO repor-
ting network in Seattle, Wash, to try to
find out what had happened to them.

After investigating the incident for
nearly two years. Schuessler says he
believes the federal government had
something to do with the mysterious ob-
ject the three saw that night.

However, he said, the government
denies any knowledge of or role in the
incident. He said he has contacted
every military installation in Texas
that might have had sufficient aircraft
to have been involved. His efforts have
met with little success.

"Those helicopters have us
stumped," he said, "with that many
helicopters around the object, and be-
ing the military type helicopters,
somebody in the government should
know about them. That's where we
keep running into dead ends."

Lawyers for Landrum, and Cash
have filed formal requests with the
federal government under the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) for any
reports involving the incident.

The three intend to file a personal in-
jury lawsuit against the government to
recover what they say is now more than
$20,000 in medical bills incurred
because of alleged radiation exposure
from the object.

But their lawyer, Peter Gersten of
New York City, says it would be dif-
ficult to sue without definite proof that
the government was involved, much

less that it was responsible for the UFO.

"You'd think somebody would know
about those helicopters," sayd Gersten,
who specialized in handling UFO cases.
"Somebody would have to know where
those helicopters came from that
night."

"I keep getting calls on this," sayd
Maj. Tony Geishauser, a spokesman for
Fort Hood, an Army base 100 miles
norhtwest that just happens to have
several of the helicopters of the sort
described by Landrum. "We did not
have any choppers up that night in East
Texas," he said.

Geishauser has a theory of his own as
to what the women saw that December
night: "If it was anything extrater-
restrial, and nobody has proven it
wasn't, then wouldn't it have the in-
telligence to create visions of
helicopters? It could create visions if it
wanted you to see."

The only governmental reaction in
the case so far has been from the Texas
Department of Health whose Bureau of
Radiation Control is conducting an in-
vestigation at the request of state Rep.
Larry Srowder, (D-Coldspring).

Russ Meyer, a departmental in-
vestigator, drove the stretch of road
last fall where the sighting occurred.
His radiation detection equipment did
not find any traces of remnant radia-
tion in the area. He also took soil
samples, but tests resultes were in-
conclusive at the time of this writing.

Meyer said if there had been radioac-
tive contamination in large amounts,
some would still be left at the site.
However, he said certain types of radia-
tion — such as ultraviolet light, in-
frared light and low-energy X-rays —
might not leave any residual traces.

But whatever the outcome of the state
agency's investigation, Mrs. Landrum
says she is sure of what she saw that
night and of the symptoms she has en-
countered since.

Next — The witnesses develop health
problems, and are frustrated at the lace
of information available about the Inci-
dent.

- Page 4A, THE CITIZEN, Thursday, October 21,1382
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Radiation ills plague UFO witnesses
Part Two of Two Parts ditioner on because of the intense heat

By CATHY GORDON
Attaway Newspaper Group

In a Conroe Courier newspaper arti-
'—cle in Feb. 1981, shortly after the inci-

dent, Mrs. Landrum and Mrs. Cash
gave these independent accounts:

The three were riding in their car
_ about 9 p.m. on Dec. 29 when they saw

. some sort of light in the air about three
miles ahead. As they drove nearer they
saw it was some sort of object with
orange and red flames coming from the

- bottom.
: Then, as the car rounded a bend on

FM 1485 about 15 miles northwest of
. _. Dayton, it was suddenly before them.

Diamond-shaped and "tall as a water
. tower," it floated over the road just

above the treetops, blindly bright, Mrs.
- Landrum recalled. From hundreds of
. feet away, the heat was excruciating.

"I felt as though I was burning up,"
' said Mrs. Cash who stepped from the

car to get a closer look at the object.
The two women said the road was too

narrow to turn around on and they felt
blindly by the light emitted from the ob-
ject.

About four minutes later the object
rose and headed in a southerly direc-
tion. "It was going away from the
road," Mrs. Cash said, "so we kept go-
ing in the same direction."

Though temperatures outside were in
the 40s, Mrs. Landrum recalls that they
proceeded home with the car's air con-

_from the object.._ _.
It was then that they first noticed the

helicopters buzzing around the object.
Mrs. Cash said they seemed to be
following it, as though it were in some
kind of trouble.

They described the helicopters as
relatively large, twin-rotor craft.

Schuesslen said the three described
them as Boeing-Vertol "Chinook"
helicopters, the type used by both the
Army and the Air Force.

Finally, the UFO and the helicopters
"just shot up" out of sight. The women
say the entire encounter lasted about 20
minutes.

The three said they initally made a
pact not to tell anyone about what they
had seen. "It was just too
unbelievable," said Mrs. Landrum.
"They'd think we were crazy."

But after developing numerous'
health problems, the three broke their
silence. "We had to do something. We
needed help," Mrs. Landrum said.

By 1 a.m. that night, Mrs. Landrum
said both she and Colby had blistered as
if badly sunburned and were suffering
from nausea and diahrrea. She said two
days after the incident, she visited Mrs.
Cash and found her so weak she
couldn't get out of bed. Part of Mrs.
Cash's body was covered with egg-sized
knots and blisters. She also lost 50 per-
cent of her hair.

Mrs. Cash is now living with her
elderly mother in Alabama where she is
recuperating form the problems she at-
tributes to her encounter with the flying
object. Her hair has since grown back,
but is a more "burnt, frizzled texture."

Mrs. Landrum says it is her eyes that
have bothered her the most since the in-
cident. "They were burned by the
light,'; she says. Since that night, she
has changed htr eyeglass prescription
twice, each time progressively
stronger. She says she now seems to be
losing her peripheral vision and is
developing cataracts.

Schuessler_says. the-total-packagc-ot-
symptoms points to evidence of radia-
tion sickness. "Other things can cause

. these symptoms, but not likely the total.*
package," he said.

Schuessler said more could have been
done for the two women's health pro-
blems at the beginning, but doctors
were stumped by the symptoms. "They
felt they were dealing with some kind of
radiation burn, but they didn't know
from what and they weren't sure how to
treat it," he said.

A radiation specialist who examined
the two women said in an April cor-
respondence that the burns suffered by
the trio could be secondary to high in-
tensity infra-red radiation, ultra-violet
rays of ionizing radiation.

"We are over a medical-scientific
barrel not knowing exactly what the
source of radiation was, nor the dose
received by these UFO witnesses," he
wrote.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Landrum says she
is getting a bit tired of all the publicity.
"It's traumatic to relive this thing all
the time," she said. ''Especially being
hypnotized on television in front of
everybody."

To jog Mrs. Landrum's memory of
the incident, she was hypnotized on the
television show, "That's Incredible" by
Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, a psychologist and
director of counseling and testing at the
University of Wyoming.

She and her companions were also
subjects of a story by the sensational
tabloid, the National Enquirer, which
ran an article last summer under a
multi-color top-of-the-front-page
headline entitled "Scientist at NASA
Confirms UFO Terrorizes and Burns 3
Texans." t

Much of the article was inaccurate
and grossly exaggerated, Mrs. Lan-
drum says. "It's sensational enough
without exaggerating it more," she
said. "We just want to know what it was
once and for all." , .. . . . - . <
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By PAMELA LYON
.Staff Writer

• "/ thought the world was coming to an end . . .
I told (my grandson) not to be afraid, to look at
the center of the light for the sweet face of Jesus,
coming to take us to a better place." — Vickie
Landrum, describing her Dec. 29, 1980, encoun-
ter.

t
> DAYTON — Vickie Landrum is n god-fearing
woman. So when she saw the th ing that cold De-
cember night , hovering above a desolate, back-

' count ry road near t h i s smal l Liberty County
• lumber town, there was only one possible expla-
nat ion .

.. She was having a religious experience.
; As Mrs. Landrum tel ls the story, she was trav-
. eling back to her Dayton home from Monday
" n i g h t bingo a! the VFW hall in New Caney wi th
her 7-year-old grandson. Colby, and a friend,

; Betty Cash, when it happened.
•, First they saw a b r i g h t , mysterious light
' through the troctops up ahead. Then, as the car
; rounded n bond on Farm Road 1485 about 15
miles northwest of Dayton, it was suddenly be-
fore them.

Diamond-shaped and "tall as a water tower,"
it floated over the road just above the trcetops,
bl indingly b r igh t , Mrs. Landrum recalled. Red-
orange flames spewed from the bottom and in-
t e rmi t t en t ly burst in to greater intensi ty with a
rushing sound like a flame-thrower as the object
moved 'h igher .

From J33 feet away, the heat was ex-
c ruc ia t ing .

"It fel t l ike we were burn ing up," said Mrs.
Landrum. "You've heard it all your life that the
world is going to end by f ire . I believe it,"

But her first , impression didn't last long, not
af ter they got a good look at the th ing.

Not after they saw the swarm of helicopters
around it — big double-rotary, military-like
choppers.

Not after the months-long bouts with the burns
and blisters, the cr ippl ing nausea and diarrhea,
the eye problems and shedding ha i r — a total
package of symptoms that points to radiation
sickness, said a space scientist who has closely
monitored the case.

Now there are those who scoff at close encoun-
ters of any k ind , skeptics who pass off sightings

of so-called Uniden t i f i ed Flying Objects (UFOs)
as distorted perceptions of ent i rely earthly phe-
nomenon, the . sh immering i l lusions of swamp '
gas or the ravings of crackpots.

Stories, in short , to be taken seriously only by
dcvoices of the supermarket press — like the
Aug. 1! art icle about Mrs L n n d r u m ' s experience ;
in the N a t i o n a l Enqu i re r w i t h the screaming '
headl ine "UFO Terrorix.es and Burns 3 Texans."

But to the experts who invest igate such mys-
terious goings-on, the Landrum-Cash case is
among the most compel l ing , and d i s tu rb ing , en-
counters ever reported.

Dr. J. Al l en Hynek. f ounde r of the Center for
UFO Studies in Evanston. 111., and the country's
premier UFO investigator, termed the Dayton
incident a "really crucial case" because of the .
"absolutely, unequivocal physical effects."

"Something sure as hell happened: Those
women didn't pull out their hair and blind them-
selves," said Hynek. "The connection with the
event is clear-cut. It's one-to-one. We have other;
cases, but rarely as clear-cut as this."

Although she says that "time sort of st9od
See Encounter, patfe 6A ,
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s t i l l . " Mrs. Landrum estimates she
an'd her companions were exposed to
the f i re -be lching object for at least 10
minutes before it d r i f t ed off over the •
trees.

It was a win te r n igh t , but they con-
t inued their journey home wi th the
car's air condi t ioner on. Mrs. Land-
rum said. Their exposed sk in seemed
intensely sunburned, as a f te r a too-
long stay at the beach in early sum-
mer.

That n ight . Mrs. Landrum greased
her grandson wi th baby oil . That
n igh t , too. Colby started get t ing sick.
He vomited and had uncontrol lable
d ia r rhea , an ominous prelude to what
would happen to all of them.

Colby, who had n i g h t m a r e s for
months a f t e rward and would wake up
screaming, s t i l l bears the f a in t scars
of the large, sack-l ike blisters tha t
formed on his face.

Mrs. L a n d r u m . too. has a network
of. whi t i sh and raised scars on her
arms from the blisters, which have
recurred periodically over the past
eight months, pa r t i cu l a r ly when she
is'exposed to sunl ight . Both still are
sensitive to heat and cannot bear hot
water. Mrs. Landrum said.

•Her ha i r , now long enough for a per-
manen t , at one time fe l l out leaving
scattered bald spots. But her eyes
bot.hercd her the most.

!'-'My eyes were burned un t i l they
looked like they were decayed." said
Mrs. Landrum. Since the incident , she
has c h a n g e d he r eyeglass pre-
script ion twice, each t ime progres-
sively stronger. She now seems to be
losing her peripheral vision and is de?
veloping cataracts, Colby also now'
needs glasses.

But Betty Cash. 52, who bolted from
the car when they encountered the ob-
ject, was the most affected of the trio.

She. too. was stricken with severe
nausea, diarrhea and headaches. A
once-active woman, she now was in-
capacitated by a relentless lethargy.
Large, knot- l ike blisters formed on
her face, scalp and eyelids. Her eyes
were swollen almost shut. . :

• 'She was hospitalized in January for
nearly four weeks. The doctors were
stumped.-

•"There was no diagnosis: they
didn ' t know what they were dealing
wjth." said John Schuessler, a scien-
tist wi th McDonnell Douglas Astro-
na'utics at NASA's Johnson Space
Center near Houston.

Schuessler. project manager for
space shutt le operations support, has
be.cn active in UFO research and or-
ganizat ions since the mid-1960s. He is
one of aDout-o-uwtcn -scientists and
professional technicians in the Clear

• Lake City area, about half of which .
work for NASA, who comprise Pro-
ject VISIT, which is s tudying UFO
technology.

Schuessler met Mrs. Landrum, Col-
' by and Mrs. Cash in February after

they had contacted NASA and a UFO
report ing network in Seattle. Wash.,
to try to find out what happened to
them.

Right after the incident , the three
had agreed to tell no one about their
experience, said Mrs. Landrum. who
waited four days before she told her
husband.

"You don't go around telling people
when something like this happens.

\ They'd t h i n k you ' re crazy." she
added.

But as the sickness progressed,
they decided they had to know more.
Said Mrs . , Landrum: "If we hadn't

\ met John Schuessler. I th ink I would
'• have lost my mind."

Schuessler was keenly interested.
He took photographs of their blisters,
burns, damaged eyes and balding
heads. He urged Mrs. Landrum to
keep a daily diary of her symptoms.
And after t a lk ing to the bewildered
physicians, he located and contacted
a radiation specialist in Madison, Wis.

"You can't guarantee it 's radiation
sickness, but it looks like it." said
Schuessler. "Other things can cause

. these (symptoms) but not l ikely the
total package.", ,„ .

The radiat ion specialist, who wish-
ed to remain anonymous, agreed. In
an Apr i l correspondence he noted the
burns could be secondary to high in-
tensity in f ra - red r ad ia t ion , u l t r a -v io -
let rays or ioni/ . ing radia t ion .

"We are over a medical-scientif ic
barrel not knowing exactly what the
source of r a d i a t i o n was. nor the dose
received by these UFO witnesses." he
svrote.

But Schuessler and Hynek aren't
ent i re ly sure the unexpla ined object
was an o therwor ld ly UFO. The heli-
copters are the problem.

Despite its awesome power, the ob- •
ject Mrs. Landrum saw appeared to
be in distress: it seemed to have
trouble m a i n t a i n i n g a l t i t ude . And it
was when the giant , metal object fi-
nal ly gained enough thrust to sail off
over the trees that Mrs. Landrum and
her companions saw it was not alone.

"After the object d r i f t ed to where
we kind of got our senses, we noticed
the helicopters," said Mrs. Landrum.
"They were up over it and fol lowing
it. It was like they were taking it
somewhere or it was in trouble and
they were helping it."

The hel icopters were l ike none
she'd seen b»fore, large airborne ma-
chines wi th double rotary blades. Col-
by drew a picture of a craft t ha t re-
sembled a mi l i t a ry helicopter, like a
CH-46 or CH- 47, Schuessler said.

The trio weren't the only people who
reported seeing the helicopters, or the
object for that matter.

A man near Crosby, a t iny town 15-
odd miles southwest of Dayton, told
co-workers about the helicopters,
Schuessler said. Investigation of the
Dec. 29 incident also turned up three
more sets of witnesses, totall ing sev-
en addit ional persons, who saw the
object.

"We are dealing with a real event,
but we're not sure if it's a government
exercise or a UFO sighting." said Hy-
nek, who headed Project Blucbook, a
U.S. Air Force study of UFOs from
about 1948 to 1969. "There's a lot of top
secret s tuf f going on that most people
don't know about."

Hynek believes the women should •
f i le a lawsuit to compel disclosure.

: The government denies any knowl-
edge of or role in the i n c i d e n t . • •
Schuessler said he contacted every
m i l i t a r y ins ta l la t ion in Texas that
migh t have had s u f f i c i e n t a i r c ra f t to
have been involved. He had no suc-
cess.

"The helicopters have been com-
pletely stonewalled." he said.

At the Army's Ft. Hood near Ki l l -
een. the country 's largest mi l i t a ry fa-
c i l i ty where a brigade of "100-plus"
helicopters is based, a spokesman
said no Ft. hood a i r c r a f t were in the
Houston area t h a t n ight .

"I don't know of any other place
around here that would have tha t
number of helicopters." said press of-
ficer Major Tony Geishauser. "There
may be something to th i s , but I don't
know what i t could be . . . unless
there's a super-secret, t h ing going on
and I w o u l d n ' t necessar i ly know
about it."

Said Mrs. Landrum: "It ain't any-
thing f rom outer space with l i t t le i
green men. that's for sure. If the gov- '
ernment doesn't know about it , they'd
better f ind out."
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DID UFO aliens give Betty Cash can-
cer?

Outspoken Betty believes they did — and
she blames the US government as well.

Betty claims she was driving down a lonely
country road in west Texas with her friend,
Vicki, and Vicki's young grandson, Tobey,
when the youngster noticed mysterious lights
above the pine trees.

A huge, diamond-shaped spacecraft hovered
near them, flames shooting from its bottom
like a blowtorch. Betty says she got out of the
car and stood paralyzed in the UFO's beam for
20 minutes.

Recalled Betty in a recent TV interview:
"When it moved, it made a swishing sound.
There was also a deafening beep that I still
hear in my mind at night, and my skin was
burning."

Suddenly, Betty says, a
squadron of helicopters
appeared on the scene.
The women identified
them as belonging to the
US military.

Said Vicki: They were
trying to escort the space-
raft. It looked like they
/ere going to collide."

Then the spacecraft
hisked over the trees

By EDWARD REYNOLDS

and vanished, the helicop-
ters right behind.

"I was too sick to go to
work the next day," Betty
recalls. "My eyes were
swollen shut, and there
were welts on my head
and face. I thought I was
going to die."

At the hospital, Betty
was treated for burns.
Weeks later, she had lost
patches of skin on her
face, and half her hair fell
out.

Tormented
Then, in 1983, Betty

was diagnosed as having
cancer. She underwent
surgery, but doctors were
uncertain if they'd removed
it all. Now, each passing
day is another victory for
the tormented woman.

Said Betty: "I'm mad as
hell and disappointed with
the government of the
United States."

BETTY CASH after her
UFO encounter.

VICKI
Top UFOlogists specu-

late the spacecraft was a
secret weapon developed
by the military, or the
craft was given to the US
government by the ETs
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Lincoln woman says she saw, was hurt by UFO in Texas
By Scottie Vickery
News correspondent

LINCOLN — The bumper sticks- on Betty Cash's 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
sums up her life for the past eight years.

"UFOs are real - the Air Force doesn't exist," it reads.
Mrs. Cash said the words on that bumper sticker became her philosophy

after she and two friends in 1980 witnessed a blinding bright light that filled
the sky, and a diamond-shaped object that emitted orange and yellow flames.

"We thought it was the end of time," the 60-year-old woman said in a recent
interview at her mobile home on Logan Martin Lake. "I've been scared
many times in my life, but never, ever, have I been as terrified as I was that
night"

Mrs. Cash's experience has become one of the most celebrated and sensa-
tionalized UFO sightings in recent years. She said it has left her in poor
health, in debt and questioning the credibility of the U.S. government

It began about 9 pm, Dec 29, 1980, on a county road near New Caney,
Texas, where Mrs. Cash, friend Vickie Landrum and Mrs. Landrum's 6-year-old
grandson Colby were driving home from a bingo game

"We seen this bright light, and it just lit up the entire sky," Mrs. Cash
recalled. "The further we drove, the closer we got to the object"

Despite the 40-degree temperature, an "intense heat" surrounded the car.
In a telephone interview last week, Mrs. Landrum said she screamed at
Mrs. Cash to stop the car, because "I was afraid we would burn up if we
went under it"

All three got out of the car, but Colby was crying, so he and Mrs. Landrum
got back in, she said . : - ..

Tried to comfort child • ,
'" ;l̂ . Landruin said she tried to comfort the boy. - / . . '- :•
•""""I' told him if he saw a big man, it would be Jesus, and He wouldn't hurt
us. He would be coming tocarry us to a better place," Mrs. Landrum said
'-•Mrs. Cash said she stayed outside about eight minutes trying to figure out
frhat the object was. ;; : : . , . -.

Both women' described It as diamond-shaped and metallic. Flames were shoot-
Ing out of the oottom of the craft and tt made a shriUoeeplng sound, they sa^

1 ;Wheb the object started to rise, it made a "swooshing"; sound, Mrs. Cash
'said: • - • • , • . ' ' . - • ^ .-::>'' • •

: When Mrs. Cash got back in the car, she had to use her leather jacket as a
• hotpad because, the handle was so hot, she said
; The two women said they heard a "roaring sound, like a .tornado, and heli-
copters were coming in every direction." Mrs. Cash and Mrs. Landrum said they
counted 23 helicopters.

Tho

— ' - - , . - , : . . NEWS PHOTO/SCOTTIE VICKERY

Betty Cash sifts through; her medical records
related to encounter with UFO. :

against the government in Houston's federal court in January 1984, but the
case was dismissed in August 1986. ' . _ • . •

In the October 1988 telecast of UFO downy? Uve, two men, whose iden-
titjes were protected, said they'd been employed by the U.S. government

in "top secret" missions. They said they were aware of Mrs. Cash's incident,
and the military was indeed involved

The object Mrs. Cash and Mrs. Landrum saw was an "alien craft" piloted
by military pilots, one of the men claimed. The pilots apparently lost con-
trol of the craft, and the helicopters were sent to assist

The two I women identified, through pictures, the twin-rotary helicopters as
Boeing CH-47 Chinook helicopters.

At that time, such helicopters were used only by the military, said John
Schuessler, 'an engineer with an aerospace company in Houston and a mem-
ber of the Mutual UFO Network. Schuessler has studied UFO incidents since 1965,
he said in a telephone interview.

Schuessler said witnesses from eight different areas also reported a large
group of helicopters that night in 1981. He said he contacted officials at every
military base within hundreds of miles, but found no explanation.

Philip J. jKlass of Washington, D.C., who has written four books on UFOs
and has studied the subject for 22 years, said he thinks the women's story
is a hoax. I

He said he asked Schuessler to provide Mrs. Cash's and Mrs. Landrum's
medical histories, but Schuesslerjrefused "What do they have to hide?" he asked

Klass said he thinks the women were suffering from bad health and made up
the story to get the government to pay their medical bills.

Mrs. Cash 'said she declined to provide her medical history to Klass because of
the possibility that the information would be needed for a congressional hearing.
Mrs. Cash and Mrs. Landrum are now circulating petitions for a congressional
hearing, and ihey are encouraging people to write their congressmen.

Klass said "I would expect the sun to rise in the west and set in the east
before they get a congressional hearing, but thafs just my; opinion."

Mrs. Landrum and Mrs. Cash said they're used to reactions like Klass'. ..;'
"I know what happened to me," Mrs. Cash said "I certainly didn't get out

there and tear all my hair out and blister myself so I could lay in the bed for
months."
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. LINCOLN — The bumper sticker on Betty Cash's 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
«. sums up.her life for the past eight years.
• , ; ; • "UFQs are real — the Air Force doesn't exist," it reads.

• ; Mrs. Cash said the words on that bumper sticker became her philosophy
•-.after, she and two friends in 1980 witnessed a blinding bright light that filled

the sky, and a diamond-shaped object that emitted orange and yellow flames.
"We thought it was the end of time," the 60-year-old woman said in a recent

Interview at her, mobile home on Logan Martin Lake. "I've been scared
_. many times in my life, but never, ever, have I been as terrified as I was that

night" -
-_ LMra.î CashJs_expgiencgJias become jme of the jnost celebrated and sensa-

tionalized UFO sightingsln recent years. She saiS iHias leff 'ner in poor"
health, in debt and questioning the credibility of the U.S. government.

It began about 9 pm, Dec 29, 1980, on a county road near New Caney,
Texas, where Mrs. Cash, friend Vickie Landrum and Mrs. Landrurn's 6-year-old

' grandson Colby were driving home from a bingo game.
..,' "We seen this bright light, and it just lit up the entire sky," Mrs. Cash
recalled. "The further we drove, the closer we got to the object."

1 Despite the 40-degree temperature, an "intense heat" surrounded the car.
• In a telephone interview last week, Mrs. Landrum said she screamed at

Mrs. Cash to stop the car, because "I was afraid we would burn up if we
, went under it"

••: All three got out of the car, but Colby was crying, so he and Mrs. Landrum
got back in, she said

Tried to comfort child
r "*'; Mrs. Landrum said she tried to comfort the boy.

••'•'".• "I told him if he saw a big man, it would be Jesus, and He wouldn't hurt
us. He would be coming to carry us to a better place," Mrs. Landrum said.

-'•'•Mrs. Cash said she stayed outside about eight minutes trying to figure out
what the object was.

Both women described it as diamond-shaped and metallic. Flames were shoot-
. ing out of the bottom of the craft, and it made a shrill beeping sound, they said.

•- '-When the object started to rise, it made a "swooshing" sound, Mrs. Cash
said.' . '

' -'When Mrs. Cash got back in the car, she had to use her leather jacket as a
•_hotpad because the handle was so hot, she said.
" 'The two women said they heard a "roaring sound, like a tornado, and heli-
-copters-were coming-in every.direction." Mrs. Cash and Mrs. Landrum said they
• counted 23 helicopters. • " " "" --'
• * The helicopters surrounded the craft "like they were trying to escort it
somewhere," Mrs. Landrum said.

•;~ As the trio drove off, they kept looking out the back window. They could
still see the light about three miles away, Mrs. Cash said.

" ' By the time they reached Mrs. Landrurn's house, their heads were hurting, their
" skin was burning and they were nauseated, Mrs. Cash said.
r '-^We were as red as if we had been out on a beach all day long," she said.

"We" were all deathly sick."
The next morning, Mrs. Cash's eyes were swollen shut, she said. Her hair

• had;fallen out "in gobs on the pillow." Huge welts and water blisters had
appeared all over her body.

' • .Mrs. Cash said she didn't go to the hospital at first because "we were
afraid people would think we were crazy. I said, They'll move me down to
the" psycho ward.'"

Moved to Birmingham In 1981
Records from Parkway Hospital in Houston show that Mrs. Cash was admitted

' Jan. 2,1981, and was discharged Jan. 14. She was readmitted Jan. 25 and released
Feb. 9. She was treated for swelling of the head, severe headaches, loss of hair,
nausea, poor vision and skin bums.
-•Mrs-Cash, moved to the Birmingham area in 1981 to live with relatives,

;, because she said she was too sick to take care of herself.
.;.-... ;ln:March 1983 doctors found cancer in her right breast, and a mastectomy
.'zjras performed at Si Vincent's Hospital in Birmingham.
•:' ,"She .had in the past an exposure to some form of irradiation," records

• from St Vincent's say. - - . . - , . ....
Her medical bills now total more than $1.5 million, Mrs: Cash said.

-/;. She and Mrs. Landrum, 65, have told their story many times. Television pro-
grams they have been featured on include UFO Coverup? Live and That's Incredi-

-bte. v.. • . - '
Hundreds of articles have appeared in newspapers, some from France and

..Germany.
.: Somearhv.iS were more believable than others.

The Examiner, a tabloid, quoted a UFO expert who speculated, that the
; government was hiding the bodies of aliens killed in flying saucer crashes.
: Another tabloid, Weekly World News, said the case was part of a "cos-
mic Watergate."' ,•-

:•• The Dallas.Times Herald's headline in 1981 said, "UFO report: Women,
child say they saw ship, 23 helicopters"; and USA Today published stories about
the case.

Thought It was a military experiment
While Mrs. Cash said she still doesn't know exactly what she saw on that.

deserted road in Texas, she never thought it was a flying saucer with lit-
tle men from outer space.
.'"Instead, because the object was surrounded by the helicopters, Mrs. Cash

. and Mrs. Landrum think it was a military experiment the government is try-
ing to cover up. Mrs. Cash and Mrs. Landrum filed a $20 million lawsuit

NEWS

Betty Cash sifts through her medic
related to encounter with UFO.

against the government in Houston's federal court i
case was dismissed in August 1986.

In the October 1988 telecast of UFO Coverup? Uv
tities were protected, said they'd been employed t
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Night Terror in Texas: The Cash-Landrum Story
by John F. Schuessler

The United States of America has

developed an awesome military might

aimed at protecting its citizens from

intruders arriving by land. sea. air. or space.

No warplane. ship, or missile can cross our

borders without detection. Yet. a phantom air

lleet ha* been r»/wm'c/operation within these

borders, and government officials continue to

deny any knowledge of the operations.

This is the story of how three innocent

victims were harmed by this phantom fleet.

Two women and a small boy—Betty Cash.

Vickie Landrum, and

Colby Landrum—drove

into the middle of a

military operation involv-

ing the lleet. and their

lives changed forever.

The fleet consisted of

one very large unidenti-

fied flying object and

more than 20 helicop-

ters. The UFO, shaped

ber 29. 1980. it was operating across a large area of

East Texas. As the numerous aircraft converged on a

spot in the East Texas Piney Woods near the small

town of Huffman, an automobile was also approach-

ing "ground zero."

Betty Cash was driving. Her friend and employee.

Vickie Landrum. was riding in the front passenger

seat. Vickie's seven-year-old grandson was standing

just behind the front seat between the two women.

C^olby was the first to notice something happen-

ing in the sky ahead. He began pointing out the large,

unusual light coming their way

By the time the women stopped

talking and took notice, the light

was huge and was descending

out of the sky as if to land on

the road. Betty slammed on ihc

brakes—the UFO was pouring

fire out its underside like a

•ocket. The three were terrified,

afraid they'd all be killed.

Allhouuh the eveninu was

A/-S stretch of FM l-tSS CH of FM 2100) between
New Canev and Huffman, 30 mi. NE of Houston

like a diamond, was bigger than a jet airliner. damp and a chilly 40 degrees, the car rapidly healed

It could move slowly, hover, and tly. but it had Up as they sat watching. The women opened the

no wings, tail, or jet engines. Its (light pattern

contradicted the known laws of aerodynamics.

The helicopter fleet, on the other hand,

consisted of well-known and easily recogniz-

able aircraft. Key to the operation were the

many twin-rotor helicopters, either CH-46

Sea Knights or CH-47 Chinooks. Also

involved were a large flying crane and several

smaller, faster, helicopter gun ships.

It is difficult to know whether the

helicopter fleet and the huge UFO were

working together or whether they were

adversaries. Either way, the fleet moved about

seemingly without detection by military

defense forces. Today, the United States

government continues to deny their existence.

This was not a harmless fleet. On Decem-

doors and climbed out. Colby screamed for Vickie to

get back in. which she did. Betty, though, walked to

the front of the car. shielding her eyes from the

UFO's bright light.which they later said lit the

surrounding area like daylight.

After a few minutes, helicopters began streaming

into the area, and the UFO rose into the night sky

southward to the Gulf of Mexico. The helicopters

followed, as though steering its direction of flight.

When Betty returned to the car. the door was too

hot to touch with her bare hand. In no time, they

caught up with the formation, which was flying low-

in the sky just ahead of them. Rather than chancing

becoming trapped again, they pulled the car over to

the side of the road. As they watched the drama

being played out in the sky just a short distance away,

another huge twin-rotor helicopter flew in low over

('nniinneJ on page J

Roswell
Report

The Roswell Declaration

continues to gain momen-

tum. Since October a year

ago. when the Roswell

initiative began, the Decla-

ration and position paper

have appeared in numerous

publications and on various
radio and television shows.

In the United Sates, the

three major UFO organiza-

tions—the Mutual UFO

Network, the Center for

UFO Studies, and the Fund

for UFO Research—have

all endorsed the effort and

published the declaration.

Members of the Society for

Scientific Exploration have

also received copies.

The Declaration was

published in the October

1994 Omni magazine (cir.

713,000) and the fall 1994

(Vol. 3. No. 1) Inmrna-

lional IirO I.ihrary

magazine.

The Declaration was

mentioned by Roswell

author Kevin Randle on

Larry King's October I

two-hour UFO special. In

See Romell. pii^n J
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their car, shaking them badly. At this point.

they counted at least 23 helicopters. Other

witnesses later testified to having seen all these

helicopters.

Almost immediately after the event. Betty,

Vickie, and Colby became ill. Their problems

started with headaches but within hours

developed into skin burns, vomiting, and

diarrhea. And that was only the beginning.

In the hours and days that followed, the

injuries mounted. The conditions were typical

of human exposure to radiation emissions—

swollen, painful, watery eyes, stomach pains,

vomiting, diarrhea, sores, scarring of the skin,

loss of skin pigmentation, loss of appetite and

energy, loss of weight, massive hair loss, blood

problems, embrittlement of bones, cancer, and

much more. Their enjoyable, normal world

had been devastated.

oince government helicopters were

involved in the event, those of us working the

case contacted a number of government

agencies. We felt sure someone would have

the information to identify the type and extent
of the radiation exposure. With that informa-

tion, we believed, the healing process could be

speeded. Unfortunately, help was denied us at

every level. No one seemed to care that Betty.

Vickie, and Colby were the innocent victims of

this military force's interaction with a UFO.

Eventually, we filed a damage claim against
the U.S. government, a claim later denied. We

then filed for damages in federal court, but an

unscrupulous judge in Houston refused even

to hear the evidence. The government cover-

up was allowed to continue, and Betty, Vickie,

and Colby never got their day in court.

Some people have claimed that this "UFO"

was a secret, nuclear-powered aircraft being

flown by military pilots. They have suggested

that the craft was in trouble, spewing radiation

across the countryside. The helicopter crews

were there, they say, to cordon off the area

and clean up if the craft crashed. If it recov-

ered and flew away, (he helicopters would help

it find a safe location for landing.

While the nuclear aircraft interpretation is

interesting, it is not based on facts. First, this

was not an aircraft as we know it. It had no

wings, no tail, and no engines. In fact, it was

just a huge flying diamond, like something

from a futuristic "Star Wars" movie, and it

defied gravity as it flew. Second, by all reports,

the U.S. nuclear-aircraft program had been

dead for a number of years.

A more likely scenario is that the object

was unidentified and unidentifiable—a UFO.

It was probably not operated by human pilots

and was not being controlled by the U.S.

government. However, the government must

have been fully aware of the operation and

have had helicopters standing by in case of a

crash. As part of their standard operations,

the helicopters probably carried security and

cleanup crews Had the UFO crashed, these

crews would undoubtedly have sprung into

action to ensure that all evidence was

thoroughly removed and that no details of the

crash and cleanup were leaked. So far. the

government's efforts have been successful.

Unfortunately, the victims have suffered

greatly. Betty and Vickie have never been

able lo work again. In fact, they have

survived the incident only because of their

own strong wills: Betty wanted to see justice

done; Vickie wanted to see Colby survive to

adulthood, which he has.

Recently, because of the rash of govern-

ment-sponsored radiation and nuclear
operational experiments that have come to

light in the past year and the resulting

lawsuits, I filed a second claim against the

U.S. government on behalf of Betty. Vickie,

and Colby. That step has started the bureau-

cratic process all over again. So far, 1 have

been through two separate government

agencies, resubmitted all the details, filled out

innumerable forms, and spent many months

waiting for replies. At this point, the paper-

work is being processed by a faceless

bureaucracy that fails to recognize that the

victims are real people. Instead, humans are

seen simply as numbers—statistics to prove

how much paperwork each agency has done.

I have found no one truly interested in the

victims as humans beings.

Uuring the years that have passed since

that fateful night in 1980, much more

evidence has been collected and recorded. A

xmokitifi gnu has been identified that will

soon he exposed. Though I have previously

gone public with this basic story. I have held

back many of the details. Now. as a result of

the mounting evidence. I have resumed work

on a book: "Night Terror in Texas: The Cash-

Landrum Story." The time has come for the

details to be made a matter of public record. 4
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By WILLIAM P. BARRETT

Houston Bureau

DAYTON — Vickie Landrum
doesn't expect everybody to buy her
slory that a UFO flanked by 23
military helicopters doused her and
two others with radiation on a de-
serted East Texas road one night
last December.

"I never believed in UFOs before,
either," she said, suddenly sitting
upright in the chair of her home. "I
am a religious person."

But the local police chief, Tony
Warring, a friend for 30 years,
vouches for her credibility. Records
at Parkway Hospital in Houston'
document the^ fading eyesight, skin
blisters, recurring headaches and
temporary loss of hair she says he
has experienced. There are other
witnesses. A stale agency is investi-
gating. Professional UFO watchers
are excited.

"It's one of the most significant
cases we have," said Dr. J. Allen
Hynek, head of the Center for UFO
Studies in Evanston, III. "The medi-
cal documentation is impressive.
This certainly falls in the category
of a close encounter."

All this was more than enough
for the National Enquirer, the sen-
sational tabloid, to run the story last
month under a multi-color, top-of-
.the-front-page headline- That is

DALLAS*

Haw Carwy

HOUSTON*

— Siall map

Site was near New Caney

how "Scientist at NASA Confirms
UFO Terrorizes and Burns2. Tex -
ans" came to greet millions of su-
permarket shoppers across the ha*
lion the week of Aug. 11.

The scientist involved is John F.
Schuessel, an engineer for McDon-
nell Douglas Corp. at the NASA
Johnson Space Center in Houston,
who, as a hobby, has been investi-
gating UFO sightings arpurid Hous-
ton for 15 years. Contrary to the.
suggestion in the Enquirer headline,
his sleuthing activities have no con-
nection at all with NASA.

"There is^no doubt at all that
something happened," he said.
"And there is little doubt that the
three persons were exposed to radi-
ation." He said he has other wit-
nesses who saw either helicopters or
the UFO — but not both together
— and medical experts to support
the radiation claim. However, citing
their desire for privacy, he refused
to release their names, including
those of the experts.

Schuessel said there are only two
possible explanations for the inci-
dent. "Either the helicopters were
chasing the object, or else they were
flying with it," he said. "In either
case, the federal government should
know something." He is preparing a
paper on the incident to be present-
ed at a UFO conference in Chicago
Saturday.

Lawyers for the three — Mrs.
Landrum, 52; her 7-year-old grand-
son,'Colby, who lives with her; and
a friend, Betty Cash, 57. all of Day-
ton — have filed formal requests
with the federal government under
the Freedom of Information 'Act
(FO1A) for any reports involving
the incident.

The three want to file a personal
injury lawsuit against the govern-
ment, in effect alleging hit-and-run,
to recover what they said was more:
than $15,000 in medical bills in-
curred because of the alleged radi-
ation exposure. But their lawyer.
Peter Gersten' of New York City, '
acknowledged it would be difficult
suing without any concrete proof
that the government was involved,
much less that it was responsible for
the UFO.

"If the government says we have
no reports, I'm afraid trial's the end
of it unless someone, perhaps a pi-
lot, comes forward," he said. )

So far the military hasn't re- ;
sponded formally to the FOIA re- j
quests, but spokesmen for the
Army. Navy and Air Force, as well
as the Defense Department, said last
week they know nothing about it.

"I keep getting calls on this," said
Maj. Tony Geishauser, the spokes-
man for Fort Hood, an Army base
160 miles northwest that just hap-
pens to have several hundred heli-
copters of the sort described by Mrs.
Landrum. "We did not have any
choppers up that night in East
Texas."

The only governmental reaction
so far has been from the Texas De-
partment of Health, whose Bureau
of Radiation Control is conducting
an investigation at the request of a
local legislator.

"It's highly doubtful we're going
to find anything, but we're look-
ing," saift,departmental investigator
Russ Meyer.

Mrs. Landrum is sure of what she
saw and what she felt.

"It was a UFO and we were
zapped," she said.

In separate interviews, she and
Mrs. Cash gave this account:

Mrs. Landrum and Colby were
riding with Mrs. Cash in her car
about 9 p.m. on Dec. 29 along a
lonely, two-lane stretch of FM 1485
near New Caney, Montgomery
County, about 30 miles northeast of
Houston. About three miles ahead
they could see some sort of light in .
the .air. occasionally' obscured by
trees. As they drew nearer they
could see it was some sort of object
with orange' and red flame coming
from the bottom.

"Suddenly it got real bright,"
Mrs. Landrum said. "We could see
the object maybe 30 feet above the '
ground. I screamed for Betty to
slop. Then I said, 'Betty you might
as well face it — this is it.' "

Mrs. Cash said, "I thought this
was going to be it."

What they said they saw was a
metallic, diamond-shaped object
with no visible markings, hovering
anywhere from 25 to 50 feet above
the ground. Mrs. Landrum said the
object was 25 feet high and 12 feet
across, although Mrs. Cash said it
was much larger, perhaps 50 feet
high and '25 feel across.

The women said they got out of
the car to look at the object.

"The road was too narrow to turn
around and we were blinded by all
the light," Mrs. Cash said. She said

j) frit, ft 5



By CATHY GORDON
Courier Staff

(Firstof twoParts)

| Betty Cash_sees very little of her
| friends and neighbors these days,
! preferring to keep to herself in her small
i trailer house in Dayton.

She has abandoned her plans to open a
new cafe in the town — plans that meant
so much a mere two months ago.

Some days it takes all the energy she

canmuster just to get out of bed. i
It wouldn't be so bad, friends say, if the

sudden change in Betty was only mental ;
but it's physical as well.

They first noticed the change the
. evening of. Dec. 29 when Betty began

complaining of a severe headache and a
burning sensation that pierced her entire
body. ' '

By the next morning, she had
developed knot-like boils the size of 50-
cent pieces about her neck and head
which would pop and flow warm, clear

mysterous encounter
r these spots patches of hair

fell out, leaving the crown and sides of
her head bald and sore to the touch.

She spent most of January in the
hospital being treated for this condition,
which doctors say is characteristic of
radiation poisoning. They will not reveal
the final diagnosis of her case. .

"It was as though ^my doctor was
afraid. He told me I was going to go
home, but he never did tell me what was
wrong with me," Cash said, adding it
was suggested that she wash her. scalp in

iodine every day to keep down the risk of
infection.

Since her release from the hospital.
Berty has continued to spend her days in
solitude, tucked away from the public
and questions people might ask about her
noticeable physical disorder — z^
disorder she blames solely on a .strange
encounter she had with an unidentified
flying object the night of Dec. 29 near
New Caney.

''It's just too coincidental," Cash said.
"1 was in excellent health before the

night I saw that thing, whatever it was.
"I used to have a thick head of hair that
my hairdresser used tp fuss over all the

-. time. Now, it's aD but gone."
, Cash, her friend, Vickie Landrum and

Vickie's grandson, Colby, 7, were en
route from New Caney to Dayton via FM
1485 about 9 p.m. on Dec. 29 when they
spotted what they describe as a "large
luminous object" hovering about one-
hal/mile up in the sky. ,

Not knowing what it was. Cash said,
she kept driving toward it, following the

only route she knew to get to her home
about 38 miles away.

As they drew closer to the object, the
light from it became more intense aa",.-_
the heat it was emitting, she said, it v,as
then that she stopped the car for fear r '
hitting the suspended "ball of light" thai
was now, she said, only a block away.

"I'm sure we would have run rit>hi mv
the thing if we hadn't stopped the car.
Cash said. "The heat from that thinf vw

See WOMEN, page 2A
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Vickie Landrum (left) talks with Betty Cash about their strange encounter (hey feel is responsible for
their present physical conditions.(7/5y - . - . . ,

From page LA

: unbelievable. We had to turn ihe car's air
, conditioner on — and it was a 40 degree

night.-"- •••_- ,
•yibkie'''La)idriiin joined in the tale of

ihr mysterious'object:
"It was as if the whole sky was split-

ting ahead of us," Landrum said, adding
that "torch-like" fire shot from the
middle-bottom of the object, appearing
to ricochet off the tree's tops. "The part
where the fire was coming out of the
thing — it looked to be the size of a water
tank,"she said.

Landrum said neither she nor Cash
could define a shape for the object
because of the "blinding" light projected
from it. However, she said, Colby, who
was viewing the object through the car's
windshield- Insisted- -that—it -was-
"diamond-shaped."

"The light from it was just like
; someone, was up in your eye shining a

flashlight at 'cm," Landrum said.
"Maybe he.'eloukl sec better from in the
car or something, but we couldn't tell no
shape to it. The light from it was glowing,
lighting up the whole road like it would
set it on fire."

Cash said after 15 minutes or so, the

object began drif t ing upward to the right
of them, in a direction that looked to be
somewhere between Humble and
Houston.

At that point, she said, they drove on
down the road, then stopped to turn onto
FM2100.

It was then, Cash said, that she heard a
"terrible roaring sound!' and turned to
find a flock of 23 helicopters encircling
the object. "I counted them — maybe to
help me think I wasn't going crazy," she
said.

"Someone kno'ws where the helicopters
came from," Landrum said, adding that
she feels certain they encountered some
sort of military experiment.

' I'm not one to believe in flying
. saucens.brjiothingjike th_at," she said. "I

think it's more likely it's something the
military is up to — why else would nil
them planes be up there if they didn't
know what was going on?"

I-andrum says she also connects her
sudden loss of sight in her right eye to
her encounter with this object. She has
been under a doctor's care since early
January1 for signs of cataracts that
started appearing shortly after Dec. 29.

"It's as l l iui iKli I'm seeing m-ryUiing
with a plastic covering over it ," she said
of her left eye. "I'm afraid I'm going to
lose this one too."

• I-andrum's physician said her eyes did
appear to be burned, but he did not
speculate on how they became so.

"AJ1 I'm really concerned about is how
all this is going to affect Colby," Lan-
drum sai.d. "He doesn't even like to enter
a dark room by himself unless I'm with
him. At least the nightmares don't
happen as much anymore."

Landrum said once home she
saturated herself and Colby with baby oil
because they both were sunburned about
the face and neck. "I thought maybe

"we'd just been-chupped-by ,the wind or
something because we'd been out most of
the day," she s;ud. "There wasn't no sun
out that day. It was real cloudy. It
couldn't have been sunburn from the
sun."

"Whatever it was, we need some an-
swers. We know what we saw and we
need some answers," she said.
Monday: the investigation
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By Rebecca
Goodballe t-H amilton

DAYTON — A Dayton woman's
incredible story of an unidentified
flying object (UFO) is going to be
shown on the TV show That's In-
credible' within the next three or
four weeks.

Mrs Vickie Landrura 57, 506 W.
Clayton said that it was about 9:15
p.m. on Dec. 29,1930 when she and
her grandson Colby 7, and a friend,
Mrs. Betty Cash 52, were coming..
home from New Caney on F.M. .
1485 when they noticed a diamond-
shaped object flying.in the air.

Mrs. Landrum said that Mrs.
Cash was driving and they watch-
ed the object come closer to the
road and hover over the trees
about 130 feet in front of them. "I
screamed for Betty to stop," she
said.

The three of them got out of the
car to see what it was and Mrs.
Landrum said, "It looked like the
whole woods and everything was
going to be. set on fire."

Mrs. Landrum described the ob-
ject as dull gray in color and a
flame was coming out of the bot-
tom. She said that the sound it
made was "horrible," like an in-
,teflsified flame-thrower.

. She said that as the flame came
down, the object would rise and it
hovered there for about 12 to 15
minutes before moving off over to
the right side of the road.

Mrs. Landrum said that Colby
had gotten back in the car and was

screaming for her, so she was out-
side for only about two to four
minutes.

However, she said that Mrs.
Cash stayed outside for about six to
eight minutes, and when she got
back in the car she had to use her
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Colby and his
Vickie Landrum

Page 12B, Liberty. Texas Wednesday, September 16,1981

Within Three, Four Weeks

(Continued From Page 1 \
Schuessler said that there are

countless episodes like this that oc-
cur all over the world, and that
these three people are all showing
the results of radiaion poisoning.

Mrs. Landrum's hair also began
to fall out in patches within six
weeks after the incident and she
said she also had blisters on her
body.

She said that Colby had some
hair loss and sorrte blisters on his
face and also had nightmares for
three months afterword.

Her eyes swelled unt i l she
thought they were going to split
and now she said she's losing her
side vision.

Also, she said that neither she
nor Colby can stand being around
any kind of heat, and to this day
she takes a bath in cold water.

Their story has appeared in the
'National Enquirer' and will now
be televised on 'That's Incredible.'
Mrs. Landrum was hypnotized for
both interviews. "If you're telling
the truth you're not afraid to be
hypnotized. If you're telling a lie

then you're afraid the lie will come
out," she said.

Mrs. Landrum's reason for talk-
ing to the media is that she wants
to find out what the object was and
who is responsible for it. "I wish if
anybody knew about it they'd come
forward," she said. '

She said they reenacted the ex-
perience and filmed it just like it
happened. "There is nothing I
wouldn't go through or do to find
out what it was and why it was
there. Somebody's got to be
responsible for our doctor bills."

jacket to hold the door handle as it
was so hot.

Mrs. Landrum added that her
handpr in ts are still on the
dashboard of Mrs. Cash's car.

As the object moved across the
sky, she said that they drove for
about fove or six minutes toward
F.M.2100 and that they all counted
between 20 and 23 helicopters
following it,some with two sets of.
blades. They couldn't get an ac-
curate number she said, because of
the way the helicopters were mov-
ing, they couldn't be sure that they
were missing one or counting one
twice.

They were still able to see the ob-
ject and the helicopters as they
reached Highway 146 and even as
they came on into Dayton up to the
new bank, she said.

They had decided not to teli
anyone about the incident because
of the way they thought people
would react to such a story, she
said. She did not even tell her hus-
band, Ernest, until three days later
when she had to put Mrs. Cash in
the hospital in Houston.

She and Colby got sick that
night.and Mrs. Landrum said that
when she went to check on Mrs.
Cash the next day, she found her in
bed with lumps on her neck and
head and blisters on her body. She
said that she wasn't even able to
get up to get a drink of water.

She said that she took Mrs. Cash
to her house and three days later
admitted her to Parkview Hospital
in Houston.

Mrs. Cash spent five weeks in the
hospital and Mrs. Landrum said
that the doctors couldn't find out
what was wrong with her.
However, she said, that two doc-
tors say they believe it to be a sort
of radiation poisoning.

Mrs. Cash began to lose her hair
about 10 days after the incidem
and did lose all of it. Mrs. Landnur-
said that she is now living in
Alabama with her mother because
she can't take care of herself.

Mrs. Landrum said that the>
have received an enormous
amount of help from John
Schuessler, a project manager foi
McDonnel l -Douglas who
volunteers parttime for a non
profit organization. Vehicles Inter
nal System Investigating Tea;r
(VISIT).
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^ saw

By LOUISE SHAW
DAYTON (Sp) - Vickie

Landrum, a 57-year-old
waitress, will appear with
her 7-year-old grandson,
Colby, on ABC's television
program "That's Incredi-
ble" at 7 p.m. Monday
night to tell of their
f r i gh t en ing encounter
with an unidentified flying
object.

Mrs. Landrum said it
was a cold, cloudy even-
ing last Dec. 29 as she,
Colby, and a friend. Betty-
Cash, were driving from
New Caney to Dayton
following a bingo game
when Coiby spotted, the
strange object.

"We were about three
miles off FM 1485 on a
lonely road when Colby
screamed "Aunt Betty,
what's that."

"I looked up and spotted
a long cylinder bright
light about three miles
ahead," Mrs. Landrum.
said. "I couldn't figure
out what it was. It was
diamond in shape and just
seemed to suspend over
the trees. Every once in a
while a f ire would come
out of it with a big whoosh
and it would move to the
right, "she added.

Mrs. Landrum said she
screamed at Mrs. Cash to
stop the car and they all
jumped out. Mrs. Cash
started to move toward
the object as Mrs. Lan-

drum begged her to come
back.

"Colby was so frighten-
ed. The only thing I could
think to tell him was to
.look in the center for the
Lord. If it was him com-
ing back we had nothing
to fear," Mrs. Landrum
said. "In my heart I knew
it was not the Lord and I
•was scared. My main con-
cern was to console the
child, "she added.

She said the object
began to drift off to the
northwest and she saw
l a r g e d o u b l e - r o t a r y
h e l i c o p t e r s h e a d i n g
towards it. Colby counted
23 helicopters.

Mrs. Landrum said
handprints where burned
into the dash of the car
where she was gripping it.

On the drive home, the
trio made a pact not to tell
a n y o n e " of the i r ex-
periences for fear of being
called crazy.

It was later when they
became sick that they felt
they had to come forth
with the tale.

On Jan. 3, Mrs. Cash
was taken to Parkway
H o s p t i a l on 1-15 in
Houston with large red
knots under the skin.
Tests revealed she was
.not suffering from blood
•clots as the doctor first
t h o u g h t . E m e r g e n c y
room personnel said she
looked like a burn victim.
She was released when
additona! tests showed
t h e r e w a s n o t h i n g
phys ica l ly wrong with

.-', ;r days later , she
•was back in the hospital
wi th the same complaint.
This time, . the doctor
wanted to know what the
ladies had not been telling
him. He was told of the
sighting and Mrs. Lan-
c"n£fi said the doctor told
her he believed her story.

Mrs. Cash is now in
Alabama, still suffering
from burns, blisters,
weakness , d iarrhea,
headaches, eye problems
and loss of hair. •

1V-.JI

Mrs. Landrum and Col-
by suffered the same
symptoms, but to a lesser
degree. She said all her
hair fell out and she is
having severe eye pro-
blems.

Colby lost all control of
his bowels and kidneys.
"The child could not get
enough water. Even now, .
he drinks more than he
should and he.craves cold

. milk," she said.
The three have been in-

terviewed by John F.
Schuessler, a mechanical
engineer employed as
McDonnell-Douglas pro-
ject manager for space
flight operations in Clear
Lake City. He is in-
vestigating her case in his
capacity as a volunteer
with Mutual UFO Net-
work.

Dr. P. B Pati l , a
specialist in cardiology
and internal medicine,
said he and his colleagues
hospitalized Mrs. Cash for
a tolal of about 3';: weeks
a't" P a r k w a y Hospital"."
"She definitely had a bad
burn on her face and her
hair was out in clumps in
two or three areas." he
said.

He said consultants
were called in, but "we
cannot say for sure what
caused it."

Dr. Steve Chandler a
Liberty optometr is t ,
treated Mrs. Landrum for
her eye problems. "There

' was quite a lot of irrita-
tion and swelling, but I
don't know the cause of
it," he said. He said an
al lergy to s u n l i g h t ,
chemicals and other
things could cause the
same symptoms.

It was reported that
several others, including
an off-duty Dayton police
officer, spotted the object
and-or helicopters that •
night.

Mrs. Landrum under-
went hypnosis by Dr. R.
L e o S p r i n k l e , a
p s y c h o l o g i s t a t t he
University of Wyoming.
While hypnotized, she did
not reveal addi t ional
details, but her story did
not alter either.

Mrs. Landrum said she
was not trying to say the
object was from outer
space. In f a c t , she
be l i eves the o b j e c t
belongs to the United
States or that U.S. of-
ficials know what it was
because the helicopters
looked like military chop-
pers.

She said government of-
f i c a l s deny k n o w i n g
anything about the object.
But Mrs. Landrum won't
give up. "I've lived my
life." she said, "but I was'
told my friend Betty is go-
ing to die and that in the
future Colby could suffer
leukemia. He is my main
concern. They have got to

—-acknowledge" the""object"
and tell us what it was. so
we can get him help," she
s a i d

Mrs. Landrum told The
Sun Friday that the crew
from "That's Incredible"
have built a ship like the
one she describes. She
will also undergo hypnosis
on the show.



Liberty

I By BOB BORINO

! AN INCREDIBLE UFO sighting has left two women and a
• seven-year-old boy suffering from the terrible effects of
, radiation poisoning.
; One of the victims, Betty Cash, 52, has been forced to
move from her home after the terrifying encounter with a 24-

i strong fleet of alien craft.
She has suffered an agonizing headache for more than three

^.months sincerthe incident; strange lumps have appeared on
'' her head and neck, and a lot of her hair has fallen out.

Her companion, Vickie Landrum, 56, has started losing her
sight, and even
Lahdrum's grand-
son,. Colby, is
suffering eye
problems. "He
still has night-
mares," his
shocked grand-
mother adds.

At first, the two
women kept quiet
about their amazing experi-
ence because they thought
"people would laugh at us
ami say we were crazy.".

But now, veteran UFO
investigator Bil l English
says: "It's an incredible,
but an unimpeachable, case
of three ordinary people who
find themselves suddenly
caught up in events stranger

• j>. -than the wildest science
> fiction.y.. .

-'i'' ' Their'nightmare began last
!.'' jj^ec. 29 as. they drove along a
;* ̂ lonely country road about
£ ^30 miles, from Houston,

.£ Texas.
t Suddenly, "an extremely
£ bright, luminous object"
?._' appeared in the night sky.

"It just k ind of exploded
from nowhere," Landrum
recalls. "It kind of hovered
over the road, blocking our
path.

."It was so bright that we
could not tell what was the
source of the light."

Cash stopped the car, then
felt an incredible surge' of
heat strike her from the light.
"It hit like a physical blow,"
she told GLOBE.

"If we hadn't stopped,
I'm sure we would have run
into the thing and probably
burned up.

"The outside temperature
was about 40 degrees, but 1
had to turn .the air condi-
tioner on — and we could

LANDfWM (loll) ana CASH I
comfort eacft oi/ier after';
bizarre UFO nightmare. Arrow i
on map Indicates scenes of J

terrifying encounters.
still feel the heat." ,

Landrum says: "The thing"
where the fire was coming
from looked to be about the
size of a water tank. Colby
kept telling us it looked like
a diamond w i t h one end
rounded off." i.

She told GLOBE: "The j
first thought thaf came to
mind was that the world was j
ending." 3

Both women felt a sudden ?
compulsion to approach the/
blinding object. -"Betty got;,
out and started to walk to-:,
ward it," Landrum says. . '•

"I started to get out, too,'*
but my grandson was crying ]
and carrying on so that 1 >
went back to calm him.":
Cash went several yards
before the heat forced her!
back. ' ;

For another \5 minutes, j
•the mysterious object hover--'
Ted in front of them before
drifting away toward Hous-
ton. The three victims drove.
on but after three miles they

heard "a terrible roaring
sound," says Landrum.

"We saw what looked like
helicopters circling around
the object." Cash counted
23 of them... "1 counted
them to help me think I
wasn't going crazy."

The women watched the
craft maneuvering for a time
before the mystery light and
the "helicopters" vanished.

The three then drove home :
to Humble, Texas. "When I
got home I had a splitting
headache," says Cash,
"and there was a burning
sensation that seemed to
pierce my body. '

"I haven't been free of
that headache for more than
a half hour since."

By next morning, she had
developed knot-l ike boils
the size of 50-cent pieces on
her neck and head. The
lumps keep returning, oozing
a clear, warm fluid. Then
patches of hair began falling
out.
• Meanwhile. Landrum-'
says, she and Colby "felt as
though we had a bad sunburn
around the face and neck. I
lost some hair, but most of
ii has grown back."

Lahdrum's doctor told
3LOBE that she suddenly
began developing cataracts.

Vest she adds: "Betty got
the worst of it because she
got out of the car to inves-
tigate."

Cash spent most of Jan-
uary in Parkview Hospital,
Houston, but her condition
baffled doctors because she
didn't tell them about the
UFO encounter.

"I finally told them the
second time 1 went in," she
says. "1 was afraid they
would laugh at me and tell me
1 was crazy."

Her doctor, who asked
GLOBE not to publish his
name, says: "She had all the
signs of radiation poisoning
when 1 first examined her,
but 1 thought that ridiculous
and dismissed it.

"Then, when she told me
what she had seen — and fell
— it made sense."

The women's story has
"totally convinced" veteran
UFO investigators Bill
English, of the Aerial Phe-
nomenon Research Organi-

zation in-Tucson, Arizona,
and John Schuessler, a v£f
NASA engineer in Houston.

Their investigation, back-
ed by GLOBE checks of
military installations in the
area, reveals no aircraft
movements that night to ex-
plain the extraordinary inci-
dent. English says he be-

• lieves the helicopters were
"unmanned probes," some-
thing like our moon landers,
that were attached to the
main UFO.

GLOBE's research re-
T veals that another diamond-

shaped object was sighted at
;' the end of November on a
I country road at Liberty,

about 40 miles from the spot
where the light confronted
Cash and Landrum.

One witness , Liberty
realtor Nellie Zedick, 58,
who was traveling with her
daughter and.son-in- law,
says: "We didn't get closer
than a mile or so, and it kept
moving, but it was definitely
diamond-shaped with a slight
rounding at one end."

Meanwhile, Betty Cash
has been forced to postpone
plans to open a restaurant
and has moved to Fairfield,'
Alaska, to recuperate.

She says: "I just hope and
pray I,get better soon."



Launch effects on environment gauged
Associated Press

Each time a space ship
is launched, there is a vast,
hot. acid exhaust cloud.
NASA wants to know what
the cloud does to plant
life.

"We are moving along in
the environmental areas,
reviewing effects of shut-
tles on vegetation,1' says
Dr. William M. Knott. "We
are determining which
plant will grow."

KENNEDY Space Cen-
ter encompasses 140,000

• acres, mostly on Merritt
'island, including 80,000
acres of land mass. There
are citrus groves and na-
tive vegetation. "Of con-
cern," Knott said, "is the
exhaust cloud. We are
using plants sensitive to
hydrogen chloride gas,
w h i c h combined w i t h

'(raio) might produce acid
rainout."

At e a r l i e r ' l a u n c h e s
vegetation was sampled for
injury, and damage was
found to be ex t remely
small. "Shuttles," Knott
said, "are designed to go at
much greater frequencies.
Soon there may be 20, 30 or
40 annually — day or night
— under light or dark
conditions. It might be ad-:

visable to restrict launch
times.

"The program Is a
long-range look at vegeta-
tive patterns. Are we doing
something subtle to cause a
vegetative pattern change?
The work includes remote
sensing of things in the
same place, inc luding
weeds. Are any new ones
appearing? Low aerial
photographs are compared
with old photos to deter-
mine any real or detri-
mental changes in the
normal ecology."

THE SPACE Center
acreage includes a national
wildlife refuge, invited to
locate there so that effects

of launches on animals
may be checked, and a
national beach. The mete-
orological data is confined
to a one-mile ground band
on Merr i t t I s land . The
American Institute of Bio-
logical Sciences oversees
the project.

Ground-water quality,
rain samples, air quality,
noise and weather patterns
will be recorded. So will
sonic boom over-pressures
generated by the space
shuttle's descent, to the
landing site — the nation's
largest runway, nearly
three miles long and wide
enough for two reusable
space craft to land with
space laboratories.
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Damages
DAYTON (AP) - Two women

and a 10-year-old boy have sued the
U.S. government, seeking $20 million
in damages for injuries they claim to
have received when they encoun-
tered an unidentified flying object
hovering above a country road,

Betty Cash, 54, Vicki Landrum, 60,
and her 10-year-old grandson, Colby
Landrum, are seeking payment for
medical treatment after suffering
chronic illness and injuries from
what they claim was radiation that
beamed at them from a hovering
UFO three years ago.

A lawyer filed the suit in a Hous-
ton federal court on Wednesday.

The three claim in the suit that
the federal government is somehow
involved and should be held responsi-
ble for their medical care.

The incident occurred around 9:30
p.m. Dec. 28, 1980, while Cash, Lan-
drum and the youngster were return-
ing home from a bingo game.
Object glows in sky

As they drove along a country
road seven miles outside of New
Caney, they noticed a bright object
glowing in the sky.

The object hovered 60 to 80 feet
above the road and had such "intense
brightness and glow that they
couldn't make out its shape," said Pe-
ter Gerston, a New York attorney
representing Cash and her friends.

The object was flaming and gave
off so much heat and light that Cash
and her friends could drive no far-
ther, Gerston said.

They got out of the car for awhile,
said Gerston, and Cash rested her
hand on the vehicle. When she re-
noved her hand, he said, she found it
sad left a permanent imprint on the
ar.

Landrum said the group then
rove down the road, stopping at a

small graveyard. She said they
counted 23 helicopters near the ob-
ject, but Gerston said they were una-
ble to determine whether the chop-

VICKI LANDRUM 'SAW1 UFO
... wonts paid health care

pers were escorting the object or
pursuing it

For a few days after the incident,
the three people suffered severe
headaches, nausea, swollen earlobes
and eyelids, diarrhea and facial blis-
ters, Gerston said. The health of
Cash, who received the most expo-
sure, "became much worse," he said.
She was admitted to Parkway Hospi-
tal for one week and later for two
more weeks.

Gerston said that in the year fol-
lowing the event they were chronic-
ally m and Cash was "in and out" of
the hospital from October to Decem-
ber 1981.

Cash and her friends still experi-
ence some of the symptoms from
time to time, including nausea, loss
of appetite, skin blotches and blis-
ters, the lawyer said.

In their suit, Cash, Landrum and
the boy asked for damages totalling
|20 million.

Gerston said his clients also want
to determine what type of radiation
they had been exposed to so they
could seek appropriate medical
treatment
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Three People File Lawsuit
Over Alleged UFO Injuries

DAYTON, Texas (AP) -
Three Dayton, Texas, people
filed a lawsuit in a Houston
federal court this week

' against the U.S. government,
i seeking damages for injuries

they claim to have received
when an unidentified flying

' object ambushed them on a
country road.

Betty Cash, 64, Vicki Lan-
drum, 60, and her 10-year-old
grandson, • Colby Landrum

• are seeking payment for med-
ical treatment after suffering

i chronic illness and injuries
from what they claim was ra-

• ;diation that beamed at them
£ "from a -hovering'UFO three

years ago. A lawyer filed the
• ,suit in a Houston federal
. court on Wednesday.

The three claim in the suit
.that the federal government
is somehow involved and.
should be held ' responsible

" for their medical care.
i The incident occurred
around 9:30 p.m. Dec, 29,

1980, while Mrs. Cash, Mrs.
Landrum and Colby Lan-
drum were returning home
from a bingo game.

' As they drove along a coun-
try road seven miles outside
of New Caney,.Texas, they
noticed a bright object glow'
ing in the sky.

The object hovered 60 to 80
feet above the road and had
such "intense brightness and
glow that they couldn't make
out'its shape,", said Peter
Gerstpn, ,a New York attor-
ney representing Mrs. Cash
and her friends. -

The object was flaming and
gave off so much heat and
light that Mrs. Cash and her
friends could drive no furth-
er, Gerston said.

They got out of the car,
Gerston said, and Mrs. Cash
rested her hand on the vehi-
cle. When she removed her
hand, he.said, she found it
had left a permanent imprint
on the car.

' Mrs. Landrum said they re-
turned and drove down the
road stopping at a small
graveyard. She said they
counted 23 helicopters near
(he object, -but Gerston said
they were unable to deter-
mine whether the choppers
were-escorting the object or
pursuing it.

For a few days after the in-
cident, the three people
suffered severe headaches,
nausea', swollen earlobes and
eyelids, diarrhea and facial
blisters, Gerston said. The
health of Mrs. Cash^,, who
received the most exposure,
"became much worse," he
said. She was admitted to
Parkway. Hospital for one
week and later for two more
weeks.

Gerston said that in the
year following the event they
were chronically ill and Mrs.
Cash was "in and out" of the
hospital from October to De-
cember 1981.

Mrs. Cash and her friends
still. experience some of the
symptoms from time to time,
including nausea, loss of ap-
petite, skin blotches and
blisters, the lawyer said.

The three have twice filed
administrative claims for
medical treatment with -the

Air Force, but' were refused
help each time. Gerston quot-
ed one Air Force statement as
saying, "our investigation
has revealed no evidence of
involvement by any military
personnel, equipment or air-
craft in this alleged inci-
dent."

Gerston, who ha?
represented several organiza-
tions in -lawsuits related to
UFOs, said he believes that
finding "no evidence" means
Air Force investigators mere-
ly did not have access to high-
ly classified information.

Gerston said the incident;
also was witnessed by a depu-
ty sheriff.

Mrs. Cash, Mrs. Landrum
and Colby Landrum asked in
their suit for damages totall-
ing $20 million.
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can't: go, OMtside' without' ybreakr
ihjgoutinbigliilisterst''- • * t: '^ :'•

.Chronic ' illnesses hayejplagued
Mrs:/; Landr"um;,; her 10:year-old
gfaridsoh,4&rby Xarjdrum :and-
Betty Cash; Jlf .'af ter their sujppos-
ed D^cemb^r 1̂ 80 encounter with .
an unidentified "flying object.'.- -•• . -

The •women, .and the '•: bp jr 'have :
su<;d Uie y::$r%oyernmeht^ise^k: '
ing $20 mfli|on:in'd-am^ge^ forfjin- .
juries .they^clal'in toere'cause'd by "
radiatibrf^Utect'frbnV the -trFC-
that ̂ overed^boye them, 'outside.
of New C'arieyX; ": ''.•""'.'>•.'' \'". "." ..-

They ;sayJ:the federaivgdvern-
ment is rsoniehowi '. involved^ aind
should pay for their medical care.

"She;.gets very, upset 'when 'she •
has.tb talk- toj'anyohe.aboutLlhis,'-
a daugWer-in-laW: ofiLMrs. " Lan> .'
druni said Saturday. "She .hasn't'
even beeh.'" able' to go/ outside
because '/sh'e> breaks^: o'u't in. big'
blisters. ,'" -:; •^'•'/4^. " >': ,' " • •,-.,.;"v,- ." - •

She;' added/ that;^Mrs. Landrum
has"Iosthfer:h"air:as:^ fes.ult of the
encbuiiter; i^^v/ir'^'-'r^:^;;' '••- "".:.

' The ,%un:5w^s/r unable .;tb -"talk .
dire.ctiy with'' the plaintiffs Satyr;

- ;" ' •.. ,
A New York lawyer represen-

ting Mrs. -Cash;, JMrs! :Landtum
arid Colby' Landrum said they suf-:
fered seyer|?tieaidaches. nausea,

, swolien "-v eariCibes and eyelids,
. diarrhea and;:faQi^r.blisters .for a
few days after the incident. -

. The.:health..of Mrs. Cash, who
received ' -the', most - exposure,
deteriorate%;' Substantially,- at-
torney Peter iGerston said .

She;;was -adrnitted; to Parkway
. Hospital" for : one week and later
two weeks. She/ was in and out of

• t h e . hospitalf;-. October through
December ̂  1'9$L with; : chronic .; il-
lness. . ••;>•'' :L' ̂ ; I ./';••. :'; •/ \ -,v •• /, :. :. -;; .• •

The ; attorney? said -the victims,
still experience riaused," loss of ap-
petite:,"skin blotches and blisters; -

Ge^st.6n-";has :;.represeni:e.d.
seyerai organizations- iri:lawsviit,s
relateliW tlFOs^l^ 7- • • • ; ': •• - • -" • >^'
; . . n Dec\'2»f49gqithe tljree;were '

• returning^ :hbme;f from<:: a'^.bihgo
* ' " '. . .

. of ••'Newl^Ganeyj. when they. noticed'
' a bfj'ght;bbject glowing jnthe-sky.-
/ -The; dbjectihoyered above the
; road i^-arfd^was' so . ^bright x/theyi

'. couldn't 'i rtake i 'but" its,.. shape;''
..'Gersfoh-said'.'",'".;'- "•'-•:. . •• ,>;: ' ' • : . . . ." ' :•

" The object was' -flaming and
gave off so much heat and light
that Mrs."Cash and her friends

: could drive no, farther, Gerston
added. " .' . :

• They got- but of the car for
awhile and Mrs.-Cash rested her
hand on the vehicle: When she
removed .her hand, he said, she

/found it had left a permanent im-
' printorith'e car. ' _ : ' :

•Driving away, they counted 23
helicopters near;.the object, but-

; Gerston said'they were unable to
determine whether the choppers

"were escorting the object or pur-
. suing it.:" ";. . . • • • . . ; . . - -

>The three have twice filed ad-
ministrative claims for medical
treatment with the Air Force, but
were" refused help each time.

•Gerston;: quoted one rAir. Force
statement as saying, "our in-
vestigation.". has ' revealed no
evidence of involvement by any

• military personnel; equipment or
aircraft in this alleged incident."

. / Gerston. -said :firiding ''no
" evidence" means'- Air Force in-.
vestigators .merely did not have
access to highly 'Classified .in-
formation. ' . - . • • ' • •

The incident has been in-
depentently investigated, said
Gerston, by John Schuessler, a
National Aeronautics-and Space
Administration engineer who has
specialized in a study of UFOs.

Gerston said the incident also
. was witnessed by a deputy

sheriff. .. . . .-, : ^ •
; Mrs. Cash, Mrs. Landrum and
Colby Landrum asked in their suit
for damages totalling $20 million.

. Gerston said his clients want
also to determine what type of
radiation they had been exposed

.i to so they could seek appropriate
•-,. medical treatment:

•"The government has all along'
7 denied any responsibility for the
'incident, he-said.. "They are not

•'?• willing to ? come: forward and
.; reveal theL type, of object to help-

three-people." . ' - . ' ' .
..•Gerston said he is'.optimistic

- about his clients' chances of winn-
.-v-ing the-suit-." "If we can show the
;:iriciderit happened — and we can
; — ; than- :they. (the; government).

• have to. show they're hot responsi-
Vble-."-- . ' ' ..-:—•."• ••-•'••• .- ' "



1 LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - A special
team of scientists and engineers based in
this desert gambling resort where high-
stakes showdowns are common think
about unthinkable stakes every day.
They are the Nuclear Emergency Search
Team, known as NEST, a little-known
element of America's nuclear program.
And its 200 members hope there is no
cause to change that.

' Their job Is to be ready if terrorists
ever try to hold an American city hos-
tage with a nuclear device. They are
charged with finding and disarming ter-
rorist nuclear weapons. And failure
would mean catastrophe.

With International terrorism on the in-
crease and a growing capability for
many to produce such devices, the threat
of a crisis is taken seriously. "We'think
the potential for it happening exists,"
says Mahlon Gates, 63, a retired Army
general who heads the Nevada Oper-
ations Office of the Department of Ener-

gy and runs the country's nuclear testing
program. . .'

"There's a potential there, and 'if it
happens we've got to be ready. My great-
est fear is that some terrorist group hop-
Ing to gain political advantage of some
kind would see fit to carry out a threat.
I'm more afraid of nuts within the United
States than terrorists from abroad."

There have been 70 nuclear-related
threats made since a wave of terrorism
swept America in the early 1970s. Twenty
of those were deemed valid enough by
the FBI to warrant further investigation,
and NEST operatives have responded in
several instances. To date they have not
encountered any nuclear device. .

NEST spokesmen say a real crisis
would present critical choices:

13 Do you risk panic by announcing a
nuclear-mandated evacuation of a major
city?

B Do you delay evacuation and risk

thousands, perhaps .hundreds of thou-
sands of lives? .

B If a device is found, do you risk ,
challenging booby traps that are likely to
be a part the deadly package?

NEST was born in 1974, the outgrowth
of a nuclear threat against Boston. For-
tunately, the threat was a hoax, but gov-
ernment officials found themselves with-
out a plan for responding and confusion
reigned.

When the threat was over, Gates told
his superiors in Washington: "Enough of
this. Give me a mission to respond to and
we'll develop the capability."

The nation's elite nuclear fire depart-
ment was born three months later as
Gates surrounded himself with some of
the finest minds in the nuclear, weapons
business.

Today, by law, any nuclear threat is
forwarded to the FBI. If the threat ap-
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pears valid, recordings or copies of the
message are sent to NEST's threat as-
sessment group, the Emergency Action
and Coordination Team. The feam in-
cludes scientists from Lawrence Liver-
mere, Los Alamos and Sandia .nuclear
laboratories plus ine Nevada Operations
Office.

The team Is required to respond to
NEST's threat assessment office in the
basement of a Germantown, Md., build-
ing within two hours.

"The message is analyzed hy different
people for different things," Gates says.
"The scientists try to determine whether
the person knows what he's talking
about. Does he understand nuclear the-
ory, nuclear reaction? Are the words
right?

"Other groups examine the threat
from the point of view of psycholinguis-
tics — Is the guy nuts? Is this a rational
mind speaking here?"

If EACT decides the threat is real, a

NEST team is deployed from a nonde-
script brown hangar across from busy
McCarran International Airport in south:
east Las Vegas.

The call-up could be a simple one — a .
handful of scientists to help officers track
down stolen uranium such as they ciid in -
Wilmington. N.C. Or it could be similar
to a 1975 incident when 40 men searched
for a nuclear device in an extortion
threat against Union Oil Co. in Los Ange-
les. N'o device was found.

All 200 members have been called out
only once. In the winter of 1973. in Oper-
ation Morning Light, they tracked down
chunks of a "hot" Russian satellite that
disintegrated over Canada.

NEST members have also been used
to monitor radiation during the Three
Mile Island crisis and to advise authori-
ties at the conventional bombing of Har-
vey's Resort in Lake Tahoe. In the Mtff
case, it was "because we can look into
the black box and tell what's there,"
Gates said.

If NEST is deployed to seek out a nu-

clear device, a call also goes to the N
tlonal Military Command Center for or
nance disposal units from one of !
designated Army'bases around tt
country. •'_.

"V/e think a terrorist might bool
trap the device because he would want
protect it until some catastrophic m
rr.ent when it would detonate. Ereechu
the booby trap is the Army's job," Gate
said. . ..- •

• If the location'of the device is'speU*
out, team members respond there. If i
exact location is not given, NEST mer
bers begin searching with equipme:
stored in the Las Vegas hangar.

The equipment is containerized at
ready to move on an hour's notice •
either by wide-bodied commercial a;
craft or C-14ls from the Military Airli
Command at Scott Air Force Base, El.

The equipment include!; a self-coi
talned power generating plant "in ca<
we get stuck somewhere in the boonies,
Gates says.
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Government officials new targets
G';I

OVERNMENT authorities
are being staggered by a
flurry of lawsuits .in which

lawyers accuse them of
a UFO coverup so mas-
sive that investigators
describe it as a "cos-
mic Watergate."

Tenacious UFO experts —
and shaken contactees — are
determined to use thousands
of pages of previously super-
secret government data to
prove that extraterrestrials
already have landed.

Larry Bryant, director of
the W a s h i n g t o n - b a s e d

in UFO 'Watergate' trial
[ By CUFF UNEDECKER \

Citizens Against UFO Secre-
cy (CAUS), insists the gov-
ernment is hiding the bodies
of aliens killed in a series of
devastating flying-saucer
crashes.

"This is a public issue on
the scale of Watergate," he
charges.

Bryant points to an in-
credible document dated
March 22, 1950, and recent-

ly pried loose from the FBI as
evidence to back up his asto-
nishing claim. The memo
reads:

"An investigator for the
Air Force stated that three so-
called flying saucers had
been recovered in New
Mexico.

"Each one was occupied
by three bodies of human
shape, but only three feet
tall."
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Although the suit was
thrown out of court by Dis-
trict Court Judge Oliver
Gasch, in Washington, other
troubling UFO suits must
still be dealt with.

Investigators and contac-
tees have taken advantage of
the Freedom of Information
Act to pry loose mounds of
previously secret documents
from the Air Force, FBI,
CIA, NASA and other gov-
ernment agencies.

Three Texans — Betty
Cash, Vicky Landrum and
Mrs. Landrum's grandson,
Colby, now 9 — are demand-
ing a whopping $10 million
in a damage suit against the
Air Force — which they
claim is partly responsible
for injuries they suffered in a
chilling brush with a fiery,
diamond-shaped UFO on
December 29, 1980.

They complain they suf-
fered from symptoms similar
to radiation poisoning after
the harrowing ordeal, includ-
ing hair loss, blistered skin.

loss of appetite,
nausea, psycholo-
gical problems —
and by Colby —
progressive blind-
ness.

And, they say,
the government
shares responsibil-
ity for their injuries
because the UFO was sur-
rounded by more than 20
helicopters similar to those
used by the military.

They claim that the bright-
ly lighted UFO hovered over
the road in front of their car,
radiating intense heat and

COLBy LANDRUM suffers psycho-
logical problems and blindness.

shooting flame toward the
ground.

Their claim was rejected
on grounds there was no
proof the helicopters were
owned or operated by the
U.S. government, but the
ruling was appealed.

WHOPPING LAWSUIT was filed by Landrum (left), Betty
Cash and Mrs. Landrum's grandson.



ByBrittHaU
Staff Reporter

DAYTON — A former Dayton
woman and two Dayton residents
filed a $10 million law suit against
the U.S. Government recently in a
Houston federal court in connec-
tion with an alleged encounter
with what her attorney called "an
unconventional aerial object."

The woman, Betty Cash, 54, of
Birmingham, AL, and Vicki Lan-
drum, 60, and her grandson Colby
Landrum, 10, both of Dayton,
claim they were exposed to an
unknown type of radiation when
they were driving home from a
bingo game on FM1485 near New
Caney at 9:30 p.m. December 29,
1980.

The three claim in the suit the
federal government was
somehow involved in the incident
and should pay for their medical
expenses, said their attorney,
Peter Gersten.

Gersten, an attorney from Tar-
rytown, NY who has been involv-
ed 'in UFO suits against the
federal government before, said
the trio suffered severe physical
problems following the incident
and still have recurring symp-
toms such as severe headaches,
nausea, swollen earlobes and
eyelids, diarrhea and .facial
blisters.

- Gersten said Cash and the Lan-
_drums-were driving.along a coun-
try road seven miles from New
Caney when they saw a bright
glowing object in the sky.

He said the object was flaming
and gave off so much heat and
light the group could travel no far-
ther, stopping on the roadside.

He said they got out of the car
and Cash placed her hand on the

hoed of the car, leaving a perma-
nent imprint on 'her" 1980
Oldsmobile.

Gersten said the trio returned to
the car and drove down the road,
stopping at a small cemetery.

Mrs. Landrum counted 23
helicopters near the object but
couldn't determine if they were
escorting it or pursuing it,
Gersten •said.



Interesting space stories circling
1 would have lo say lhai

ill is month's most in-
teresting news stories

• seem focused 'on one
particular area. No, not the Fair-
field Fall Folliagc Festival, which
incidcnlly I would'vc made this
year if 1 hadn' t had to wash the
pickup. No, I'm talking about
"space." Space is where it's at.

You wi l l recall that last week at-
tention was focused on an alien
spaceship that supposedly landed
somewhere in the Soviet Union. I
believe the town's name started
with a "V" and was followed by
about 14 other consonants. I don't
know why they don't throw in a
few more vowels and give their
tongues a rcsi.

After all the hoopla, it was lear-
ned that the story originated from a
few Vkrsklsxx. children. This,
along with the fact that the bizarre
stones that were supposedly left
behind by the craft were actually
iron oxide, tend lo make one be-
lieve that perhaps the story was ex-
aggerated.

Personally, I believe the kids. 1
just don ' l - th ink they'd make up a
story about 13 foot, three-eyed, no-
nosed aliens. I only hope pictures
were taken. Of course, I know
they'll look like all the other pic-
lures of supernatural occurcnccs.
You' l l sec a bliirrcd image that, if
you squint, looks faintly like the

•( (a i l of the Loch Ness monster.
From a different angle it might be

Big Fool descending a hill.

For me, the importance of the
story doesn't rest with the sighting
itself. It's significance lies in the
fact that the Soviet National News
Agency, TASS, actually printed the
story. They didn ' t seem too overly
concerned that the Soviet citizens
might panic if informed about a
possible alien visit. All of the Ivans
and Gwcneldas siill went to work
ihc next day and produced their
quota of defective tractor tires.

I guarantee you, in this country,
there's no way ihe government
would sponsor such a story, true or
not. Just a few years ago two ladies
and a child received radiation
burns after viewing some kind of
vehicle being followed by a bunch
of helicopter, looking things on a
Texas road not too far from my
house. The Air Force denied any of
it happened. "No, we didn't have
23 helicopters near New Caney.
Nothing.showed up on radar. We
believe the bums actually came
rom a Roneo Bug Zappcr that
went awry."

Oh well, on lhai particular night

the Air Force was probably testing
a way to engage the landing gc;ir
on one of its B-l bombers and the
experiment truned nasty. I can sec
where news of malfunction in a
nuclear wheel engager might cause
a stir.

Another space story of a more
positive nature centers around the-

. Atlantis mission. While I've often
questioned the wisdom behind
naming a shuttle after a lost con-

. tincnt, I am fascinated by the mis-
sion. Have you been reading about
what all Galileo is supposed to do?

Let's sec,, once launched by At-
lantis, Galileo will circle Venus a
time or two, come back by Earth
and then hurl itself toward Jupiter.
It's going back and forth just to
build up speed. By the time it ncars
Jupiter (in the year 1995) it will be
moving at over 100,000 mph.
While that's no where near warp
speed, it is somewhat faster than a
Domino's Pizza truck on a Friday
evening run.

At some point, Galileo will re-
lease a probe that will zoom
towards Jupiter. This is where it
gets hairy. This 5-foot capsule will
slam into a gravity 400 limes
greater than Earth's. Then a parach-
ute is supposed to come out to slow
the thing a bit more. There will
probably be a bit of jolt when the
chute opens.

While drifting down, the capsule
is likely to be hit by lighting bolls
100 times stronger than lighting on

Earth. I don't know what kind of
mclal surrounds the probe, but I've
got a feeling it's from a source that
at one time was located somewhere
near New Cancy. i

And, what is the mission of this
suicide probe? Well, before it
disintegrates it's going to tell
scientists back home how much
helium is in the aunosphcrc of
Jupiter. Now, that information
wouldn't do a greal deal for me,
but that's 'cause I don't know how
much is supposed to be there. But,
a few smart people in Houston will
take the helium figure and come up
with information about the origin
of ihc Solar Sysicm. I wouldn't
understand it if they explained it lo.
me, real slow. '

One thing that even I will be a-
blc to appreciate from ihc mission
is ihc .images that arc due to.be.
radioed back lo Earth. These pic-
tures should be several times better
than those acquired from the two
Voyager voyages. I love planet pic-
tures. :

The technology involved in this
entire endeavor is fascinating. But
it docs give rise to a major pux.z-
Icmcm. Why is it we can send an
object to lake sonic great pictures
of a planet over two billion miles
away, and we can't get one decent'
snapshot of a UFO silting right
here in our own backyard? And,
what about one unblurrcd Big Fool
picture. Is that asking too much?

Haytcr is a regional columnist,
syndicated by Rooftop Syndicate.
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'U.S. test gone wild' brings suit
3 in Dayton claiming damage for exposure to flying object

By John Kelso
American-Statesman Staff

DAYTON — Vickie Landrum,
62, used to work as a waitress at
the Truck Stop Cafe on Texas 321,
about seven miles north of here.

But these days she spends most
of her time sitting inside her mod-
est home hiding from the sun. She
does hot work anymore. She de-
scribes her life as that of a hermit.

Landrum's friend, Betty Cash,
56, used to own the cafe, formerly
a popular spot for truck drivers
hauling logs and other goods. But
the cafe is closed now. Cash moved
to Birmingham, Ala., in early 1981
to live with relatives. She needed
someone to take care of her. She,
too, stays out of the sun.

Both women have not worked in
years because they suffer from
many medical problems, among
them sensitivity to sunlight.

Sunlight makes Cash break out
in big water blisters, she said.

Landrum, a member of this
small rice and soybean farming
community about 40 miles north-
east of Houston, used to enjoy fish-
ing. She still does, but she goes only
at night. The sun causes too much

Vickie
Landrum
says of
flying
object: 'I
was
thinking
this was
the end.'

pain, she says.
Because of their medical trou-

bles, Cash, Landrum, and Lan-
drum's 11-year-old grandson,
Colby, are suing the federal go-
vernment for $20 million. They say
that while driving on a country
road Dec. 29, 1980, about 20 miles
from Landrum's house, they re-
ceived radiation poisoning from a
mysterious, diamond-shaped fly-
ing object the size of a small water
tower. They contend that the ob-
ject was not a spaceship, but was
surrounded by military helicop-
ters. Although they have no proof
of it, they say that it was a govern-
ment experiment gone awry.

"I don't believe in UFOs," Cash
said. "I've had people call me and
say, 'You mean there were little

green men on it?' And I tell them,
'Well, if there were any on it, I
didn't see it.' "

Cash and Landrum say the heli-
copters they saw were large and
were equipped with two rotary
blades. According to Jay Miller, a
flight expert in Texas, that descrip-
tion fits CH-47s, or Chinooks, which
are primarily Army cargo
helicopters.

The case is awaiting action in
the court of U.S. District Judge
Ross Sterling in Houston. Govern-
ment attorneys have asked that the
case be thrown out. "There's no
cause of action," said Frank Con-
forti, the U.S. attorney handling
the case for the government.

William Shead, a lawyer repre-
senting the three, admits that the
case is different. Shead is a mem-
ber of Mutual UFO Network Inc. in
Seguin. The network investigates
UFO sightings and has spent count-
less hours checking out this one.

"There hasn't been much in the
legal system about this" kind of
case, he said. "I really don't have
any theories on it. I do feel like the
government knows what it \vas, but
we don't have their answer On it.

See Lawsuit, A14 j
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' -As the witnesses have all stated,
; 'there were a whole series of mill-

'tary-type helicopters either going
along sort of corralling the instru-

• ment, or protecting the instrument,
• 'or leading the instrument, or what

have you. And surely they must
• have made some reports on it
• "somewhere. But we haven't been
• 'able to get the government to open
• -it up and reveal it."

Network investigators have not
.been able to find any flight plans

'. for military helicopters in the area
; on the night of the incident, said
• Walt Andrus of Seguin, the interna-
,' tipnal director of the network. He
; said every airport and military
• base in Texas and Louisiana has
I been checked.
I John Schuessler, network depu-
• ry director and an investigator in
• this case, says he thinks the investi-
'. gation has been inconclusive be-
; cause his inquiries were done by
• telephone and he was not allowed
" tb look at military records.
; Schuessler, an engineer for an
• aerospace company in Houston,
' said he is convinced that there was
; something in the sky that night, al-
:• though he said that he has no idea
;' what it could have been.
' Naturally, there are some in this
' town who find the tale about a fly-

•" ing water tower spewing out radia-
tion a little hard to believe. Are

; people in Dayton talking about it?
'."^They're laughing about it," said a
'.^oman working in a hamburger
•joint who did not want her name
^Wished.
', The story is a bizarre but serious
; one to Cash and Vickie and Colby
• Landrum, who have suffered vari-

v ', ous maladies since the incident
; that they reported. All three have
; suffered skin problems. Cash and

v'Vickie Landrum lost their hair
*-temporarily. Colby, who has lived
; with his grandmother since he was

.•;4j;used to have nightmares. All
T three have had eye problems. Cash
1 had breast cancer and both breasts
• were removed. All three say they
', vomited and had diarrhea the

-'fnlght of the Incident.
; The story begins with Cash and
. Vickie and Colby Landrum riding
I In Cash's car about 9 p.m. Dec. 29,
• 1980. They had been gone to near-
' b*y New Caney to play bingo, but
'. the game was closed for the Christ-
; mas holiday. So, after eating sup-
' per in a cafe in New Caney, they
t headed down FM1485 toward Day-
• ton and home.

- The trouble started about seven
,* miles out of New Caney, according
: to the lawsuit. Colby saw a light in
• the sky traveling along the road,
^ just above the tree tops. "Colby saw
; the light," Landrum recalled. "And
* he said, 'Aunt Betty, what is that?'
. And she said, 'I don't know.' And he
: pulled my face around and said,
I 'Mamma, what is that light?' "
* Then, according to the three, a
s metallic-colored object with
t flames shooting out the bottom
* hovered before them. The flames
I almost reached the pavement,
* Landrum said.

•€ash stopped the car and the trio
" ibed out to look at the object.
, i, who has suffered the most

I pysical problems, stayed outside
> |>jiger than the others. "Colby was
I screaming and trying to get away
; from me to run," Landrum said.
; "So I pushed him back in the car."

Landrum said she got back in
I the car to comfort the youngster. "I
; was just telling him to hush be-
« cause he really wasn't saying any-
; thing except screaming. And I said,
; 'Colby, you look at that light and if
• you see a man step out of the light
: it will be Jesus Christ, and he will
: take us to a better place.' I'm not
- what you'd call a fanatic, but I do
! believe in the hereafter. And that
• night I was weighing myself if I
• was ready or not. Because I was

• thinking this was the end."
When Cash got back in the car,

.; according to their story, the door
• handle on the driver side was so
; hot that she had to use her coat like

a potholder to open it. And though
' .it was about 40 degrees that night,
! -the car interior became so hot that

.'they turned on the air conditioner,
iajidrumjiaid.
• . After the three had watched the

i. object for a while, it rose higher in
the air and headed off with what
Colby said was a "roaring noise."
Just afterward, down the road,

_ they saw the helicopters around
; -the object, they said. They counted
- at least 23 helicopters, Landrum
; said.
? • "It was like a sight of helicopters
•.. that no one has ever seen," Lan-
i drum said. "They just kept coming
;. to it. It looked like they were trying
j- to hem It in."
? After the incident, which Lan-
> drum said lasted about a half -hour,
; .Cash took the Landrums home and
» then drove to her home. When they
5f; "reached their homes, they got sick.
'- Landrum said she drew a bath,
I but the warm water made her skin
* .burn. She said Colby suffered the
* same problem. She put Colby to
» bed, but he woke her up at 1 a.m.
1 because he had vomited in his bed.
| She began vomiting, too.
* : Cash said big blisters appeared ;
J on her face and neck. She was tak-
* en to Parkway Hospital in Houston \
I -a few days later. Hospital records
I. .show that she was admitted Jan 2.,

1981, discharged Jan..l4, readmit-
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ted Jan. 25, and discharged F£b. 9.
Cash's attending physician at

Parkway could not be reached for
comment. But Dr. Bryan McClel-
land, a Birmingham doctor who is
treating Cash, said he thinks her
skin problems are the result of
radiation.

"Certainly her skin changes,
'which are pretty obvious on her
; hands, are all caused from thei ra-
diation," he said. McClelland skid
he believes Cash and that it is this

[Opinion that a high energy source
ihung over her head the night of the
ireported incident. (

Few in Dayton can provide any
information on the incident. But
Dayton police officer L.L. Walker
said he saw something that sur-
prised him on that same evening.

Walker, who has been on the Day
ton police force since 1964, said he
saw some military helicopters that
evening about dusk. He said was
driving on Texas 321 about 20
miles north of town with his wife
when he saw six to nine helicopters
flying in a "spread-out V
formation."

He said the helicopters bore
Army inslgnias. "My wife said, 'I
wonder what they're doing.' And I
said, 'I don't know, but they're
looking for something.' At first I
thought they had an airplane
down. They were going in the gen-
eral direction of where they said
they had that problem," he said,
referring to the Landrums and
Cash.

4.— —.
.son saw nothing unusual on that
night. Robinson's home is behind
his convenience store, just down
FM 1485 from the area where Cash
and the Landrums say they saw the
object.

"I'm sure I would have been
home that night because I seldom
go anywhere," he said. "I'd bet
money on it."

The incident is not exactly on
the lips of everybody in town.
Many seem to have forgotten about
it, if they had heard about it at all.
"Nope, hadn't heard about it," said
Howard Watley, who owns a book-
store in downtown Dayton. "Didn't
know we had one (a UFO) around.
Didn't know anything was going
on."

On the other hand, David Robin- The incident has caused prob-

lems for Colby Landrum, a sixth-
grader at Colbert Middle School in
Dayton. Colby had nightmares for
six months, and although the bad
dreams have ceased, he is still un-
easy. Is he worried about some-
thing like this happening again?
"No, not really," he said. "But if it
does happen, I don't want it to
happen."

Another problem for Colby has
been kids at school who used to
tease him. "They called me names
and stuff," he said. "They talked
about me and what happened to
me, and said I didn't see it and stuff
like that."

Vickie Landrum said she is not
out to get the government. And she
says she did not file the suit pri-
marily for money. More than mon-

ey, she wants the government tof
provide medical attention for he.r,
Cash, and especially her grands.bn.

"The money is not important to
me," she said. "I would like medi-
cal help more than anything else.
You understand? I really wouldn't
know what to do with the money if
I got it. I've always had plenty, like
the bills paid and groceries In the
house and money in my pocket. I
always felt like I was one of the
lucky ones."

But she does want her day In
court. "I'm not trying to hoax no-
body," she said.

"What if it was a whole school up
yonder" at the site of the incident?
she asked. "Or a whole busload of
kids? A thing like that could de-
stroy a whole town. That's what
I'm fighting for."
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Seven mohths after her alleged 1980 run-in with a UFO, Vickie
Landrum's left hand still showed injuries she said she suffered
in the incident.

Twice burned, not shy
Stung by radiation, ridicule, trio stick to UFO story
By CINDY HORSWELL
Houston Chronicle

DAYTON — More than a decade after going
public with their strange injuries and an even
stranger tale of a UFO encounter, Betty Cash and
Vickie Landrum are sticking by their story.

Federal officials have pooh-poohed their claims
and a judge dismissed their lawsuit against the
U.S, government for lack of evidence. In addition,
the two women and Landrum's grandson, who was
with them that night in 1980, say they have
suffered public r i d i c u l e . . . . : ; • • • . . • . ' . . .

Still, they aren!t.backing down. In fact, they hope
to revive their case. • • ."-. ; .-
• Whether-it was'piloted by Jittle green men or by
humans: :at the controls of a" secret military

project, Cash and Landrum insist they saw" an
unidentified flying object that night — and that
they have the injuries to prove it. . .

. Their skin is .so sensitive .now it only tolerates
cold showers, they say, and .they .must hide like
hermits-from the sun to avoid blistering. Medical
bills are mounting, and so are their worries.

Cash! a cafe owner, and Landrum, a waitress,
blame these and other strange maladies on the
intense heat that they say came from the bizarre
diamond-shaped craft.

. The .encounter, on Dec. 29,1980, occurred on an
isolated^ road,in. the piney woods northeast of
•Houstqrf;in Liberty.'.County, the two women say.
Since, then-they have lived mainly on Social

See UFO. on Page 7C.

UFO
Continued from Page 1C.

Security, saying they're too ill to
hold jobs.

But their story has spread interna-
tionally, including Omni magazine
and several TV programs, and the
mystery still arouses curiosity.

Their lawsuit alleged they were
injured by an experimental military
craft that spewed radiation, or by a
UFO under surveillance by military
helicopters. Cash and Landrum have
been besieged with telephone calls —
including some from anonymous tip-
sters telling of a top-secret project,
WASP-2, allegedly discontinued af-
ter radiation accidents.

Their attorney, Clay Ford of Gulf
Breeze, Fla., wants to reopen the

Breeze. Fla.. wants 10 reopen the
case by showing government of f i -
cials lied about record-keeping pro-
cedures during pretrial proceedings.

Meanwhile, he is negotiating the
sale of his clients' movie rights.

It all started when the two women
and Landrum's grandson, Colby,
then 1, drove to New Caney in search
of a bingo game. The bingo halls
were closed for the Christmas holi-
days, however, so they had dinner in
that east Montgomery County town
and headed home.

The women say Colby noticed a
bright light in the distance as they
traveled down FM 1485 about 9 p.m.
Quickly, they say. a large object
emitting the light swooped over the
treelops and hovered over a spot just
ahead.

"I screamed for Betty to stop,"
said Landrum. "I do believe if we
would have continued we would have
burned up."

Red-orange flames belched down-
ward as the object struggled to rise,
then sputtered and plunged back
toward the road, she said. The
flames roared like a blowtorch, she
said, and the object also made a
shrill beeping noise.

"It was a dull-gray, metallic color
and about the size of a water tower.
It looked as if it would set the woods
on fire.'' recalled Cash, who said she
stood outside and watched for 10
minutes.

Landrum said she and Colby also
left the car but quickly returned, and
the boy cowered on the floor.

Finally, the UFO gave one last
blast and flew out of sight with at
least 23 helicopters in pursuit, the
two women said.

"It's been a nightmare that I wish I
could forget," said Cash, now 62 and
l iv ing in Alabama near her family.

Her physician. Dr. Bryan McClel-
land of Birmingham, says she has a
'textbook case" of radiation poison-

ing. He compares it to being "three
to five miles from the epicenter of
Hiroshima."

McClelland said a 1981 biopsy of
Cash's skin found radiation dermati-
tis.

"The dry, thin skin on her hand
resembles that of a 90-year-old lady,
w i t h l i t t l e red-and purple streaks."
he said.

Landrum's doctor declined com-
ment on her ailments.

Houston doctors who first exam-
ined the trio say they appeared
burned, had puffy, swollen eyes and
their hair later came out in clumps.
Though they could not settle on a
cause, they did not rule out radiation.

"The Cash-Landrurn case could
very well be the most important
UFO incident to surface in the last 20
years, since there was something to
examine afterwards," said John
Schuessler, a McDonnell-Douglas
space shuttle engineer and deputy
director of the Mutual UFO Net-
work.

MUFON is a nationwide, 2,100-
member organization that investi-
gates and catalogs UFO sightings
and incidents." •' ~ |

Cash and Landrum say their health
began deteriorating the night of the
incident, with the severity deoending

incident, with the severity depending
on the amount of exposure to the
intense heat. They say all three
suffered problems, including red.
blistering skin; nausea; diarrhea;
headaches: and swollen, watery eyes.

Later, they said, they experienced
hair loss, open sores that were slow
to heal, depressed immune systems
and fa i l ing eyesight.

"I couldn't take care of myself for
two years," said Cash, who claims
the longest exposure to the intense
light. "I was either bedridden or in
the hospital (including for three
weeks just after the sighting)."

Besides physical injuries, the trio
suffered emotionally.

Landrum, who still lives in Dayton
wi th her grandson, said people
stared at her and gave her a wide
berth, calling her "the UFO lady."

Colby, now 17, who had the mildest
exposure and symptoms, was teased
until he sank into a severe depres-
sion. Landrum said. She did not want

Cash Landrum

the youth interviewed, but his jour-
nal gives some insight to his feelings.

"I am not made fun of as much as I
had been. But I am sick a lot, and my
eyes are still very bad," he wrote
recently. "I still look up when I go
outside. I guess it is just a habit, but I
always wonder what is up there. Lots
of nights I lay awake wondering if
other kids have gone through what I
have."

Since the three reported their en-
counter, others have said they saw
the helicopters or a strange f lying
object that night.

Dayton police Officer L.L. Walker
and his wife, Marie, reported seeing
a half-dozen helicopters flying in "V"
formation with searchlights. Belle
Magee, then a bakery clerk in the
area, reported seeing a bright light

_ "like a football f ield but up in the

Also, a former Liberty County
sheriff's deputy reported seeing an
identical object .almost two years
later as he drove on an isolated road
near Cleveland.

-Jon Mark McDonald — now a Lake
Jackson police'officer — described it
as diamond-shaped, about half the
size of a football field and the color
of galvanized.steel. The only differ-
ence bet ween'his sighting and the
1980 report was that his-had red
lights on each corner."

"Everybody was riding me about
reporting it — thought I was crazy,"
McDonald said. "But I just knew it
wasn't an airplane, because I've been
working in the U.S. Army reserves
and know about'every fixed-wing
(draft) there is." ' - .'

Today, Landrum and Cash are
• -anxious for some answers.

Cash still has the 1980 Oldsmobile

she drove that night. Sht says in-/
intense heat embedded Landrum i

.-. handprint on the padded dashboard.
Also, she said two un iden t i f i ed

men in military uniforms once of-
fered to buy the car. Dr. McClelland,
who said his secretary witnessed the
offer, suspects somebody wanted to
get rid of the car because "ion
(electrically charged atom) tracks
are visible on the chrome."

Another quirk was the unexplained
repair of a melted spot in the road
where the incident occurred, Schues-
sler said.

"I have photographs of a 15- to 25-
foot area where even the center
stripe was wiggly," he said.

A year later, he said, the spot had
been resurfaced. Schuessler said
county officials denied any knowl-
edge of the repair.

The reported sighting has at-
tracted numerous other responses,
including some from the fringe. On
one nationally syndicated TV spe-
cial, two men using disguises and the
names "Falcon" and "Condor" told
wild tales of U.S. pilots having prob-
lems while testing a nuclear-pow-
ered craft that had been acquired
from extraterrestrials.

Other tips are coming from callers
who recently saw the UFO story
aired on the Unsolved Mysteries TV
program.

Still others, claiming to be mili-
tary people or their relatives, have
called to say they flew helicopters
that night, despite the Pentagon's
denial.

At least two callers linked the
UFO to a classified project* WASP-2.
which they said was an experimental
nuclear-powered craft abandoned
after 1982 when it couldn't stop
irradiating people.

"The trouble is that most all the
people with something significant to
say were anonymous." said Schues-
sler.

Paul M. Koloc. a retired U.S. Navy
research physicist from Maryland,
confirmed the existence of a re-
search program called Winged Air-
craft Special Projects. However, he
theorizes the object Cash and Lan-
drum reported may have been ball
lightning, caused by a huge lightning
bolt and hot gases.

Lt. Col. George C. Sarran, an Army
congressional liaison who recently
was sent to review the case, con-
cluded that while there was no indi-
cation that anyone was trying to
exaggerate the events, he also found
that no "Army-related" helicopters
were involved.

"Sarran told me, 'I know some-,
thing terrible has happened to you,
but I don't know what it.is,'" Cash
said.

Neither do she and Landrum.
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case by showing government offi-
cials lied about record-keeping pro-
cedures during pretrial proceedings.

Meanwhile, he is negotiating the
sale of his clients' movie rights.

It all started when the two women
and LandrumV grandson,] Colby,
then 7, drove to New Caney in search
of a bingo game. The bingo halls
were closed for the Christmas holi-
days, however, so they had dinner in
that east Montgomery County town
and headed home.

The women say Colby noticed a
bright light in the distance 'as they
traveled down FM 1485 about 9 p.m.
Quickly, they say, a large object
emitting the. light swooped over the
treetops and hovered over a spot just

• ahead.
"I screamed for Betty to stop,"

said Landrum. "I do believe if we
would have continued we would have
burned up."

Red-orange flames belched down-
ward as the object struggled to rise,
then sputtered and plunged back
toward the road, she said. The
flames roared like a blowtorch, she
said, and the object also made a
shrill beeping noise.

"It was a dull-gray, metallic color
and about the size of a water tower.
It looked as if it would set the woods
on fire," recalled Cash, who said she
stood outside and watched for 10
minutes.

Landrum said she and Colby also
left the car but quickly returned, and
the boy cowered on the floor.

Finally, the UFO gave one last
blast and flew out of sight with at
least 23 helicopters in pursuit, the
two women said.

"It's been a nightmare that I wish I
could forget," said Cash, now 62 and
living in Alabama near her family.

Her physician, Dr. Bryan McClel-
land of Birmingham, says she has a
"textbook case" of radiation poison-
ing. He compares it to being "three
to five miles from the epicenter of
Hiroshima."

McClelland said a 1981 biopsy of
Cash's skin found radiation dermati-
tis.

"The dry, thin skin on her'hand
resembles that of a 90-year-old lady,
with little red and purple streaks."
he said.

,

on the amount of exposure to the
intense heat. They say all three
suffered problems, including red,
blistering skin; nausea; diarrhea;
headaches; and swollen, watery eyes.

Later, they said, they experienced
hair loss, open sores that were slow
to heal, depressed immune systems
and failing eyesight.

"I couldn't take care of myself for
two years," said Cash, who claims
the longest exposure to the intense
light. "I was either bedridden or in
the hospital (including for three
weeks just after the sighting)."

Besides physical injuries, the trio
suffered emotionally.

Landrum, who still lives in Dayton
with her grandson, said people
stared at her and gave her a wide
berth, calling her "the UFO lady."

Colby, now 17, who had the mildest
exposure and symptoms, was teased
until he sank into a severe depres-
sion, Landrum said. She did not want

Cash Landrum

the youth interviewed, but his jour-
nal.gives some insight to his feelings.

"I am not made fun of as much as I
had been. But I am sick a lot, and my
eyes are still very bad," he wrote
recently. "I still look up when I go
outside. I guess.it is just a habit, but I
always wonder what is up there. Lots
of nights I lay awake wondering if
other kids have gone through what I
have."

Since the three reported their en-
counter, others have said they saw
the helicopters or a strange flying
object that night.

Dayton police Officer L.L. Walker
and his wife, Marie, reported seeing
a half-dozen helicopters flying in "V"
formation with searchlights. Belle
Magee, then a bakery clerk in the
area; reported seeing a bright light
"like a football field but up in the
sky" heading north toward New Ca-

she drove that night. She says the
intense heat embedded Landrum's
handprint on the padded dashboard.

Also, she said two unidentified
men in military uniforms once of-
fered to buy the car. Dr. McClelland,
who said his secretary witnessed the
offer, suspects somebody wanted to
get rid of the car because "ion
(electrically charged atom) tracks
are visible on the chrome."

Another quirk was the unexplained
repair of a melted spot in the road
where the incident occurred, Schues-
sler said.

"I have photographs of a 15- to 25-
foot area where even the center
stripe was wiggly," he said.

A year later, he said, the spot had
been resurfaced. Schuessler said
county officials denied any knowl-
edge of the repair.

The reported sighting has at-
tracted numerous other responses,
including some from the fringe. On
one nationally syndicated TV spe-
cial, two men using disguises and the
names "Falcon" and "Condor" told
wild tales of U.S. pilots having prob-
lems while testing a nuclear-pow-
ered craft that had been acquired
from extraterrestrials.

Other tips are coming from callers
who recently saw the UFO story
aired on the Unsolved Mysteries TV
program.

Still others, claiming to be mili-
tary people or their relatives, have
called to say they flew helicopters
that night, despite the Pentagon's
denial.

At least two callers linked the
UFO to a classified project^ WASP-2,
which they said was .an experimental
nuclear-powered craft abandoned
after 1982 when it couldn't stop
irradiating people.

"The trouble is that most all the
people with something significant to
say were anonymous," said Schues-
sler.

Paul M. Koloc, a retired U.S. Navy
research physicist from Maryland,
confirmed the existence of a re-
search program called Winged Air-
craft Special Projects. However, he
theorizes the object Cash and Lan-
drum reported may have been ball
lightning, caused by a huge lightning
bolt and hot gases.
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Top Scientist Confirms rr
UFO Terrorizes and
Burns Three in Car
By DENNIS NEfLD and BOB PRATT

"The whole thing's burning up — oh,
my God! It's coming closer! We're going
to burn up . . . I know we are!

"Lord help me — I'm burning up!"
A .hypnotized Vickie Lahdrum was reliving her

horrifying encounter with a blazing UFO on a deserted
Texas road December 29 — a searing hell on
earth that left Vickie, her 7-year-old grandson
and a friend suffering the symptoms of radiation
poisoning.

Incredibly, in the weeks following their terrifying
15-minute encounter with the huge, fire-belching
UFO, all three developed se-
vere burns and blisters, diar-
rhea, headaches, nausea and
severe eye problems — and
Vickie's friend, who was
burned the worst of the three,
spent almost four weeks in a
hospital.

To get the complete, horri-
fying details — and verify the
absolute authenticity of her
story — The ENQUIRER had
Vickie hypnotized by a uni-
versity professor at her home
in Dayton, Tex., in the pres-
ence of a top engineer at
NASA, who emerged con-
vinced that she's telling the
truth.

"There's no doubt in my
-mind," the-engineer declared
afterward. "This was genu-
ine! She was reliving the
truth."

Under hypnosis, Vickie re-
called driving after sunset on
a desolate stretch of road
about 20 miles northwest of
Dayton.

Suddenly Vickie, 57, her
grandson Colby and her
friend Betty Cash, 52, noticed
a glowing object in the sky.

"It's lighting up the whole
sky, a long way up, and trav-
eling fast," Vickie said, reliv-
ing the experience. "Some-
times we can't see it, the trees
are in the way."

Several minutes later, the
object suddenly appeared in
front of them and hovered
over the road.

Betty, who was driving at
the time, brought the car to a1

screeching halt.
The massive, blue and dia-

mond-shaped object was at
treetop level, about 100 feet
away, with huge red flames
shooting from its bottom to
the road below.

"We can't get through —
it's blocking the road!"
Vickie gasped under hypno-
sis. "It's bigger than a water
tower. And it's making a
sound like beeping. Long

DESOLATE stretch of Texas road where diamond-
shaped, fire-belching UFO hovered over car.

ORDEAL: Vickie Landrum holds grandson Colby, who
went berserk and tried to run from the fiery UFO.

beeps . . . beep, beep, beep."
As she recalled the terrify-

ing close encounter, Vickie
clutched compulsively at the
front of her blouse, screwing
the material into her fist. Her
features contorted with fear
as, she brushed sweat away
from her face.

"Long red flames are com-
ing out of the bottom, like a
rocket!"

Even though it was just 40
degrees outside, the intense
heat from the UFO made the
automobile's interior swelter-
ing hot.

Gripped with terror and un-
able to think clearly, Betty
jumped out of the car and into
the night air in an attempt to
escape the heat, never taking
her eyes off the mysterious
craft.

"Betty — don't get out! Oh,
my God, come back! It's hot,
hot!

"We'll burn up! My eyes —
it's hurting my eyes!"

Startled by the UFO, little
Colby went berserk. Scream-

ing wildly, he tried to jump
out of the car and run off into
the woods. Vickie grabbed
him.

"Don't cry, baby, just pray,
pray to Jesus. Don't be
afraid.

"Now I'm holding him, lov-
ing him . . ."

For 15 minutes the brilliant
object hovered in front of
them, huge flames spewing
from the bottom end con-
tinuously.

Sometimes the terrified trio

heard a loud rushing sound,
like air brakes on a truck, as
more flames shot toward the
road.

Each time the flames shot
downward, the object moved
up a bit, then settled lower.

"It's going to fall! No —it's
lifting, thank God! There's
fire at the bottom. It's so hot."

Finally, the object suddenly
took off — rising into the air
and then zipping away at an
incredible speed.

Then came the long ride
home. Vickie was convinced
they should not tell a soul
about anything that had hap-
pened.

"Don't tell nobody about it,
Colby — they'll think we're
-crazy. Oh.^etty, theyllLthiok.
we're crazy . . ."

Almost immediately after
returning to Dayton less than
an hour later, the three wit-
nesses started to feel sick.

All suffered painful burns,
and Vickie's optometrist, Dr.
Steve Chandler, reported her
eyes were "burned, swollen
and extremely irritated."

In the weeks following the
terrifying encounter, both the
women lost huge amounts of
hair.

The agonizing symptoms
soon forced Betty to enter
Parkway Hospital in Hous-
ton, where she remained for
almost four weeks.

Hospital records confirm
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It is the weak man who urges compromise — never the
strong man.

Betty's mysterious illness —
and report "she witnessed a
very intense fire-like materi-
al" in the sky.

In addition, the hospital
records show Betty suffered
"bumps under her skin,"
"hair loss of the scalp" and a
"very swollen" face.

"The doctors and nurses
kept asking me if I was a
burn victim," Betty recalled.
"Skin was peeling off my face
and arms and legs.

"I was blistered all over.
My ears and eyes were so
swollen my own family didn't
recognize me."

Since that mind-boggling
night, little Colby has suffered
digestive problems.
"—**&—radiologist - who—ex-
amined the medical records
said they apparently were
suffering from the symptoms
of radiation poisoning," said
John Schuessler, an aero-
space engineer at NASA
studying the case for VISIT,
an independent UFO in-
vestigating organization.

Schuessler was present at
the spine-tingling hypnosis
session.

Dr. Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D.,
who conducted the session,
said he's convinced the terri-
lying details of Vickie's or-
deal are for real.

"She had a real experience
and I believe the craft was
under intelligent control,"
said Dr. Sprinkle, a professor
of counseling services at the
University of Wyoming, who
has hypnotized scores of UFO
eyewitnesses.

Several other witnesses liv-
ing around Dayton also re-
ported seeing a huge, bright,
diamond-shaped flying object
that night.

"I consider this a very im-
portant case providing physi-
cal evidence of the existence
of UFOs," declared Schuess-
ler.

"It is one of the most
interesting and significant
cases that I've ever investi-
gated."

RADIATION burns on Vickie Landrum's hand.
NATIONAL
ENQUIRER Page 23
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Covt. Sued for $20 Million
Over Encounter With UFO

Three people have filed a whopping $20 million
lawsuit against the U.S. government for severe health
damages they say they suffered after encountering

UFO in 1980.
Betty Cash, 54, Vicki • • • • »• • ~ •* • •

Landrum, 60, and her 10- Health WclS RUinfiUyear-old grandson Colby •WOIM! WW« IXUIIICU
claim that radiation from the UFO caused radia-
tion burns, loss of fingernails, loss of hair, large
lumps under the skin, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting,
cataracts, blindness — and a case of breast cancer.

The lawsuit charges that the government ei-
ther owned the UFO or knew about it — because
the victims saw 23 military helicopters
surround the object and escort it out of
sight.

"The government is responsible," Mrs.
Landrum told The ENQUIRER. "The Air
Force said they didn't know anything about
the UFO.

"But the government had to know
about it — or the UFO was owned by the
government — because the (military) heli-
copters were there."

The horrifying UFO encounter oc-
curred on Dec. 29,1980, and was reported in
The ENQUIRER.

The three victims were driving along a
deserted stretch of road some 20 miles from
the town of Dayton, Tex. Suddenly, a fire-
belching, diamond-shaped object the
size of a "city water tank" descended
from the sky and blocked the road.
The UFO made "beeping" noises,
and huge red flames shooting from
its bottom made the temperature in
the car unbearable. Both women got

HAIR LOSS was UFO's fault,
claims Betty Cash.

VICTIMS Colby Lan-
drum and grandmother
Vicki still suffer health
problems from UFO.

out of the car, but were forced back
inside by the heat. For 15 minutes,
the women and little Colby cowered
in fear.

Finally, the UFO moved off. The
victims drove away, but three miles
away they looked back — and were
astonished to see approximately 23
military helicopters, several of
which were the kind with large' dou-
ble rotors. They were all circling the
UFO.
. After they got home, Mrs. Lan-

drum recalled, "Col-
by started vomiting
and had diarrhea,
and Betty's prob-
lems started right
away.

"All of us were
really red and burn-
ed, and that night
we all got terrible

• • •*

SKETCH shows how fiery UFO forced car to stop. Victims also
claim they saw helicopters circling the UFO.

headaches. Betty developed red
knots on her face and hands.

"Within a little more than a
week's time she had lost about half
her hair. I lost three-quarters of my
hair. Colby's hair started coming
out. Then I lost my fingernails,
which eventually grew back."

The physical damage grew worse.
Medical sources say Vicki Landrum
developed a cataract in her right eye
— and lost her vision in her left eye.
Betty Cash suffered cancer of the
right breast and underwent a mas-
tectomy.

And little Colby — who had per-
fect vision — now has to wear
glasses. He's also developed anemia.

One physician who examined the
medical records of the three victims
— a radiologist and former univer-
sity professor who asked that his
name not be used — told The EN-
QUIRER: "There is no doubt i >

they were exposed to radiation."
He added that he believes most of

their medical problems resulted
from the radiation.

As for the "government helicop-
ters," a 19-year veteran of the Day-
ton, Tex., Police Department con-
firms that he spotted several mili-
tary-type helicopters in the area at
the time of the incident.

Officer L.L. Walker, a Marine
Corps veteran, told The ENQUIR-
ER: "I saw between six and nine heli-
copters.

"I was about 14 miles away from
where they were, and the helicop-
ters were on a direct course with
their location. The helicopters had
U.S. Army markings, olive drab
with white stars. They were mili-
tary. I am familiar with what gov-
ernment helicopters look like — and
I saw them."
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They tell of nightmare encounter with spacecraft
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Success has brought discontent on the set of "WKRP in
Cincinnati," as some of the stars demand special treat-
rnent- The cast, headed by Howard Hesseman, left, Loni
Anderson and Richard Sanders, is no longer one big happy
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Man's wacky backyard
is dinosaur playground

Martin Pugsley is a quiet,
easy-going old country boy
•with an incredibly, wacky
•hobby — he builds lifelike
dinosaurs in his backyard.

And the ama*mg creatures"of
the past are so reakand menac-
ing, that stunned motorists of-
ten stop to gawk in bugveyed
awe.

But to the children who
.near Pugsley's home in Hous-
ton, Tex., the "monsters" are
anything but frightening. In-
stead, they are playmates that
bring happy hours of fun and
exercise.

"I guess they've given a few
people a real shock. They've
been doing that for years,"
Pugsley admits with a chuckle.
"But it's me and the kids that
really enjoy them.

"The kids like to climb on
them and I just like having
them around. They've been
here, most of 'em, for quite a
few years."

The oldest of Pugsley's crea-
tures — the one he admits he's
"fondest" of — is a 10-foot,
toothy giant with a "hide"
dented, chipped and scarred by
years of faithful service as the
bizarre playmate of countless
neighborhood children.

Pugsley began his wacky
dinosaur-building hobby .when
one of his sons needed help for a
school project. s

"Me and my boys started it
all about 20 years ago," Pugsley
recalled for The NEWS. "One of
my boys had to make a dinosaur
as part of his classwork. So we
rqade one out of coathangers.
That gave us the idea to build a
larger one. But it didn't last too
long because it was kinda frail.

"I started out experimenting
with different materials and fi-
nally came up with copper wire

Martin Pugsley stands omid/his creations — two of tf
dinosaurs that stand menacingly in his backyard.

that I welded into the shape I
wanted. Then I stretcffetl "wire
mesh over the framje and cov-
ered it with roofingf cement. It
worked real fine

"I make theJe*gs out of much
heavier wire/so they can sup-
port the Mds when they're
climbing/VTie added.

His own kids took such delight
in the Creatures that he stead-
ily adaed to his incredible herd.
No\/his grandchildren play on

them every chance they get.
"And I don't mind one bit,"

the 58-year-old Texan declared.
"That's exactly what they're
there for. But I did used to get
upset when the kids , poked
sticks into them.

"Then one day I realized that
the boys were playing like they
were knights fighting off a ter-
rible dragon to save their lady
fair. Now I know it's all in fun
and doesn't hurt anyone."

Roofers cement sculpted over o metal frame turns into fierce-looking pre-historic creatures at Mar-
tin Pugsley's home in Houston. Here, Martin inspects a recent addition to bis herd of dinosaurs.

IT'S A MAD, MAD WORLD

Crazy money-hungry mutt
tests master's patience
by eating $12,000 check

A crazy mutt was
eating a dollar bill or
bled up a $12,000 cas,
roof!

E.W. Edwards Jrf of Virginia

ough trouble for occasionally
— but when goofy Finnigan gob-

check his master raised theier's

Beach, Va.,
his Irish setter

rhe once caught
with half of a $10

bill in his mouth.
And nfoney now and then dis-

appeared from the table beside
his/ffed.
/To put Finnigan to the test,

''Edwards says he dropped a $1
bill .on the floor — and Finnigan
went for it like a steak.

Then one day Edwards, a
used car salesman, put a $12,000
cashier's check on his dining
room table and turned his back.

Chomp! Too late, Finnigan
had polished it off without a
trace.

Edwards is still trying to get
the $12,000 replaced.

Obliging thief lets
victim (all tops

Timothy Marshall, 24, was
busily robbing a service station
when the attendant asked him if
he could make one telephone
call

Timothy figured it was the
least he could do so he agreed —

en ran away in a panic when
attendant dialed the Reno,

NeV.,cops.
Obliging Timothy was caught

a couple of blocks away from
the service station.

Lovesick ape
kisses woman

A lovesick onuigutan grabbed
a naked woman\who was about
to take a bath in it river — and
kissed her wetly on^he mouth.

The woman screamed and
fainted dead away in the jungle
near Jakarta, Indonesia. The
ape escaped into the brusl

Villagers heard her servants
and found her unconscious^ on
the river bank and took
home.

Tiny town confuses
ig city crooks
Two big city hoodlums went

to a little town to burglarize a
store and got caught up in a lot
of bad luck.

First, while the Kansas City,
Kans., men were in the Greeley,
Kans., store two local men saw
the car with out of town license
plates parked in the darkened

big

alley — so they took the keys.
When the pair started to load

their, car with stolen goods, they
discovered that their keys were
missing and both made a run
for it.

One kidnapped a man and his
wife and was caught in a chase
with police. The man was a city
marshal!.

The other thief stole a fancy,
sports car and would have got-
ten away except he had to stop
for gas — and couldn't find the
gas tank cap. He was busily
thumbing through the pages of
the owner's manual when cops
grabbed him.

Couple advertises
to get rid of son

A couple got tired of their 21-
year-old son living at home so
they took out a newspaper ad
begging a woman to marry him
and take him off their hands.
"Attention girls! Kenny Dixon is
21 today and still available,"
read the ad placed by Jake and
Jane Dixon in Centerville, Ohio.

Man dozes through
his own accident

A man had too much to drink
and asked some teenagers to
wake him after he slept it off in
his car. The four youths tried to
wake him up a couple hours lat-
er, but he wouldn't budge. So
they jumped on his car.— and
finally pushed it down the street.
It rolled down a hill and crashed
into a building. Cops woke up
the drunk when they reached
the scene.

Disco music makes
mice homosexual

Disco music will turn a ma-
cho mouse into a homosexual!

That's the astounding result of
£tndies at Aegean University in
Izmir, Turkey.

NA spokesman for the univer-
sitk researchers says mice ex-
posed to disco music for hours
at a fime, several days a week,
showed, the homosexual traits.

The scientists, however, were
unable to explain why the music
had the strange effect on the
mice and expressed concern
that disco might do the same to
humans.

Kitty wasn't dying — just boozing
A young couple thought their poor kitten was dying when it

awakened them crashing around the house, screaming its head off
and frothing at the niouth — but it was only dead drunk.

Sheri and Bill Estep of Clifton Park, N.Y., dressed hurriedly,
called a veterinarian and rushed to meet .him at his office in the
dead, of night.

The vet put the cat on the floor to observe it and it marched
headfirst into a wall — and collapsed.

. The vet pronounced the cat drunk.
Sheri and Bill went home and found a broken bottle of booze

on the kitchen floor.
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Three live in pain and terror
after attack by blazing UFO

By DICK DONOVAN
One of the most terrifying UFO encounters ever in

America has left two women and arhild trapped in a living
nightmare of pain and fear.

Despite exhaustive hospital tests and treatment,
baffled medical experts still can't come up with a cure
for their endless physical
agony.

The three helpless victims —•
Betty Cash. Vickie Landrum,
and Vickie's 7-year-old son Col-
by — encountered the thunder-
ing, flame-belching UFO as it
hovered only a few hundred feet
from their car on a remote road
near Dayton, Tex.

Within hours of the shrieking
horror of that experience, Betty
and Vickie's skin turned beet
red, their eyes began to burn
and tear uncontrollably, and the
women felt as though they were
seeing through a misty film.

faces oW^

By morning, Betty's body
was covered with half-dollar-
size lumps, her hair was falling
out in handfuls and she was suf-
fering the most agonizing head-
ache she had ever experienced."
The woman was so weak from
pain she couldn 't even get out of
bed to call for help.

Within a few days of the en-
counter, Vickie's vision became
blurred. An eye specialist told
the frightened 57-year-old that
cataract-like films were now
"Forming. "You'll probably be
blind in less than a year/" he
said.

Little Colby, though not suf-
fering any physical injury,
screams every night in his
sleep, haunted by terrible night-
mares.

"Oh, dear God! I don't know
what to do ... I'm at my wits'
end," Betty told The NEWS in
an exclusive interview. "I need
help, and so'does Vickie. I look
terrible and I'm too sick to
work.

"There must be something
that can be done to help us," she
added as tears welled in her
swollen, heat-reddened eyes.
"But we don't know where to
turn."

Their incredible ordeal began
one night when they were driy-

_ing home from a bingo game in
Cleveland, a small town about
40 miles north of Dayton.

The awful events that fol-
lowed will be branded on
Vickie's memory forever.

"We were driving down the
road at about 9 p.m., when all of
a sudden something came down
from the sky right ahead of us,"
Vickie said.

"It looked like the whole sky
had split' and fire was coming
down almost to the road.
."I told Betty, 'You'd better

stop! You're going to run right
into it!' .

"I thought it was the end of
the world. It frightened Colby
and he started to scream.

"I said, 'Honey, if you see
Jesus coming out of the sky,
He's coming to carry us to a bet-
ter place.'

"Ihad always lived my life so
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'Oh, dear Cod, I
need help, and so
does Vickie. I look
terrible and I'm
too sick to work.'

-!- Mrs. Betty Cash

NEWS EXCLUSIVE
that I'd be ready when my time
came. But I still wanted to keep
my baby from dying. _

"Then.Betty got out of the car
and started walking toward the
object. It was as big as a water
tank and about a half-mile up in
the sky. It started getting real
hot in the car. so I rolled the
window down and stuck my
head out to look at it."

As Vickie and Colby sat ter-
rified in the car, Betty re-
mained outside, entranced by
the unholy object hovering only
a few yards down the road. ;

"It was the most incredible
thing I've ever seen," Betty re-
called. "It was diamond-shaped
and silvery looking. It made a
roar like"a tornado, but I could
hear beeps coming from it. The
light and the heat were so in-
tense!

"I stood out on the road for
about five or seven minutes,
just staring up at it," Betty con-
tinued. "Then it suddenly lifted
up and started moving away to
the west, toward Houston."

Incredibly, Betty and Vickie
said they counted 23 unmarked,
double-rotor helicopters ma-
neuvering around the UFO as it'
began its ascent '

"The thing just lit up the sky
like it was daytime and I could
see the helicopters plain as any-
thing," Betty declared. "They
seemed to be trying to close in
on the UFO.'-'

Officials at military bases in
and around central Texas told
The NEWS their flight records
show no large movement of
double-rotor helicopters on the
night of the encounter.

In another eerie twist, the
UFO was sighted by three other
motorists near Dayton about 30
minutes earlier and 20 miles
east of where Betty, Vickie and
Colby had their encounter.

"I was in the car with my son
John, and his wife, Toni, and we
were just coming into Dayton,"
52-year-old Nellie Zedick told
The NEWS. "We could see the
light, so we stopped for a minute
to look at it,

"It didn't make any noise, but
when it moved off, it really
moved fast. It was like nothing I
have ever seen before."

The three Davton residents

Fear and suffering have left
their mark on the faces of
Betty Cash, left, and Vickie
Landrum. At right, Betty
shows her hair loss since the

UFO incident.
didn't leave their car during the
sighting arid have suffered no ill
effects.

"When this- sighting first
came to my attention. I classi-
fied it as a Close Encounter of
the Second Kind," declared Bill
English, of the Arial Phenome-
na Research Organization in
Arizona.

"But because of our in-
vestigation, I've since elevated
it to a Close Encounter of the
Fourth Kind — when the sighter
is injured or attacked.

"At any rate, it's the most in-
credible UFO sighting reported
in the U.S in recent years!"

Vickie and Betty with Vickie's 7-yeor-old son Colby. The boy was not injured duMng the close
encounter with the UFO, buf his sleep is constantly-disturbed by nightmares.
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Artist's drawing of a giant sea serpent spotted by fishermen more than 100 years ago. Witnesses
say a similar monster now lurks in the depths of a river in Georgia.

Monster serpent lurks
in murky American river

A huge snake-like rfion-
ster — very similar to
fabled terror believed to be"
living in Scotland's Loch
Ness — is lurking in the
murky waters of a coastal
Georgia river.

Witnesses said the creature is
between 15 to 20 feet long, as
thick around as a man's body
and is covered with a slick
greenish-to brown-colored skin.
It has a pushed in face and large
eyes.

Eel fishermen Larry Gwin
and Steve Wilson, of Brunswick,
Ga., were stunned when the
creature made l a sudden ap-
pearance and almost over-
turned their small boat in the
Aitamaha River.

"We were at an elbow in the
river near Smith Lake pulling
up our traps," recalls the 43-
year-old Gwin,

"There's a real deep hole
there and we didn't have
enough rope to drop a trap. I
think there's a big cave way
down there.

"All of a sudden a large wave

— like one made by a large boat
— almost tipped our boat,

I looked around and saw
iese two humps about five feet

afJsrt like what would be on a
serptent. They were as thick
aroundsas a man's body.

"ThenNSteve saw it and
shouted: 'WJjat in the world is
that?'

"It had to be IB^o 20 feet long.
I was scared.

"We didn't hang around there
with our traps, but heaoed right
back up the river." \

Gwin and Wilson, both e\pe-
rienced fishermen and familfiH^
with the creatures that inhabit
the Altamaha, swear it was^
nothing like they'd ever seen./

"I'm very familiar with man-
atees," he said, "and therms no
way that was a manatee. If it
was an eel, it'd be something. If
you catch a 4-foot <rel, you've
got a large one. /

"I know I'll &K pretty edgy
from now on/around Smith
Lake." /

IncredibJ^ the same or simi-
lar creatnre was spotted four
years ago in the river by Tom

Eller and Harvey Blackman,
who were working on the dock
at the Two-Way Fishing Camp.

Eller, now 72, of Brunswick,
spotted the creature when
looked to see what was majrthg
the large waves that causea the
boats to bang against the dock.

"It came on to Ore dock —
kind of whipping/its body to
swim," he recaHed.

"I saw the/body — it was as
big around^s a tire on a small
car. It was a brownish color and
15- to LBtfeet long.

"LXaw the head for a mo-
mem. It had a pug nose and big

is a couple of inches apart.
startled me to_see some-

thing that size,
"ThereNyere some people

from AtlanUKthere and they
were scared. I ranj;o get a gun,
but it disappeared.

Blackman, 74, of Brunswick,
said he was more "amazed
than scared."

"There are a lot of eels in the"
river," he said, "but I've never
seen one more than 3 to 4 feet
long. If that was an eel, it was a
monster eel."

New slant on living
Powerful winds in Locke
Mills, Maine, toppled a 100-
foot' pine tree whose under-
lying roots gave a bixarre tilt

to this wooden cabin.

WORLD OF THE
UNUSUAL

Ships and planes vanish
in new Bermuda Triangle

Two journalists claim there is another Bermuda Tri-
angle in the world where ships and planes have mys-
teriously vanished or been wrecked.

Writers .Kevin Killey and
Gary Lester have named this
bizarre region "the Devil's
Meridian" and pinpointed it in
the Bass Strait — between Mel-
bourne, Australia, ajxithe is-
land of Tasmania.

One of the moslt famous dis-
appearances/in the strait was
that of pjjof Frederick Valen-
tich, wtarvanished in his single-
engine plane in 1978 shortly af-
tec/feporting that he was being

[lowed by a UFO.
In 1979, the racing sloop

Charleston and her crew of five
disappeared in the strait while
on (he way to compete in a
yacht race near Sidney.

A brand-new' four-engine
plane carrying two crew mem-
bers and 10 passengers vanished
over the strait in 1932.

The writers, who put their
findings in their book "The
Devil's Meridian," by Lester-
Townsend Publishing, include
these and a host of other bizarre
disappearances — all occurring
in the Bass Strait.

Blonde mummy
found in China

Chinese scientists are baffled
over the recent find of the
world's oldest mummy who
lived more than 6,000 years ago

she has blonde hair.
|he body of a young woman

witn^houlder length blonde hair
was fonnd at the site of the an-
cient cityv of Loulan, in the
northeast section of China.

According to carbon dating,
the body was atlrast6,470 years
old making the inummy the
world's oldest.

"If the 5,000-year-pl
mies of Egypt were acclaimed
as the world's oldest, then tnfe.
Loulan woman should count as
even older," said a Chinese
source.

Researchers said the woman,
who was wearing clothes and a
leather hat, apparently died at a
young age. She was lying on her
back on a wooden platform.

The most baffling mystery to
the scientists was the woman's
blonde hair. Historians say that
Loulan was later an important
trading center which sent cara-
vans to Europe. If the woman
was not European, then she

could be a clue to a fair-haired
group of people who may have
lived in ancient China, his-
torians believe.

Farmer terrified
by UFO pilots

A Brazilian farmer was terri-
fied when a flying saucer glow-
ing with an eerie light landed
and two strange beings got out.

The farmer, Domingos Mon-
teiro Brito, of Camaracu Island,
said the beings resembled hu-
mans and began peppering him
with questions in his own lan-
guage.

The beings questioned him
about the number of people in
his village and if there were any
large uninhabited areas nearby.

•He said he was so paralyzed
with fear that he could not re-
member if he answered or not.
The beings told him they would"
return, then went back into their
craft and took off.

He described their craft as
saucer-shaped and made from
a greyish material. It made no
sound at all.

Brito said he first noticed the
UFO as a small bright spot in
the dawn sky which rapidly
grew larger as the craft ap-
proached at a fantastic rate of
speed.

Golf gome is
saved by magic

Officials of a professional golf
tournament in South Africa used
a bizarre method of keeping the
event from being rained out —
they called in a witch doctor.

The officials turned to the
weird use of magic when huge,
dark storm clouds formed over
4|ie golf course at the Sun City
Resort Hotel in Bophuthats-
wanax.

Fearing the rain would spoil
the event/Hhey called in Chris-
tina, a welOknown sorceress at
a local village.

Kneeling on the turf near the
clubhouse, Christina tossed onto
the grass some animal bones,
sea shells, two car keys and a
domino while wailing an eerie
chant.

Incredibly, no rain fell and
American Lee Trevino won the
$21,000 first prize.

Famed Romanian psychic Pauline Bendit has shown amaz-
ing accuracy in her astounding predictions of the future. Madame
Bendit makes this exclusive prediction for NEWS readers:

The fashion world will be rocked when a Spanish clothes
designer introduces mini-skirts for men made from fake animal
skins a n d furs. , . , . . ,
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Women, child say they
saw ship, 23 helicopters

.'By WILLIAM P. BARRETT
1 Houston Bureau :i "• . • •
' DAYTON — Vickie Landrum
'.doesn't expect everybody to buy her
'story thai a UFO Clanked by.'23
Imi l i t a ry helicopters doused her and
'two others with radiation on a de-
serted East Texas road1, one night
•lastDecember. ' ' • ' .
[ "I never believed in UTOs before,
'either,'' she said, suddenly sitting
^upright in the chair of her home. "I
.am a religious person."
' But the local.police chief, Tony
;Warring, a . ' f r iend for 30 years,'
Vouches fof her credibility. Records
bt Parkway Hospital in Houston
•document the fading eyesight, skin
.'blisters,'" recurring headaches arid
(temporary loss of hair she says''he
{has experienced.- There are other
^witnesses. A state agency is investi-
gating. Professional UFO watchers
'are excited.
I "It's one of the' most significant
i'cases we have," said Dr. J. Allen
llynuk. head of the Center for UFO
Studies in Evanstpn, 111. "The medi-
cal documentation is impressive.
This certainly falls in the category

••v f o close 'encounter,". ., . , , . . . . . . , ',_.-^j
. All this was more than enough
'tor the National Eniquirer, the sen-

-satioi'icil Uiuloidrto run the story last
jnonth under a multi-color, top-of-
. the-front-page headline: That is
how "Scientist at NASA Confirms
UFO Terrorizes and Burns 3 Tex-
ans" came to greet millions of su-
purmiirkct shoppers across the na-
lion'the week of Aug. 11.
'' The scientist involved is John F.

[ . . —Siafl map

•Site was near New Oaney

Sfhuessel, an engineer for McDon-
nell Douglas Corp. at the NASA
Johnson Space Center in Houston,
who, as a hobby; has been investi-
gating UFO sightings around -Hous-
ton for 15 years..-Contrary ' to the
huggestion in the Enquirer headline,
his .sleuthing activities have no con-
nection at all with NASA1. '•
: "There is no doubt at. all that
something happened," he said.
"And there is' little doubt that the
three persons were exposed ,to radi-
ation." He said he has other 'wit-
nesses who saw either helicopters or
the UFO — but no(t both' together
— and medical experts to'support
the radiation claim. However, citing
their desire for privacy; he refused
to release their .names, including
thost of the experts.

Schuessel said there are only two
possible explanations' 1'or the inci-
dfrit. "Either the helicopters were
chasing the object, or else they were
Flying w i t h - i t , " he said. ''In either
case the federal government should
know something." He is preparing a
paper on the incident to be;pn;sent-
\-<\ at' a UFO conference in Chicago
Sept. 2G.

Lawyers for the three — Mrs.
Landrum. 52; her 7-year-old grand-
son. Colby, who lives with her: and

a friend, Betty Cash, 57,-i.all of Day-
ton — have ''filed: formal requests
with the federal government under
the Freedom of1 Information -Act
(FOIA) for any reports. Involving
.the incident- . ; ' : ' : ' . , •'' « - • •

The three .want to file-a' personal
•injury lawsuit against, the govern-,
ment, in effect alleging hit:apdrruri;
to recover what they said was molt
than $15,000 in medical bills in-
curred because of the alleged radi-
ation exposure.' But their, lawyer,
Peter Gersten of New -York City,
,acknowledgedL .it' would beVdifficult
suing without any-concrete proof
that the government'., waif involved,
much less1 that it. was.responsible for
the UFO, '-,';'7 •• -. - • ' , . . ; .

"If the government says-v^e have
no reports, I'm7 afraid that's" the £n.d
of it unless someone, perna'ps' a pi- -
lot, comes forward," he said.'. ; : ' ;

So far the military hasn't re-
sponded formally to the FOIA re-
quests, but spokesmen for the
Army, Navy and Air Force, as well

'atf the Defense Department, said last
week they know nothing about it.

"I keep getting calls on this;" said
Maj. Tony Geishauser, (.lie spokes-
man for Fort Hood, an'Army base

' 1'60 miles "'northwest that-just'hap-
pens to have several Hundred hell-
copters of the sort described by Mrs._
Landrum, '-'We did not have any
choppers up that night in East Tex-
as," he,said. ' -

The only governmental reaction
so far has been from the Texas De-
partment of Health, whose Bureau
of Radiation Control is conducting
an investigation at the .request, of a
local; legislator.

-"It's highly doubtful we're going
to find anything, but we're look-
ing," said departmental investigator
Russ Meyer. • '
" Mrs. Landrum is sure of what she

saw and what she felt. • , - ' • . '
••"It was a UFO and we were

.zapped," she said.
, In separate interviews; she and

Mrs. Cash gave this account:
"Mrs. Landrum and Colby were.

riding with Mrs. Cash in her car
about. 9 p.m. on Dec. 29. along' a
lonely, two-lane stretch of FM 1485
near New Caney, -Montgomery
County, about 30 miles northeast of
Houston. About three miles ahead

. they could see some sort of light in
the air, occasionally obscured, by
trees. As they drew nearer they

- could see it was some sort of object
with orange and red, flame coming

, from the bottom. ; ;
•'Suddenly it got real 'bright,"

Mrs. Landrum said. "We could see
the object maybe 30 feet above the
ground. I screamed for Betty to
stop. Then I said, 'Betty you might
as well face it — this is it.' "

; Mrs., Cash said, "I thought this
was going to be-it.M . •". - '

What they said they saw was a
metallic, diamond-shaped pb'ject
with no visible markings, hovering
anywhere from 25 to 50 feet above
the ground. Mrs. Landrum said the
object was 25 feet high and 12 feet
across, although Mrs^ Cash said it
was much larger, perhaps; 50 feet
high and 25 feet across. ' ' •

The women said they got out.of
the car to look at the object.

"The road was too narrow to turn
around and we were -blinded by all
the light," Mrs. Cash said. She said
the car became -very hot ,"Ari im-
pression of Vickie's hand is still im-
bedded in my dash," she said.

• Aftei1 about four minutes thVofc);
ject rose, bathing the i three, bnloofcri
ers in heat, and headed in .a south-!

Vickie I^andi'um nev^r: believed, m UJfOs before an experience in December

ern,direction.but not over jthe road.,
"It, was going away from 'the road,'
so we kept-going.in.the.same. direc:
lion, .Coward Day tori','? ,lvlrs" Cash
said.
';. Iti was. .then they first noticed the
helicopters buzzing about. : "They
.seemed Urbe.''following' the object,"
Mrs'. Landrum, said, '.'and ytr.ying to-
stay out of. each.bther's way?"-1

seen heading southwest toward
Houston: Tho women said the en^
counter, lasted perhaps 20 minutes.

Whenj. they arrived in 'Dayton,
1 about. 15; rriilos southeast, the-warn-
ed said they agreed no.t. to tell any-,
one about the incident, not,even

! Mrs. Landrum's husband. "Frankly,
-I thougrit I was.crazy," Mrs. Lan-
drum said. • ' . ' . - • • J ,

7 dotiv believe fdr "a minute that the L/FO was
from another planet. I just don't believe in it.'

\ ' ' ; ' - • ' " ' ! " ' '-^—Vickie Landrum

She said the'helicopters were rel-
atively large, twin-rotqr- craft, but
she could ;see no markings'. Mrs.
Cash said >she and Colby counted at
least 23 of them. ' . ' ' • ' ' ' " . •

) Schuessel'said^the three persons
•described perfectly 'a Boeing-Vertol
•Chinook'helicopter, which are used
, by both 'the Army -and the Air
Force. "There; are civilian Chinooks
around, but riot '.23 of them in one
place,".he said. ; - • • - - . .
.'Finally the UFO with the helicop-

. tj?rs , dJ5a'pp«ared frorri sight. Mrs.
Landrum':"said the fleet \vas last

'. But within hours, they said, all
three began to be violently ill with
stomach cramps and diarrhea.. .

• "She was in pretty bad shape.
The'doctors thought she was going
to die,"'Mrs. Landmrn said of Mrs.
Cash. .Finally whevi doctors could

' not diagnose the illness, the women
broke their vow of silence aind told

. the doctors what had happened."
; "They seemed relieved that we had
'. some sorl of explanation;" Mrs.

Cash recalled. . . . . .
they said the eyesight of all

three deteriorated .r.T'-;dly. "I never

had to wear glasses before, but.
I'm on my third set," Mrs. (
said. She said Colby, who for a )
experienced nightmares .from
incident, also had to start wea

.glasses... ' \ . -
• "I still break out in'water'blis
'I get awful headaches and I <
take a hot bath," she" said. "I'll p

•ably go back into the hospital i
week."- , • •.'.<.•>.

On the suggestion of Police C
Warring, who last week called !
'Landrum '.'truthful and 'reliai
the worrien in February calls
UFO hotline in Washington.'^
brought Schuessel into the easel

While grateful for publicity,
said he wasn't altogether pie
that the National Enquirer, as
as another supermarket lab!
Globe, picked up on the si
which has received scant mentic
the Texas press.

"We may have a credibility p
lem." he said.

Both he and the women lea
the.explanation that the UFO
some sort of military project
don't believe for a minute that
UFO was from another plai
Mrs. Landrum'said. "I just don'i
lieve in it."
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WHAT TERRIFYING OBJECT CAME OUT OF THE TEXAS SKY ON A DECEMBER NIGHT?

Radiation burn victims seeking $20 million from U.S.
government claiming gigantic UFO cover-up

Mrs. Batty Cash suffered radi-
ation burns.

Colby l-andrum: "Petrified"
by the UFO encounter.

TWO women and a boy who say
they received horrible radi-
ation burns during a terrifying
encounter with a UFO are suing
the U.S. government for $20
million — claiming that a huge
Pentagon cover-up is prevent-
ing them from getting proper
medical care.

"I don't think the UFO was from
out space," says grandmother
Vickie Landrum, "I think there's
been one big cover-up — that the
government had something that
got out of control.

"We talked to one Pentagon
man who told us the U.S. would be
panic-stricken if it knew about
these things.

"I told him that we're not afraid

of what we know, we're afraid of
what we don't know."

Mrs. Landrum, 60, claims that
the frightening close encounter be-
gan when she, her 10-year-old
grandson, Colby, and a friend, 54-
year-old Betty Cash, were return-
ing from a bingo game in rural
Dayton, Texas, on December 29,
1980.

"We were driving on a back
road when Colby saw a light off to
our.left," recalled Mrs. Landrum.
"It came closer to us and was fi-
nally so near that I begged Betty to
stop the car.

"The object was about 60-ft.
across, the size of a water tower. It
hovered about ISO ft. over the road
near some trees and made a sound
like an engine."

To the trio's amazement, says
Mrs. Landrum, the cold night be-
came scorchinglyhot wbefr the ob—
ject approached.

"I screamed for Betty to get
back in the car — it suddenly felt
like we were outside on a hot sum-
mer day," she said.

"I was sitting in the car/hugging
Colby with one hand and holding
onto the dashboard with the other.
The dashboard was hot to the touch.

"Colby screamed and cried. I
was petrified but I told him, 'If you
see a big man coming out of that
thing, it's Jesus and he'll take us to
a better place.'

"It sounds crazy but I really
thought we were going to die."

The object slowly moved away
after five or six minutes, only to be
replaced by another horrifying vis-
itation, according to Mrs. Lan-
drum. "Immediately after It left, it
was followed by a whole group of
gigantic helicopters," she said.
"They seemed to come out of no-
where.

"Betty climbed back in the car
and, although we were all shaking,
we drove it a little ways and pulled
off the road. To calm Colby, I
counted the helicopters.There were
23 of the big, double-rotary kind.
They went racing by with their
searchlights on."

The terrified group then drove
back to Dayton- without 4alliMg*a
soul of their bizarre encounter.

"My grandson kept asking me if
the thing would come back and get
us He was terrified I gave him a

</ don't think
it came from
outer space.
The Pentagon
is hiding
something

bath and put him to bed, but before
the night was over he started
vomiting.

"Then I got sick. I was so weak
I had to crawl back to bed. We were
both so thirsty we were begging for
water."

The next day the shaken pair
learned that Mrs. Cash had also
fallen excruciating ill.

"We went to her house nearby
-and-found heHyiug- there wlthnbigr»
red, swollen bumps, half as big as
eggs, all over her face."

Mrs. Cash was later admitted to
local hospital and treated for radi-
ation burns, Mrs. Landrum said,
adding sadly. "She had a beautiful
head of black hair, and it all fell out
after that night.

"I got cancer after the UFO inci-
dent, but the doctors wouldn't give
me radiation treatment because
they said I had so much radiation in
my body," Mrs. Cash said. "I'm now
on chemotherapy:

"The doctors told me radiation
definitely caused my cancer."

John Schuessler of Houston, a
member of the scientific boards of
investigation for the Center for
UFO Studies in Evanston, 111., said:

"Betty Cash lost two-thirds of
her hair, and had every kind of
medical test imaginable, but the
diagnosis was never made. The
conclusion was that no one knew
what had happened.

"But this is a believable case.
Other witnesses saw the helicop-
ters that night.

"Betty was exposed to the light
longer than the others — she was
out there looking for seven to 10
minutes," said Schuessler.

"We checked with all the nearby
Army and Air Force bases. The
officials were cooperative but said
the helicopters weren't theirs.
They're not taking any responsibil-
ity"
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if& CINDY HORSWELL ^ .
•fWumlctestaff : ' ,
iifwiL" ™ * " : ' ' "r
**yi'>n.e Texas Department of Health and three private agencies
*|$r$ investigating reports that two Dayton women and a child
isjjwy have been exposed to an unidentified flying object and
^•jfjfered radiation exposure as a result.
eV=£ was a cold, cloudy evening on Dec. 29 when Vickie Lan-
• 'jgjpm, 57, a waitress, and her former employer, Betty Cash, 52,
• $-'!" owner of a cafe in Dayton, and Mrs.rLandrum's 7-year-old
s^fendson, Colby Landrum, were driving from New Caney t<j
<5»iyton. •

an uninhabited stretch of FM 1485, about 30.miles
, . ,st of Houston near-Huffman and about, 15 miles west of .

. «n> they spotted something strange. "I saw' a long, red
•mmg-in the sky about three.miles ahead," said Mrs. Landrum.
'.'i tta'3S,ttSrirtg; to figure .out what it was."',. ;•,

lat wi.thin minutes the object was in front of them,
irum said she .screamed at Mrs. Cash to stop the car
" jumped out.

i lives with Mrs. Landrum, ran back to the car a
and/hid on the floorboard, said Mrs. Landrum.

an Uninhabited stretch of

||$< 1485, about ̂  m^ n°ltn

of Houston near Huffman
15 miles west^of Da.y-

they spotted something
.̂ '1 saw a l6n£J -red thiricj

in the sky about three miles
saief Vickie Landrum. "I

was tflying (o figure out what it

;&he said she retiiai&i outside about four minutes and Mrs.
• flash the driver, oihe closest to the °^ ̂  watched It

an*as;tall tower,"
' and i

produced a noise.she win never.
id like a flame thrower and then -,
flammable:,smell, like lighter

he said, was so intensexthat it

«* d her companions. \ .
it everything up. It was aSiif the

Photo by Cindy Horiwell, CnronlOo Stafl

^(i^irrS^K

Vickie Landrum, a 57-year-old Dayton waitress,
says she and,.twb.\other Dayton residents saw a 1 , ' '
strange object in the sky nine months ago. Since
then, the three have experience symptoms similar
to the effects of radiation exposure. ..

length of time each was outside, the car and bathed, in.the
bright light. " . . . . . .

"I felt so hot inside, as if I was burning from the inside out , '
Mrs. Cash said. "The light blinded me so much that I-couldn t
see to back the car up and we were afraid to go under the
object." . • ;.

The two women and boy initially made a pact, not to.tell;,
anybody about what they had seen because they felt they •
would hot be believed. . •', . . . ,-. .;

"It was just too weird to mention, but we didn't know then
that we had been hurt," said Mrs, Landrum. .'(•.•'.•-;•,. " • !\

By 1 a.m. that night, Mrs. Landrum said both she and her
, grandson had blistered as if badly sunburned and both suffeik;

ed from nausea and diarrhea. V:;""". " 11'
. "We were.starving for water. Just couldn't get-enough and
couldn't stand a warm bath. It had to be cold, for.weeks after

' that. Didn't like being neaj- a stove or hot food," she said. |
She said that two days later she visited Mrs. Cash,:who lived

alone, and found her so weak she.could'not get a 'glass o'f
water. Mrs. Landrum said part of Mrs'. Cash's body was
covered with egg-sized knots and blisters. Mrs. "Cash was
hospitalized'the next day at Parkway Hospital in Houston. )

The trio broke their secrecy pact then and told doctors abou1.
the incident. Mrs. Landrum also reported it to Dayton p0|jc,'
Chief Tommy-Waring. - - . '.'; Yv )

Waring sald.he'has known.'Mrs. Landrum for abbut 30 year:
and "after talking1 to her for- 35 or 40 minutes,'.you knew^sht^
was reportirig what she thought she saw. She appfe^ed highlj?
nervous and, upseV, , • ' . • .f ."' {

Mrs. Landrum said her hair began to "come1 out 4npwads'4
and her eyesight began failing about three wfeeks after ths
incident. She then sought medical attention. Her Hair has sines
regrown, though she says it now has a burnt, frizzled texture.

The three have been interviewed by John F. Schuessler, i
mechanical engineer employed as McDonnel-Douglas' projec;
manager for .space flight operations in Clear Lake City. He is'

'investigating nercase in his capacity as a volunteer with the
Mutual UFO Network.

He and Dr. J.. Allen Hynek, founder of the Center for UFO
Studies in Evanstonj III., say the Dayton incident is the most

• significant sighting that has occurred in the Houston area in 10.

"It (the object) was a monstrous

thing. St seemed like it was hav- '
... • , t •• • • " ' " . . : ,

ing trouble flying, and so1 it
wpufd let out those flames and <
then shoot up again while mak-
ing that shrill beeping sound/'
said Betty Cash, a divorcee who

' • f ' ' ' ! \ ', - ••" '"-4.A - 1

is now staying with; herielderly
• i - ' , \ * ' f ** '\ /' - • ' . \ • i t, i : v\ » • - £,. • '

mother in Fairfield, Ala. - ; - •_ji_••:•'• •-,, ' . j y m . • : : • • . ; . • • .;
l"——«BB .-"'-HI I1U-IU11I...,,— ,1- .' .—-•"-. ——fl

years. "That's because there is something you,can actually
examine afterward — the physical injuries," said Schuessler.

Dr. P.B.'Patil, a specialist iii cardiology and internal medi-
cine, said he and his.colleagues hospitalized Mrs. Cash twice

. at Parkway Hospital,in Houston for a total of about 3% weeks.
'-She definitely had a bad burn on her face and her hair came
ou't'iri'clumps in two or three areas," he'said. '•

He said-consultants.'were called in, but ''we cannot say for
sure what caused it," though he would'riot rule out radiation
exposure:, ; " ; , . . -,'".% :*:'.;. ';}, 'fli ; . • . ; . , . . • '

Dr. Steve Chandler,; a "Liberty'.optomeirLst, treated Mrs.

5 or

ton Kpiice^Lhiet ftbmmy
Waring said he has .known Mrs.
Landrum for about 30 years and

to

* minutes,xy6u
-l.,,^';( '•; , _ i / \ • • " * v,J[ -" ( |

•'• porting what she; thought she
saw. She appeared highly nerv-
ous arid upsei"

Landrum for a- puffy, red' eyes. "There was quite a bit of
• irritation and swelling,!.redness'due-'to/some'type pf'burn'
. around'the eyes;;butf-don't.know tile, -cause' pf%:>-he--saldy-

actaiowledging' that her eyesight' has wo'rseried.^iEie sai'dyah'""
allergy to sunlight, chemicals and other things-pduid have ,

'causad the same symptoms as rad|aUom..^t-'-i-" >-*' -r
; --. -+^

Dr;:James-.Easley,' a Hbiiston, radJolggist;rexamiiied'Jthe: '
women more than six months after the-incident but said his
results were not conclusive because he saw the women so late.

Schuessler has two theories about the .sighting: Either the
object came from another planet or it was an experimental*
top-secret U.S. government project. ; , •.: .;

To substantiate the. trio's story, Schuessler has gathe)
reports from several persons in the area who also say they s
something strange.',1, •

On that same night, Angie Stanley, 26, a Dayton postal cle
was coming home from New Caney on FM 1485 about. 13 mi
west pf Dayton. "J .saw, a really bright light in the sky pre
far away," she said."'It looked like the bright headlights o
car on an oval-shaped thing."

Jerry McDonald; 24,"an oil field roughneck, also witness
something strange that night from his home in Dayton.,
heard a sound like a rumble, and I thought it was the Goodye
blimp," he said. "It was kind of triangular or diamond-snap
and'nad two twin-torches that were shooting brilliant bl
flames out the back!" He said it also had two bright lights on
and;a red light in the center as it passed about 150 feet abo>
him; , •. '

Belle Magee, 55, a bakery clerk, was in her home in Eas
gate, about eight miles west of Dayton, when she looked 01
and saw a bright light heading in the direction of New Cane*
"It was bright, like the light of.a football field, but up in th
sky,'1' she said. . . ' - , -

Dayton police officer. L.L. Walker was off duty arid drivin
; home from Cleveland,5 live "miles north of.Daytoh-on FM-32.

when he .saw. several large helicopters flying in formatlon/H
says he U not sure of the exact date, but>tninks,itmay.Kav
been Dec, 29.---; • ' : > . ' . • : - . ' : " ' - • '•'.."-,' ^.. i.-;-4-."' • _ - . - ' • ; •

. .To jog Mrsf. Landru'm's memory, she was hypnotized twic
. by Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, a psychologist and director 6f counsel

Ing and testing at the'University of Wyoming.-Sprinkle ha
studied about 250 .persons who have reported .UFO sighting
diiring the last 20 years. . . •

UniJer hypnosis, Mrs. .Landrum did not reveal any nev
•details, he said, but she did not alter her story, either. ) , .j

"She showed very dramatically what her feelings were ai
she relived it," he. said. "She kept pulling on her plouse am
cradling her arm like she was holding Colby close. She sale
she 'thought it was the end of the world and Jesus was coming

' out 0£ the light.'?'/ T:^' ' • . .
Sprlhkle.said ,'there' isrno way .to know if a person is hypna,

tizefl.'l'biJtbaseil onmX'iSiyears experience,.she wa,s-— or elst
she-has been-taking acting lessons.'; Hypnosis-recall doeslnoj
prove an incident happe'ried, he said.'but "it's her truth, whal
the individual thinks isirue:" '.

At the request of stafe;Rep. Larry Browderi D-Coldspring,
the Texas Department of Health's Bureau of Radiation Control
i s investigating t h e Dayton incident. . . . |

"We came into tliis thing fairly late inlhe game," said Russ
Meyer, manager of the state's'public health department in
Houston. . •'-; ':.•'•••< ' - , - ' ;

On Sept. 16, he drove the stretch of road where the sighting
• is supposed to have occurred. His radiation detection equipt-; ment ^id not fir»d,any traces of.remnant radiation in the area.
. He also took soil samples,."bul. testing of them is not complete

• :yet.'"... ''•'•-•*••' - • " : •."•; ' ' • : ' ' • • ••'• \ ' , . . '•
;"If-.there had,,been' radioactive^ contaiTiinatiori' i]i larg^

.".^rtiOiints, some woul^istill be'jeft there," :he said.-However, he
*:said 'certain types, of •r^dialton1 '.̂ ".sUch.'as ^ultravio'let lighi,
'^tnfi'affed light;aif^Jow-'griiBr,gy X-rays' H wiSfrl 'not leave any
? residual traces .-;^-.:j:

 : - j - - . • • ./".••..',"-".-.."•-'."" " \','.\j,
.-'• •. Meyer has feeommended. that the~ trio's medical records be
' reviewed by the state health department's medical advisory
• board: Specialists; he said, could differentiate between radia-

tion and symptoms that could be attributed to such things as
. chemical toxins.., : ' • •
: The helicopters, as described by the women,, would appear
' to be CH47 Chinopks, used by the military as troop carriers.
'; However, spokesmen for the Army and National Guard, both
i of which keep helicopters in the Houston area, said there are

no records of-military helicopters being flown on Dec. 29.
: , Attorney Peter'Gersten-of-the Bronx, N.Y., representing
^Citizens Against UFO.,'Secrecy,.sa.id,he is"interested in the
' Deylfin' wbmen-^and"''particularly interested in. things to do
•: with the military." , _ -
,-.„^TPwoiweeks ago, he*«enU-letters to the National Guard and
; U;S.:'Air Force.Tiieadquarters requesting information on.heli-
;• copters which may have been • involved with the "startling
' encounter of a UFO"" near Dayton "and requesting all records

they might possess on the subject. •
Military authorities said his letter has been forwarded to

' • their legal departments.
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UFO report
Women, child say they
saw ship, 23 helicopters

By WILLIAM P. BARRETT

Houston Bureau

a friend, Betty Cash, 57, all of Day-
ton — have filed formal requests
with the federal government under

DAYTON — Vickie Landrum tne Freedom .of Information Act
doesn't expect everybody to buy her (FOIA) for any reports involving
story that a UFO flanked by 23 the incident.

The three want to file a personal
lawsuit against the govern-

military helicopters doused her and
two others with radiation on a de-
serted East Texas road one night ment, in effect- alleging hit-and-run,
last December. to recover what they said was more

"I never believed in UFOs before,. tnan $15,000 in medical bills in-
either," she said, suddenly sitting curred because of the alleged radi-
upright in the chair of her home. "I alion exposure. But their lawyer,
am a religious person." Peter Gersten of New York City,

But the local police chief, Tony acknowledged it would be difficult
Warring, a friend for 30 years, suing without any concrete proof
vouches for her credibility. Records that the government was involved.
at Parkway Hospital in Houston much less that it was responsible for
document the fading eyesight, skin tne UFO.
blisters, recurring headaches and "If lhe government says we have
temporary loss of hair she says he n° reports, I'm afraid that's the end
has experienced. There are other of »t unless someone, perhaps a pi-
witnesses. A state agency is investi- l°l. comes forward," he said.
gating. Professional UFO watchers So far the military hasn't re-
are excited. sponded formally to the FOIA re-

"Ifs one of the most significant quests, but spokesmen for the
cases we have," said Dr. J. Allen Army, Navy and Air Force, as well
Hynek, head of the Center for UFO as the Defense Department, said last
Studies in Evanston, 111. "The medi- week they know nothing about it.
cal documentation is impressive. "I keep getting calls on this," said
This certainly falls in the category Maj. Tony Geishauser, the spokes-
of a close encounter." man for Fort Hood, an Army base

rharr enough—^ Armies northwest that just hap—

lion the week of Aug. 11.
The scientist involved is John F.

for the National Enquirer, the sen- P<?ris to have several hundred heli-
sational tabloid, to run the story last copters of the sort described by Mrs
month under a multi-color, to"p-of- Landrum. "We did not have any
trie-front-page headline. That is choppers up that night in East Tex-
how ."Scientist at NASA Confirms as'" he said.
UFO Terrorizes and Burns 3 Tex- The only governmental reaction
ans" came to greet millions of su- so far has been from the Texas De-
permarket shoppers across the na- partment of Health, \vhose Bureau

of Radiation Control is conducting
an investigation at the request of a
local legislator.

"It's highly doubtful we're going
to find anything, but we're look-
ing," said departmental investigator
Russ Meyer.

Mrs. Landrum is sure of what she
saw and what she felt.

"It was a UFO and we were
zapped." she said.

In separate interviews, she and
Mrs. Cash gave this account:

Mrs. Landrum and Colby were
riding with Mrs. Cash in her car
about 9 p.m. on Dec. 29 along a
lonely, two-lane stretch of FM 1485
near New Caney. Montgomery
County; about 30 miles northeast of
Houston. About three miles ahead

could see some sort of light in

— S t a f f map

Site was near New Caney

Schuessel. an engineer for McDon- .
nell Douglas Corp. at the NASA the air; occasionally obscured by
Johnson Space Center in Houston, tref, As . they drew neare.r ̂
who, as a hobby, has been investi- oou'd see ll was some sort of object
gating UFO sightings around Hous- ""th °rai?8e and red flame coming
ton for 15 years. Contrary to the from the bottom. .
suggestion in the Enquirer headline, ''Suddenly ,t got real bright,
his sleuthing activities have no con- Mrs. Landrum said "We could see

the object maybe 30 feet above thenection at all with NASA.
"There is no doubt at all that Sround- 1 f earned for Betty to

something happened," he said. st°P- Theri l ^d- lBeUv vou might

"And there is little doubt that the
three persons were exposed to radi-

as well face it — this is it.' "
Mrs. Cash said, "I thought this

ation." He said he has other wit- was Soing to be il-"
nesses who saw either helicopters or What they said they saw was a
the UFO - but not both together metallic, diamond-shaped object
- and medical experts to support wlth "° ™ ble ™rkl?fi hovering
the radiation claim. However, citing anywhere from 25 to 50 feet above
their desire for privacy, he refused ll?e ground. Mrs. Landrum said the,
to release their names, including. obJecl was

 u
25 ff' h'Sh a"u 12 feet

those of the experts. across, although Mrs. Cash said it
Schuessel said there are only two was

u much larger, perhaps 50 feet
possible explanations for the inci- high and 25 feet across.

The women said they got out ofdent. "Either the helicopters were
chasing the object, or else they were
flying with it," he said. "In either
case the federal government should
know something." He is preparing a
paper on the incident to be present-
ed at a UFO conference in Chicago
Sept. 26.

Lawyers for the three — Mrs.
Landrum, 52: her 7-year-old grand-
son. Colby, who lives with her; and

the car to look at the object.
"The road was too narrow to turn

around and we were blinded by all
the light," Mrs. Cash said. She said
the car became very hot. "An im-
pression of Vickie's hand is still im-
bedded in my. dash," she said.

After about four minutes the ob-
ject rose, bathing the three onlook-
ers in heat, and headed in a^south-

— UPl Dhoto

Vickie Landrum nevet believed in UFOs before an experience in December-

em direction but not over/the road.
"It was going away from the road,
so we kept going in the same direc-
tion, toward Dayton," Mrs. Cash
said.

It was then they first noticed the
helicopters buzzing about. "They
seemed to be following the object,"
Mrs. Landrum said, "and trying to
stay out of each other's way."

seen leading , southwest toward
Houston. The women said the en-
counter lasted perhaps 20 minutes.

When they arrived in Dayton,
about 15 miles southeast, the wom-
en said they agreed not to tell any-
one about the incident, not even
Mrs. Landrum's husband. "Frankly,
I thought I was crazy," Mrs. Lan-
drum said.

7 don't; believe for a minute that the UFO was
from another planet. I just don't believe in it.'

— Vickie Landrum

She said the helicopters were rel-
atively large, twin-rotor craft, but
she could see no markings. Mrs.
Cash .said she and Colby counted at
least 23 of them.

Schuessel said the three persons
described perfectly a Boeing-Vertol
Chinook helicopter, which are used
by both the Army and the Air
Force. "There are civilian Chinooks
around, but not 23 of them in one
place," he said.

Finally the UFO with the helicop-'
ters disappeared from sight. Mrs.
Landrum said the fleet was last

But within hours, they said, all
three began to be violently ill with
stomach cramps and diarrhea.

"She was in pretty bad shape.
The doctors thought she was going
to die," Mrs. Landrum said of Mrs.
Cash. Finally when doctors could
not diagnose the illness, the women
broke their vow of silence and told
the doctors what had happened.
"They seemed relieved that we had
some sort of explanation," Mrs.
Cash recalled.

They said the eyesight of all
three deteriorated rapidly. "I never

had to wear glasses before, but now.-
I'm on my third set," Mrs. Cash
said. She said Colby, who for a time
experienced nightmares from the
incident, also had to start wearing
glasses.

"I still break out in water blisters,
I get awful headaches and 1 can't
take a hot bath," she said. "I'll prob-
ably go back into the hospital next
week."

On the suggestion of Police Chief
Warring, who last week called Mrs.
Landrum "truthful and reliable,"
the women in February called a
UFO hotline in Washington. That
brought Schuessel into the case.

While grateful for publicity, he
said he wasn't altogether pleased
that the National Enquirer, as well
as another supermarket tabloid,
Globe, picked up on the story,
which has received scant mention in
the Texas press.

"We may have a credibility prob-
lem," he said.

Both he and the women lean .to
the explanation that the UFO was
some sort of military project. "I
don't believe for a minute that the
UFO was from another planet,"
Mrs. Landrum said. "I just don't be-
lieve in it."
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j By BILLY COX
| Gannett Newt Service

This is the second of two
articles on an alleged UFO en-

i counter.
j DAYTON, Tex. - Vickie Land-

rum already had placed a
number of aimless phone calls
into various levels of the Wash-
ington, D.C., bureaucracy, trying
to get help.

She finally reached a UFO
group in Tucson, Ariz., called the
Aerial Phenomenon Research
Organization (APRO).

She says the man who called
her back was named Bill English
and that he said he might be able
to help.

Betty Cash and Vickie said he
told them to tape their story and
mail the cassettes to him. Betty
also said she submitted to a
mugshot session by a photogra-
pher contracted by English, and

.,the pictures went to APRO.
,£ It was the last contact they
j^would have with Bill English.
v The next thing they knew, the
Vstory had worked its way into a

West Palm Beach, Fla., tabloid
called Globe.

"There's never been a Globe
reporter to ever even call me, let
alone talk to me in person," Cash
said. "And this is the second
story now that they have printed
... and then they had a picture of
me that... really, it's bad, where
my hair is gone, my ears are all
swollen, my eyes are swollen,
and all this stuff. Where they got
the picture I don't know.
Evidently, Bill English is the one
that gave it to 'em."

English could not be reached
for comment. A spokesman for
APRO, who declined to have his
name printed, said he left the
organization several years ago
and is "unable to be traced."

The Globe article was the
tripwire igniting alarm bells up
and down tabloid journalism's
halls of hysteria. The National
Enquirer and the Weekly World
News zoomed in on the story —
that Cash and Landrum one eve-
ning three years ago saw a mam-

moth, glowing, diamond-shaped
light, being either pursued or
escorted by a fleet of CH-47
helicopters near a two-lane high-
way in the heart of a forest right
outside this community. They
since have sustained blisters,
sores, hair loss, nausea, diar-
rhea, anorexia. One investigator
calls it a "classic case of radi-
ation poisoning," but no definite
answers to that night have been
forthcoming despite months of
investigation. ',

"I have never quoted this ob-
ject as being a UFO," Cash said.
"It wasn't. It was very well-
identified. We don't know, but
the government knows. They
know because they had the heli-
copters there to protect it."

That thought had occurred to
John Schuessler, NASA's flight
operations manager who had
begun to investigate the bizarre
incident. But one of his most
exasperating experiences, he
said, was dealing with Ellington
Air Force Base, 15 miles south-
east of Houston, where eight
National Guard Reserve
Chinooks were based.

"Every time we talk to them,
we get a different story," he
says.

Schuessler's probe reached
elaborate proportions.

He managed to corral four
other witnesses who said they
noted unusual activity in the sky
on the night of Dec. 29,1960, near
here. Belle Magee said whatever
she saw "lit up like a football
field"; Angie Stanley saw some-
thing "like car lights coming in
over the trees"; Jerry Mac-
Donald saw a triangular-shaped
object shooting fire, and L.L.
Walker insisted he saw the heli-
copters.

By the spring of 1982, a media
blitz would hit the Department of
the Army Inspector General's
Office (DAIG) on the issue.
DAIG's ensuing investigation —
and the conclusion it reached —
would spawn one of the most
unusual lawsuits the judicial sys-
tem will evc>r hear.

— Helicopters — not lightweight
airbuggies but big, lumbering
CH-47s, Chinooks. Troop trans-
ports, military oxen for heavy-
duty cargo. Nearly two dozen of
them, maybe a few smaller Bell
Hueys, embarked on an obscure
mission over a patch of Texas
backwoods on the night of Dec
29, 1980.

— Two women and a child
reporting symptoms of radiation
sickness, victims of a. nameless
glowing thing which rained dan-
gerous heat on them.

Those were the allegations.
In early 1982, the U.S. Air

Force passed the notes of its
investigation to the Department
of the Army Inspector General
(DAIG) in Washington. The
DAIG told Lt. Col. George Sar-
ran to check it out. His orders
were explicit.

"My overriding concern was,
were there Army helicopters in-
volved in this incident? It
seemed to me that something
happened to cause these women
to be burned ...
"But whether or not they were
burned was not part of my chart-

er. My charter was, were there
military aircraft that were flying
within 100 miles of that area
within a coupje of hours either
way of when ^hey said they had
this experience?"

On March 18, 1982, Vickie
Landrum, gra idson Colby Land-
rum, 9, and Efetty Cash flew to
New York to{ appear on Good
Morning, America. Accompany-
ing them was Schuessler. A na-
tionwide viewing audience heard
Colby tell it again: "....Some of
'em had double rotors and that's
what caught our attention. They
were flying around it and some of
'em was coming to it..."

The case also was beginning to
gain acceptance as news in a
number of newspapers.

In the summer of 1981, the
lesions were still breaking out on
Betty Cash's skin. Unable to
work, she wn te letters to Texas
senators Lloyd Bentsen and John
Tower, asking them for help.
Both offices gave her the same
advice: file [a claim with the
USAF Judge Advocate claims
officer at Bergstrom AFB near
Austin. Tex.

j <7WS Photo

Flight operations manager for the Space Shuttle Columbia
John Schuessler investigated the possible UFiO encounter.

T

On Aug. 17, 1981, Betty, Vickie
and Colby drove to Bergstrom to
meet with the claims officer.
They were met by Acting Staff
Judge Advocate Capt. William
Camp, Claims Officer Capt.
Terry Davis, and Assistant
Claims Officer Pat Wolfe. ;

Following the Good Morning,
America show, attorney Peter
Gersten volunteered to process
the grievances of Cash and the
Landrums for free, but on a part-
time basis. He told them of his
experience in pressing UFO-re-
lated lawsuits against the gov-
ernment. They accepted his of-
fer. |

Lt. Col. George Sarran says
DAIG involvement began in Feb-
ruary 1982. He speculates that
the Air Force passed its notes his
way when the Landrums and
Cash persisted in identifying the
helicopters as Chinooks. "The
Air Force doesn't own
Chinooks," he said. ,

Sarran says he spent three
months on the phone trying to
establish what installations
within a reasonable, proximity of
Houston could have mobilized a
mission of such magnitude. '

He drew blanks.
In May '82, the National Guard

helicopter pilot who Vickie Land-
rum claimed told her he'd partic-
ipated in the UFO mission denied
the allegations. '

L.L. Walker, a policeman who,
with his wife Marie, was driving
home to Dayton the night of Dec.
29, 1980, was interviewed by Sar-
ran.

"I was on 321, headed back to
town from Cleveland," recalls
the veteran patrolman who was
off-duty at the time — past mid-
night, nearly three hours after
the Landrums and Cash said they
had their encounter. "We'd been
up there visiting earlier that
night: And we were on the way
home ... :And I told my wife,
'That's very unusual.' I said,
'Look at all those helicopters.'

"There were some of those big
work helicopters that have
double rotors on the front and on'
the back. Big workhorses. Theyj

had about, oh, four or five of 'em
there, and then I saw a little
command helicopter, all of 'em
painted with Army inscriptions,
identification stars and all that.
You could see it because of their ;
lights." ;

NASA's John Schuessler gave
Sarran's investigation high ,
marks, except for one thing: "He >
didn't check to see if there were
any classified operations going
on that night. He told me it
wasn't his job. And that was the
loophole in the entire investiga-
tion."

Not so, Sarran counters. He
says he even met with a contact
in the Central Intelligence Agen-
cy. "Is there a chance that some-
body was intentionally mislead-
ing me?" He pauses. "I would
say unequivocably no. There
would've been no reason for that
to have taken place."

In June 1982, Sarran submitted
his report to the division chief.
The concluding sentence in the
memorandum left no room for
ambiguity: "There was no
evidence that would indicate that
Army, National Guard, or Army
Reserve helicopters were in-
volved."

Sarran is now a comptroller
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Cash-Landrum attorney
Gersten thus tackled the me-
chanics of trying to assign re-
sponsibility for his clients' medi-
cal injuries to the Air Force. On
Dec. 27, 1982, he filed the first
claims for compensation at
Bergstrom AFB. The motion was
denied on May 20, 1983. He filed
an appeal on July 23. On Aug. 21
the appeal was denied.

The next step, according to
Gersten, is to enter the Cash-
Landrum Incident in U.S. Dis-
trict Court. He said the suit will
be filed and his clients will be
seeking $10 million. "It'll be the
first "time the government has
ever been sued for damages
caused by a UFO."



CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH UFO FLEET
SCARS TWO WOMEN

Liberty '

By BOB BORINO

AN INCREDIBLE UFO sighting has left two women and a
seven-year-old boy suffering from the terrible effects of
radiation poisoning.

One of the victims, Betty Cash, 52, has been forced to
move from her home after the terrifying encounter with a 24-
strong fleet of alien craft.

She has suffered an agonizing headache for more than three
months since the incident; strange lumps have appeared on
her head and neck, and a lot of her hair has fallen out.

Hercompanion, Vickie Landrum, 56, has started losing her
sight, and even
Landmm's grand-
son, Colby, is
suffering eye
problems. "He
sti l l has night-
mares," his
shocked grand-
mother adds.

At first, the two
women kept quiet
about their amazing experi-
ence because they thought
"people would laugh at us
and say we were crazy."

But now, veteran UFO
investigator Bill English
says: "It's an incredible,
but an unimpeachable, case
of three ordinary people who
find themselves suddenly
caught up in events stranger
than the wildest science
fiction."

Their nightmare began last
Dec. 29 as they drove along a
lonely country road about
30 miles from Houston,
Texas.

Suddenly, "an extremely
bright, luminous object"
appeared in the night sky.

"It just kind of exploded
from nowhere," Landrum
recalls. "It kind of hovered
over the road, blocking our
path.

"It was so bright that we
could not tell what was the
source of the light."

Cash stopped the car, then
felt an incredible surge of
heat strike her from the light.
"It hit like a physical blow,"
she told GLOBE.

"If we hadn't stopped,
I'm sure we would have run
into the thing and probably
burned up.

"The outside temperature
was about 40 degrees, but I
had to turn the air condi-
tioner on — and we could

LANDRUM (loft) and CASH
comfort each other after
bizarre UFO nightmare. Arrow
on map Indicates scenes of

terrifying encounters.

still feel the heat."
Landrum says: "The thing

where the fire was coming
from looked to be about the
size of a water tank. Colby
kept telling us it looked like
a diamond with one end
rounded off."

She told GLOBE: "The
first thought that came to
mind was that the world was
ending."

Both women felt a sudden
compulsion to approach the
blinding object. "Betty got
out and started to walk to-
ward it," Landrum says.

"I started"*to get'out, too,
but my grandson was crying
and carrying on so that I
went back to calm him."
Cash went several yards
before the heat forced her
back.

For another 15 minutes,,
the mysterious object hover-
ed in front of them before
drifting away toward Hous-
ton. The three victims drove
on but after three miles they
heard "a terrible roaring
sound," says Landrum.

"We saw what looked like
helicopters circling around
the object." Cash counted
23 of them... "I counted
them to help me think I
wasn't going crazy."

The women watched the
craft maneuvering for a time
before the mystery light and
the "helicopters" vanished.

The three then drove home
to Humble, Texas. "When I
got home I had a splitting
headache," says Cash,

"and there was a burning
sensation that seemed to
pierce my body.

"I haven't been free of
that headache for more than
a half hour since."

By next morning, she had
developed knot-like boils
the size of 50-cent pieces on
her neck and head. The
lumps keep returning, oozing
a clear, warm fluid. Then
patches of hair began falling
out.

Meanwhi le , Landrum
says, she and Colby "felt as
though we had a bad sunburn
around the fa©W*aw&ineeik'S»l'"-
lost some hair, but most of
it has grown back."

Landrum's doctor told
GLOBE that she suddenly
began developing cataracts.

Yet she adds: "Betty got
the worst of it because she
got out of the car to inves-
tigate."

Cash spent most of Jan-
uary in Parkview Hospital,
Houston, but her condition
baffled doctors because she
didn't tell them about the
UFO encounter.

"1 finally told them the
second time I went in," she
say's. "I was afraid they
would laugh at me and tell me
I was crazy."

Her doctor, who asked
GLOBE not to publish his
name, says: "She had all the
signs of radiation poisoning
when I first examined her,
but 1 thought that ridiculous
and dismissed it.

"Then, when she told me
what she had seen — and felt
— it made sense."

The women's story has
"totally convinced" veteran
UFO investigators Bill
English, of the Aerial Phe-
nomenon Research Organi-
zation in Tucson, Arizona,
and John Schuessler, a top

. NASA engineer in Houston.
! Their investigation, back-
| ed by GLOBE checks of
! military installations in the
! area, reveals no aircraft
' movements that night to ex-

plain the extraordinary inci-
dent. English says he be-
lieves the helicopters were
"unmanned probes,"-some-

thing like our moon landers,
that were attached to the
main UFO.

GLOBE's research re-
veals that another diamond-
shaped object was sighted at
the end of November on a
country road at Liberty,
about 40 miles from the spot
where the light confronted
Cash and Landrum.

One "witness, Liberty
realtor Nellie Zedick, 58,
who was traveling with her
daughter and son-in-law,
says: "We didn't get closer
than a mile or so, and it kept
moving, but it was definitely
diamond-shaped with a slight
rounding at one end."

Meanwhile, Betty Cash
has been forced to postpone
plans to open a restaurant
and has mo'ved to Fairfield1,
Alaska, to recuperate.

She says: "1 just hope and
pray I get better soon."
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Post photo by King Chou Wong
Vickie Landrum, with daughter Jean Roper, talks to reporters.

Judge might dismiss
$20 million UFO lawsuit
Women claim radiation sickness

. By JANET ELLIOTT
Post Reporter

;:• A federal judge Tuesday gave a strong indication
, he would dismiss a lawsuit filed by three people who
isaid they were injured after a 1980 encounter with
\ ah unidentified flying object near Huffman.
£';,. "I strongly suspect, at this point, this case is
-jiirtiost over," remarked U.S. District Judge Ross
i-Sterling to attorneys.
£••" Sterling said he would rule on the government's
;iji6tion to dismiss the $20 million lawsuit after read-
£mg written arguments submitted by both sides.
'f}, Assistant U.S. Attorney Frank Conforti said the
case should be dismissed. He said the federal courts
Ijaye no jurisdiction over the matter because it can-
.BOt be proven that the government knew about or

'. rfiad control over the mysterious flying craft.
'.;•"'.' Houston attorney Bill Shead said the presence of
"-23 military-type helicopters indicates that the gov-
;~ernment did know about the UFO and had a duty to
^warn the public.
u*>;bayton resident Vickie Landrum, 61, expressed
^(Jisappoiritment that she may not have the chance to
<\t&l the judge about the events of Dec. 29,1980. That
F;'is-.the night she, a friend, and her grandson, Colby,
I'iwere driving along a deserted stretch of FM 1485

and saw the large diamond-shaped object floating in
the sky, she said. . •

Landrum said they left the car to watch the hov-
ering object. She said flames were spewing from the
bottom of the UFO and intense heat was radiating
from it.

Landrum and her grandson only stayed outside a
few minutes to watch the object, she said. Her
friend, Betty Cash, remained outside about 10 min-
utes before tht craft headed toward the north ac-
companied by about 23 double-rotary helicopters.

The three began suffering medical problems after
their encounter, Landrum said. The problems in-
cluded blisters, hair loss, dizziness, headaches and
other symptoms Landrum believes were caused by
radiation from the UFO.

Landrum said she has not worked since the inci-
dent and cannot bear to be out in the sun. She said
Colby also is extremely sensitive to the sun, and
Cash, who now lives in Birmingham, Ala., has de-
vsloped cancer.

Cash did not attend Tuesday's court appearance.
"I think we're being treated unjustly," said Lan-

drum Tuesday. "He won't even hear the evidence.
He's already made up his mind."

Landrum said she knows several other area resi-
dents who would testify to seeing the UFO and the
helicopters.
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; Two women and a boy thought they were entering
another dimension on the night of Dec. 29,1980. They
reported they/saw a large diamond-shaped object
floating in the sky in front of their car on the dark,
deserted farm road.
•.i\The driver stopped the car along the lonely stretch
of FM 1485 near Huffman and the trio got out to view
the unidentified flying object.
-"But they say their initial curiosity soon turned to
terror. They saw flames spewing from the bottom of
tbe UFO and felt heat radiating from the mysterious

, havering object.

.,.£.•- Watched for 10 minutes
' r,v:Betty Cash, who was then 52 and the owner of a

cafe in Dayton, stayed outside to watch the object
about 10 minutes.
. Vickie Landrum, then 57, and her then-7-year-old
grandson, Colby Landrum, remained outside only a
few minutes before retreating to the car where they
huddled and listened to the strange beeping noises
coming from the craft, they said.

Soon the object headed toward the north accompa-
nied by about 23 military-type helicopters.

This is the story told by Landrum and Cash to
numerous people. Today they hope to tell the story to

• a4ederal judge.
'.,T-The encounter with the UFO is only the beginning
of the trio's tale. The resulting medical problems are
the real issue and the reason Cash and Vickie Lan-

. drum' filed a $20 million lawsuit against the United
. Spates, charging the government was negligent for
letting the alleged experimental aerial device fly
over a public road.

"I've waited four years and suffered no end," said
Vickie Landrum in a telephone interview last week
feonvher home in Dayton, about 35 miles northeast of

' Houston.
U.S. District Judge Ross Sterling will meet with

attorneys for both parties today to determine if the
case should be set for trial.

The medical problems started immediately, Vickie
. Landrum said, with all three suffering blisters, hair
100s, dizziness, headaches and other symptoms. Lan-
drum believes the mysterious object emitted radia-
tion.,
. V.To this day, Vickie Landrum said, she cannot go
outside in the sun. "Even if I ride in a car during the
'day, I suffer the consequences," she said.

: '̂ ;A woman who used to enjoy gardening and watch-
Jng her grandson play outside, Landrum now does not

• even go to the grocery store unless it is night.
'-Her grandson has fared somewhat better, but still

(POTPOURRI NEWS)
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i is ultrasensitive, to __fc__
sunscreen before?going oft ^

Cash — the one vi^o rema^eU-'oulSde,
longest — has bad the* worst medical problems.' -Sbe !

has been hospitalized 'for cancer and is reportedly so3

weak she may not be able to come to Houston this
week. She is living with her mother in Birmingham,
Ala., and could not be reached for comment.

The government has filed a motion that the lawsuit
be dismissed, .said Assistant U.S. Attorney Frank
Conforti. He said the federal courts have no jurisdic-
tion over the matter because it cannot be proven that _
the government had control over the flying object. \

"They didn't say this UFO was Owned or controlled ™
by the United States. You can't hold the government' J
liable for actions it doesn't control," said Conforti. 6

But New York attorney Peter Gersten said tbe £
presence of military helicopters indicates the, gov-' J*
eminent knew about the object, whether or not it ,
was responsible' for it. Thus, it had a duty to warn |
people, Gersten said. • ^

. "If it isn't the government's, they should come * "••
forward and say whose it is," said Gersten of the £
UFO. • . e

John F. Schuessler, a Clear Lake City engineer £
who has investigated the Landrum-Cash sighting, g
said he is convinced the trio was "hurt by some- x
thing." . J

"There's no doubt something happened to them. I i;
don't know what," said Schuessler; who is involved ^.
with the Mutual UFO Network, an organization .that CM
investigates sightings.

"We can usually identify about 90 percent of what
people see. This one falls into the 10 percent we can't
give an answer for," Schuessler said. • ' :

He said he has observed the skin sores and hair
loss that the women and boy suffered and witnessed
their increased susceptibility to colds and infections.

Same story from each
Schuessler said he first talked to each of the three

_ separately and got the same story from each. He also
spoke to several other Liberty County residents who
saw the UFO or the helicopters.

"I don't have any idea what it was. But it was
. pretty big for what it did. And it really did frighten,

them. The boy was in-a traumatic condition when I
first saw him," Schuessler said.
. He said he believes the government has treated
Cash and the Landrums "shabbily."-

"They need some wisdom from the government to
help them understand what it was so they can know,
what to treat," Schuessler said. "They have asked
and pleaded for help, and were laughed at."

But Landrum has no animosity toward her govern-
ment, despite what she sees as a "cover-up."

BY JOHN F. S C H U E S S L E R
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UFO encounter?
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This is the first of two articles on a
possible UFO encounter.

, By BILLY COX
Gannett Newt $«*vic*

DAYTON, Tat. — Apparently nobody
knows exactly what happened to young
Colby Land rum, his grandmother Vickie
Landrum, and their friend Betty Cash on the
evening of Dec. 29,1980. Not their doctors,
not their lawyer, not the sleuth from the
Pentagon, and not the then-flight operations
manager for the Space Shuttle at Johnson
space Center in Houatoo-

Or if anyone does know, he's not telling.
Nearly three years later, three people who

claimed they witnessed a masterpiece of the
preposterous are still demanding the truth.

They say they are filing a $10 million
lawsuit against the United States to get it.

It began one night when they said they saw
a mammoth, glowing, diamond-shaped
light, being either pursued or escorted by a
fleet of CH-47 helicopters near a two-lane
highway in the heart of an East Texas forest
right outside this community. It is the kind
of story nobody wants to believe, its
credibility strained by the ravings of sensa-
tionalist tabloids, painted on a changing
terrain which has cast a hallucinogenic pall
over their account.

It follows its victims everywhere: in their
dreams, on their skin, and sometimes hi the
isolating stares of others.

The wounds sound ominously familiar:
blisters, sores, hair loss, nausea, diarrhea,
anorexia. Sunlight makes them ill.

One investigator familiar with their
symptoms calls it a "classic case of radi-
ation poisoning."

For nearly three years, they have probed
the smoke of illusion for answers and have
been rewarded .with self-doubt. But they
have never called their quarry a UFO, and
they continue to talk, nursing a flickering
conviction that someone, somewhere, will
come forth to explain their unique brand of
pain.

For now, though — and maybe forever —
nobody knows a thing.

Colby Landrum, 9, has lived with his grand-
mother Vickie in a modest wooden house
since she won custody of him seven years
ago.

The yellow-haired youngster weighs 58
pounds, and his grandmother says she has
trouble getting him to eat. Today, the rims
around his eyes are slightly pink, as if he'd
been swimming in chlorine. Colby has re-
played the story time and time again, and it
hasn't done him one lick of good.

That story begins as Vicky and Colby
Landrum, along with friend Betty Cash, on
their way to a bingo game, say they see a
dazzling light.

you know?' He's t & *» ***!***» front o£

(HgpassteisUi ft&w makes the
images seem even more disembodied:

Ain't (Aunt) Betty slams on the brakes, the
car shuts off, Aint Betty climbs out and
gawks, Colby stays inside and wrestles his
granmaw back in, granmaw says don't
worry, honey, if a man comes out it'll be
Jesus.

The car heats up and becomes a furnace.
After five minutes outside, Aint Betty
reaches for the door handle, but it burns her
hand, so she uses her coat like a potholder to
open it. The light rises off the highway and
cruises over the treeline, and Aint Betty
drives on again. They go no more than a few
miles when Aint Betty pulls over, and the
three of them watch in awe as helicopters
come thundering around the glow like a
swarm of hornets.

Two fans are running.

Vickie Landrum says if she doesn't stay
cool, she could get sick again. Knots on her
skin, dizziness, that kind of thing. On this
particular day, however, the lesions on her
hands and legs are dried up, and the scars
are hardly worth taking pictures of.

A waitress and stock clerk most of her
life, Vickie Is a plain, God-fearing woman.
Her husband Ernest builds train engines at a
nearby railroad yard when there's work.

She says she's tired of hearing lies. She
says the only reason she puts up with this
freak-show routine — interviews, getting
photographed like something in a test tube
— is "so the American people will know the
tnifr.'*

"I lived my life, you know?" Vickie, 59,
says quietly. "I don't much care what
happens to me. It's Colby I'm scared for,

W«klv Wnrld fNews. Without seeing theweekly World r e pha jg^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^

w^sek, expresses his doubtsWe .. __ ,r ».:, book(-UFOS;of
The Public Deceived."

, Some disturbin Qg medical data exists, but
'getting doctors ' to talk about it is another
story. ' ., ,; ...,: ,-

'"*' Betty Cash; 5<j4( was the most severely
injured. She speignt three weeks in January
and another week fc ̂  February (1981) bedrid-
den in Houston's s parkway Hospital.

"I didn't sleep »gji night long," she recalls
of Dec. 29, 1980, "*»""*.

"I had big kncBtj coming up all over my
head and on my f face. My eyes were swell-
ing, my ears wer re swelling. I went.on to bed
but I couldn't gc,0 to sleep, I was so sick. I
vomited all mgl^ long and wa&: dying of
thirst. But I still [didn't put it together that it
was from that tithing-1 didn't know what it
was."

Vickie and Co ofoy drove to Houston and
dropped Betty of jff at the hospital on Jan. 2,
1981. They watcched a team of bewildered
doctors, indudiring Betty's personal physi-
cian, Dr. V.B. ClChenoy, take notes.

"By now, her !r hair was coming out in big
old balls, and th they had a towel around her
head to keep thshat hair from gettin' on the
bed," Vickie sayjys. "And these places I was
talkin' about, th these big old knots, they had
burst and was irrunoin' water." .

But Vickie refused to admit herself into
the hospital because "I couldn't leave Coby
alone because he ie was too sick and he'd been
through too muctch and I felt like if I left him
he'd lose his minind."

Betty; meanwhile, was sticking to a pact
she said the thra ee of them made immediate-
ly after the incid'ident: not a word to anybody
about what they' y'd seen. Who would believe
it? "I didn't exphpiain it to (the doctors)," she
says. "They keptjpt telling me I was a burn
victim and I kept pt telling 'em I wasn't a burn
victim."

It Was about three weeks after the inci-
dent that Colby broke his promise. "The
doctors had told Vickie they was afraid I
was gonna die,"Betty says, "and Vickie had
made the mistake of letting Colby hear, and
he came right in and told the doctors."

What was going through the doctors'
minds at the time remains uncertain. Ac*
cording to outsiders who've seen the re-
cords, as many as 30 physicians examined
Betty Cash, but the only professional who
will even talk about it didn't examine the
victims personally, and didn't want his
name printed.

"I'm not afraid for my reputation," he
said. "That is not the issue. The issue is, this
whole UFO business attracts all'sorts of
psychiatrically marginal people. And then
they get on the phone and they wanna waste
your time ... and I don't have time for that."

The doctor's credentials are impressive-.
head of the radiology department at a major
midwestern university, a former medical
school teacher, and a former Army flight
surgeon.

After reviewing the records in the case, he
says, "I don't think there's any doubt that
Betty and Vickie sustained some kind of
damage due to radiation action at a dis-
tance. I am less sure about that with Colby.
Betty was more severely involved than
Vickie. The findings are consistent with
damage to the superficial tissues, secondary
to ionizing radiation.

"Vickie lost a good share of her hair on
one side of her head, as is customary with
ionizing radiation ... Vickie also lost the
nails on the second through fifth digits on
both hands, but not the thumbs. The reason
being, when she stood behind the right front
car door, her thumbs were behind the car
door and the second through fifth fingers
were in front of the car door, exposed to the
source of radiation.... That's pretty convinc-
ing, isn't it?"

The doctor says the reluctance of his
peers to comment is understandable. "Doc-
tors don't know what to make of UFOs
because they're narrowly trained. They're
just like anybody else. All they know about
H is what they hear on the 6 o'clock news."

Attempts to reach several physicians in-
volved in the case were unsuccessful.

Schuessler got a phone call from Betty Cash
at his Johnson Space Center office. She left
a message.
Schuessler, 53, had worked with one of
NASA's principal aerospace contractors
since 1982. In the winter of '81, as flight
operations manager for the Space Shuttle,
he was getting Columbia ready for her
maiden voyage.

But there was another side to John
Schuessler.

In 1965, when he was in St. Louis working
on life-support systems for manned space-
craft, he became bemused by a rash of
reported UFO sightings.

"Midway through the Gemini program, I
decided I ought to be able, to take what I'd
learned about working in the space program
and literally debunk them (UFOs) ... About
the time I decided to do this, there were
several good UFO cases, and I went out
first-hand and investigated them and found
out I couldn't easily dismiss them."

In 1967, Schuessler formed MUFON, the
Mutual UFO Network, to Investigate the
penomena. In 1976, he founded another
group. He called it the Vehicle Internal
Systems Investigative Team (VISIT), com-
posed largely of aerospace engineers.

His reputation as a heavyweight UFO
investigator was common knowledge at
Johnson Space Center.

Weeks before Betty Cash left her
message, he heard a seductive morsel of
gossip.
'"This one doctor friend called me and he

said, 'You know, there's a strange case
going on at Parkway Hospital. There's a
woman there that was burned by a UFO.' I
said, 'You've got to be kidding ... He said,
'No, this is serious. This woman has really
been hurt'"

When Schuessler pressed for her name,
the doctor backed off, citing medical ethics.

A week after Betty's call, he got a call
from a Texas newspaper reporter. She
urged him to listen to Betty Cash, and on
Friday, Feb. 21, Cash called again. The next
day, Schuessler drove to Houston and met
her for the first time.

He took notes and color snapshots in what
would launch one of the most frustrating
projects in his career.

In Houston. February, 1981, John Next Seeking redress is no simple matter.


